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6,% were tracked on a semi-annual basis. Beginning with the Fall 1980 survey, the sample size
was doubled to include females. Subsequent surveys have been conducted annually and include
cross-sectional samples of both sexes.

The 1980 YATS conducted 5217 interviews with young males in the Spring. In Fall 1980,

YATS included females for the first time, interviewing 5111 males and 5252 females in that
wave. The Spring wave marked a significant reversal of the downward trend in propensity
observed across the first eight waves of the study. The Spring 1980 data supported the
hypothesis of an inverse relationship between propensity and employment and job market per-
ceptions. It also revealed a significant positive shift in the collective perceptions and
attitudes of 16 to 21 year old males towards a draft registration. Again in the Fall 1980
wave an interest in military service appears to be linked to young peoples' reported
employment and job market perception. This is the Fall study.
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INTRODUCTION

This report cuvers the eleventh wave of the Youth Attitude

Tracking Study. The rationale for conducting this study as well

as the survey design and objectives are described in the Intro-

duction to the report of the first wave (Fall 1975). For the

reader's convenience, the following comments about the study's

background and objectives are reprinted from that report.

SM Background and Objectives

There are a number of factors that are related to a young

person's decision to enlist in a military service. Factors such

as national unemployment and regional cultural environments can
" have a strong bearing upon enlistment. Other factors related to

enlistment behavior include youth's general attitudes concerning

military service and their awareness of the opportunities pro-

vided by the services. These factors, especially awareness, are

influenced largely by promotion and advertising as well as the

many activities of service recruiters. Youth's attitudes and

awareness also reflect the impact of various other influencers

- such as their peers, parents and family, teachers, coaches,

counselors, and ex-service personnel.

General attitudes concerning military service can change

over time partially because the potential market of 16 to

21 year old youth changes every year as new youth enter and

older ones leave this age bracket. The outcome of recruit-
-- ing efforts can be influenced by altering military service

attributes such as salaries, bonuses, training options,

-- length of service, education benefits and so on. The

military services can also directly influence the propensity

to serve through increasing awareness of these attributes
and by improving attitudes by means of promotion, adver-

tising and recruiter efforts. Indirectly, improved aware-
ness and attitudes can also be achieved by improving the

awareness and attitudes of the influencers of potential
- enlistment prospects.

' -."--'.-'-- .. .. ' *...*4 . .. . .. .. ; ...**4.* .%..'. . .....-. .-; . .. ..... ., .'..'.."."... .
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In order to compete effectively in the youth labor market,

the Department of Defense has a continuing need to obtain

current attitudinal information concerning the nation's youth.

*" The principal purpose of this survey, therefore, is to provide

the Department and the services with valid, timely, and usable

data concerning the youth labor market on a continuing tracking

basis. Through the Spring of 1980, males only were tracked

on a semi-annual basis. Beginning with the Fall 1980 survey,

the sample size has been doubled to include females. Sub-

sequent surveys will be conducted annually and will include both

sexes. This survey deals with propensity to serve in the
military, effectiveness of advertising and recruiting efforts,

impact of influencers, importance and achievability of certain

job attributes, and characterizations of youth by such factors

as their demographics.

The information gathered in each of the 11 waves of this

study has three fundamental objectives. The first objective is

to gather information that has common utility for all the military

services.

Secondly, 26 special recruiting areas have been isolated

throughout the country so that special analyses can be performed

on each of them. These areas, referred to as Tracking Areas,

comprise one or more geographic units of each of the services:

Recruiting Detachments or Squadrons (Air Force), District

Recruiting Commands (Army), RecruiLing Stations (Marine Corps),

and Recruiting Districts (Navy). Each service is able to track

the study variables over time within the geographic areas

defined by recruiting boundaries of each service.

,

.- -'
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-" Thirdly, the study is designed to provide observations over

time so that changes in attitudes and behavior can be detected

and appraised, and recruiting strategies modified accordingly.

Study Design

- As in each of the previous waves, the survey sample included

16 to 21 year-olds who do not have prior or current military in-

volvement and who are not beyond their second year of college.

In the Fall 1980 wave, a total of 10,363 interviews were completed

5,111 with males and 5,252 with females.

The survey employed telephone interviewing. Respondents

were selected on the basis of randomly-generated telephone numbers

Approximately 200 interviews with members of each sex were com-

pleted in each of the 26 tracking areas. These geographic areas

account for 100% of the "military available" population in the

continental U.S. Thus, the study provides statistically valid

samples for each tracking area and allows computation of total

U.S. estimates for both male and female youth.

- The 26 tracking areas are as follows:

e New York City

e Albany/Buffalo

* Harrisburg

e Washington, D.C.

. Florida

* * Alabama/Mississippi/Tennessee

e Ohio

• Michigan/Indiana

" * Chicago
• opt
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' Minnesota/Nebraska/North Dakota/South Dakota

* Texas

. Southern California/Arizona

" Northern California

i Philadelphia

* Boston

" Pittsburgh

" Richmond/North Carolina

" South Carolina/Georgia

e New Orleans

" Arkansas

. Kentucky

s, Des Moines

* Wisconsin

* New Mexico/Colorado/Wyoming

* Washington/Oregon

o Kansas City/Oklahoma

4-.4

In the first two waves of the study (Fall 1975 and
Spring 1976), only the first 13 tracking areas (New York

City to Northern California) were studied independently.

The remainder of the country was treated as one area and

was referred to as "balance of the country."

Detailed tabulations referred to in this report are given

in five volumes. Volumes 1 and 2, which constitute most of the

analyses reported in this study, contain both Fall 1979 and Fall

1980 data for those questions which were the same in both waves.

4. ,.4 4-. *. 5*4 .- *4 * *... 4., . . -. . . 4. . -... .. ;.. .- - - .. ,- -:-..-. .-....... . ------.. .. -. : .- ,'..:-
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In the longitudinal analyses, only comparisons among males are

possible. The five volumes of tabulations for males and five

separate ones for females are as follows:

Volume 1: By Individual Tracking Area

Volume 2: By Enlistment Propensity Toward Active Duty in
the Air Force, Army, Marine Corps, Navy and

Coast Guard

Volume 3: By Schooling Status and Grades in High School

Volume 4: By Age, Race and Quality Groups

6W Volume 5: By Enlistment Propensity Toward Reserves and the
National Guard and by Pro-Military Index

Contrasts by sex are discussed in the Executive Summary.

The interviewing for this wave took place between October

17 and December 10, 1980.

Content of the Interview

The interview focused on the following areas of information:

-. (1) Respondent demographics
* Age

0 Sex

00 e Marital status

o Racial/ethnic affiliation

. Education
'-U .*U.

- Employment

(2) Propensity to enlist in the military and stated
reasons against enlisting
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(3) Nature and outcome of recruiter contict

(4) Information-seeking activities ibout enlistment
involving self, recruiters, and othe- influencers

(5) Conversations with certain influencers about
serving in the military

(6) Assessment of the importance of job characteristics
and their perceived attainability in the military

(7) Assessment of advertising recall and slogan identi-
fication

(8) Attitudes toward draft registration

(9) Knowledge of financial benefits

The study design permits the inclusion of new elements and
the deletion or modification of others from time to time, as the

information needs of the Department of Defense and the services
change. The current survey has several such changes.

On both the male and female questionnaires, three job

characteristics were deleted from the lists of qualities -

describing civilian jobs and differences between military

and civilian jobs: "doing something for your country",
-.* "adventure and excitemeLL," and "recognition and status."

*Six new characteristics were added to both lists: "provides

money for educations," "is a career you can be proud of,"
"provides medical and dental benefitb," "trains you for

leadership," "provides men and women equal pay and oppor-
tunity," and "opportunity for advancement."

The questions on possible mandatory draft registration were
rephrased from the conditional to reflect legislative reinstatement

of registration. In addition, two factual questions were included

'% .. . . . .. "' ' '' "- ' "'.. . " "'.'.. . . '. ." , -?**"**'* N. "V - .
-~~~~~~...-,.......".'... ................- ; -_ _ . "......" ... - .
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about possible enlistment?"). These obviously had to be

re-worded to make them suitable for the females; e.g.,

"Have you talked with your husband or boyfriend about

possible enlistment?"

Females (but not males) were asked about their level

of interest in six kinds of non-combat, "support" roles

commonly filled in the military: computer technician,

secretary, air traffic controller, draftsman, security

guard, and medical technician. On the issue of draft

registration, females were asked their attitudes toward

possibly having to register sometime in the future, and

whether or not mandatory registration would induce them to

consider joining one of the active duty services. Unlike

the males, females were not asked their opinion about re-

quiring a mental and physical examination as part of the

registration procedure.

In all other respects the male and female questionnaires

were identical.

Analytic Comments

The following important analytic comments are reprinted

* from previous reports.

In suzh a large study, many results are likely to

appear whi:h ar2 due solely to chance or sampling variance.

In order t3 minimize the effect of such spurious findings,

this report delineates rcsults which are unlikely to be due

to chance or sample idiosyncrasies. Specifically, when the

report indicates that a finding is significant, this means

that there is less than a five percent likelihood that such

, ~ a result would occur solely due to chance.

4), - ,,,;- N .- ; '; .Y¢; ,,. .?2:',;. , , ..-. ' '.." ,",, ,, ,.I 4 . _ . ... .. ..... ;. .... ;... , ; i... " : : ' ; ; " " : " ' "
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in the latest survey to ascertain whether the respondent did, in

fact, have to register for the draft and whether he requested

information about enlistment while registering. One new attitu-

dinal question was asked about a possible mental and physical

examination requirement as part of the registration.

In previous waves, the effect of different enlistment

incentives on propensity was examined. In the Fal"_ 1980

wave, this set of questions was replaced with questions

pertaining to the respondent's knowledge of starting pay

enlistment cash bonuses, and post-service education benefits.

For respondents indicating a positive propensity to serve in

an active branch of the military, three new follow-up questions

were included to determine how likely they are to serve, when they

expect to join, and whether they think they would enter as an

enlistee or officer.

The only other change involved expanding the acceptable

list of technical courses successfully completed in high

school. Previously, only the following math courses were

considered: elementary and intermediate algebra, plane

geometry, and trigonometry. These courses are used in the

computation of the quality index. Added to this list were

business math, computer science, calculus, and physics.

In order to maintain continuity with previous waves these

additional courses are not used in computing the quality

index.

"S With respect to questions and format, the main innovation

in the Fall survey was the adoption of a separate questionnaire

form for the females interviewed. In most ways, the two schedules

V were the same. However, since some of the questions asked were

sex-specific, (e.g., "Have you talked with your wife or girlfriend

&..

Y .... • * ~ . .*-... .K---.- *.%....--.-*.
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The use of stratified sampling in this study necessitates

that respondents be weighted unequally. Accordingly, it is not

correct to assess standard errors by methods which would be

appropriate with unweighted data. When the correct procedures

are applied, standard errors average 10% greater than those ob-

S - tained by applying the procedures ordinarily used with unweighted

data. Hence critical values for statistical significance were ad-

- justed upwards by 10% in tests of significance on the national

sample (Set, Appendix I).

Finally, the primary focus of the analysis is Fall-to-Fall

changes in key measures. Nevertheless, the reader should review

- the previous ten reports in order to understand the pattern of

the data over the full 5 year period in which this study has

- .been conducted.

Sections I-VI constitute the male sample report; sections

VII-XII detail the results from the sample of females. High-

.I lights frori both parts are contained in the Executive Summary.

.* q
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Introduction

This is a report of the eleventh wave (Fall 1980) of

the Youth Attitude Tracking Study. This study was initiated

in Fall 1975 and is a cross-sectional tracking of youth atti-

tudes, perceptions, and behavior with respect to serving in

the military. This wave marks the first time that 16 to

21 year old females have been included. The attitudinal and
behavioral data discussed in this report are based on 5,111

randomly selected males and 5,252 females between the ages

of 16 and 21. As in each earlier wave, the data were col-
lected in an approximately 30-minute telephone interview.
The sample was stratified in terms of 26 geographical

-areas (tracking areas) encompassing the Continental U.S.

Approximately 200 interviews were conducted in each area.

Major Conclusions of the Male Study

As reported in the Spring 1980 report, the Spring

1980 data revealed a marked reversal in the downward trend

in propensity observed across the first three years of the

study (Fall 1975 to Spring 1979). This positive shift in

propensity appeared to reflect the increasingly more positive

attitude of society toward the military. The Fall 1980 pro-

pensity figures, while generally higher than the Fall 1979
data, are significantly lower than the corresponding Spring

1980 figures in all but two cases (i.e., Air Force and top-

of-mind intantion to enlist). Whether the Fall 1980 data,

therefore, repre3ent the beginning of a new neqative trend

i., or sirfply a leveling-off of the recent positive movement of

propensity cannot as yet be determined.
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Interest in military service appears to be linled to

young men's reported employment and job market perceptions.

That is, positive propensity tends to increase when reported
. levels of these employment variables decrease. The Fall

1980 levels of reported employment and job market perceptions
are significantly lower than the Fall 1979 figures. While
the current directionality of propensity may be uncertain,
the national economy appears to be creating a more favorable

climate for the Services.

The Fall 1980 wave also reveals the continuation of a
significant positive shift in the perceptions and attitudes

of 16 to 21 year old males as a group towards a draft regis-
tration.

National Trends in Propensity - Males

In Fall 1980, 30.0% of the male respondents expressed
positive propensity for one or more of the active duty Services.
This is a statistically significant increase from Fall 1979
(27.6%), but is lower than the Spring 1980 wave (32.8%). Top-of-

the-mind mention of plans to enter military services increased

from Fall 1979 (5.0% to 5.7%). This change is also
statistically significant. (The reader is reminded that
statistical significance does not necessarily imply practical

significance, which is always a matter of interpretation.)

The propensity data for the six Fall waves are summarized

below. The Services are rank ordered in terms of expressed

positive propensity.+ The order has remained constant across
eleven waves of the study.

+-

+Positive propensity respondents are those reporting that they
are either definitely likely or prPbably likely to be setving
in the military in the next few years.

4 " " , ,o , . . .. . , .'-. '.-' / , ,'-'-. .-.. '..< - .- -",i.-', ...-. ''...../-
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% - .

:'ational Trends in Positive Propensity

Percent
Fall '79- Change

Fall Fall Fall Fall Fall Fall Fall '80 Fall '75-
'75 '76 '77 '78 '79 '80 Differences Fall '80**

*.% % % % % % _

, Air Force 20.4 17.9 15.7 15.6 15.3 18.6 +3.3* -9%

Navy 19.6 16.5 15.5 14.4 13.4 13.1 -0.3 -33%

Army 18.4 14.5 12.7 11.8 11.8 13.0 +1.2 -29%

Marine
Corps 14.9 12.4 11.0 10.0 10.0 10.8 +0.8 -27%

Any Active
Duty Service 31.2 26.4 29.9 28.2 27.6 30.0 +2.4* - 4%

*The differences shovm are statistically significant

at the .95 level of confidence.

**Represents the Fall '75 - Fall '80 difference as a
percentage of the Fall '75 figure.

In each wave of this study, a number of behavioral and

demographic variables have discriminated between individuals

who express positive propensity and those who express negative

propensity. These variables have helped to partially explain

4

% q-
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the observed changes in the propensity measure. In the Fall

1980 wave, the levels of the following key v~riab)es changed

significantly from Fall 1979:

Increased Significantly Decreased Significantly

e Reported unemployed and e Reported employment
K~ looking for a job

*... * Reported recruiter contact;
any service past 6 months

e Reported recruiter contact
with Marine Corps

e Talked with girlfriend or wife
about enlisting

o Talked with one or both
parents about enlisting

e Talked with teacher or
guidance counselor about
enlisting

* Took military aptitude test
in high school

The changes in these variables suggest a more favorable

recruiting environment.

Differences by Tracking Areas - Males

As in previous waves, the Southern region continues to

be the strongest recruiting markets for male enlistees.

South Carolina/Georgia appears to be particularly good. The

weakest tracking areas tend to be in the industrial northern

markets, especially New York City. There has been little

change in the strong and weak tracking areas over time.

IL!o.6 'FA
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Attitudes and Perceptions with Respect to Job Characteristics -

Males

f.:.

The military Service must be perceived as encompassing
valued job characteristics if the Services are to compete

effectively with other sectors of the economy for manpower.

This study has tracked the value young men attach to various

job characteristics and their perceptions with respect to

whether these job attributes can be more readily achieved

in military Service or in a civilian job. The Fall 1980

results are summarized below.

Positive propensity men value these job attributes most:

a Enjoy your job

~uq~ * Good incomie

- Job security

* Teaches valuable trade/skill

4 Opportunity for good family life

• Developing your potential

a, Opportunity for advancement

-- but, they perceive the following job attributes to be more

achievable in a civilian job:

*"Enjoy your job

* Good income

e Opportunity for good family life

These three attr:Lbutes represent advertising and recruiting

opportunitii:s fo: the Services.

re."low
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Negative propensity men value these job attributes the most:

o Job Security

e Enjoy your job

* Good income

o Opportunity for advancement

a Developing your potential

. Opportunity for good family life

, Employer treats you well

and they perceive all but "job security" to be more achievable

in a civilian job. Over time, these attitudes and perceptions

have remained fairly constant. Communications that address

these attributes would help to increase the appeal of military

service among negative propensity men.

Active Duty Positive Propensity Male Target Market Profile

The demographic, attitudinal, and behavioral profile of the

positive propensity male has not changed since the first wave of

this study. He can be described in contrast to his negative

propensity peers, as:

o Younger

e More likely to be non-white

e More likely to be Hispanic

* More likely to be unemployed

' Less educated

* * Having a less educated father

°,%
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. Having lower vaIL on the Quality Index (a
- measure of educational ability)

i 0 e Believing that the military is relatively
..  more likely to enable him to achieve

certa-n job characteristics

_ Feeling more favorable about enlisting
'- "after talking to a Service recruiter

i Having had recruiter contact

" Having sought information about the
military by mail or by phone

• Having discussed entering the military with
parents, friends, teachers or guidance
counselors

• Having positive propensity for more than
one Service

e Having taken an aptitude or career guidance
test in high school given by the Armed Services

The findings from this series of studies suggest that the

four active duty Services appear to be drawing from a common

pool of military available males, rather than from distinct

l segments of this population. Differences between propensity

groups with respect to demographics, perceptions and attitudes

U. are general rather than Service specific. In many cases the Service
S-. are appealing to the same individuals. This is reflected in

the fact that over one-half of the positive propensity in-

dividuals in each wave of this study express positive pro-

pensity for two or more Services.

These findings suggest, therefore, that the enlistment

decision may be a two-step process. First the individual

decides upon the military and then chooses among the different

Services.

'.h
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Advertising Awareness - Males

Since the Spring 1977 wave, this study has tracked

awareness of Service advertising. During this time, reported

awareness has increased significantly. In the Spring 1977

wave, only one-half of the respondents could remember seeing

or hearing Service advertising. Presently, this figure ranges

from two-thirds to four-out-of-five respondents. HowEver,

since Fall 1979, awareness of Service advertising appears to

have levelled off, except for the Joint ServiceE; campaign.

Percent Aware of Advertising by Source

Percent
Fall '79- Change

Advertising Spring Fall Spring Fall Spring Fall Spring Pall Fall '80 Spring '77
Source '77 '77 '78 '78 '79 '79 '80 '80 Difference Fall '80

% % % % % % % % %

Army 56.0 64.4 66.3 70.4 74.0 78.1 80.8 77.3 -0.8 +38%**

Navy 55.3 62.0 58.1 63.9 71.5 73.6 70.3 70.4 -3.2* +27%**

Marine Corps 52.1 63.0 59.9 65.1 66.0 69.6 70.6 70.4 +0.8 +35%**

Air Force 49.2 59.1 54.8 60.3 62.2 65.0 66.6 65.5 +0.5 +33%**

Joint Services -- 53.1 66.2 62.0 68.5 G7.6 +5.6* +27%***

*The differences shown are statistically significant

at the .95 level of confidence.

**Represents the Spring '77 - Fall '80 difference as a

percentage of the Spring '77 figure.

***.Represents the Fall '78 - Fall '80 difference as a

percentage of the Fall '78 figure, since no data were
collected prior to Fall '78.

,.
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,-w Prior to the Fall 1980 wave there had been a steady

L '-_ trend toward recall of messages about teaching/learning a

trade and about educational benefits. This was viewed as a

positive trend ins far as target market men value job char-

acteristics that pertain to self-improvement. In the present

wave this upward progression seems to have reached a plateau.

Recall of educational benefits actually declined from the

.. Fall 1979 and Spring 1980 waves.

Knowledge c(f Financial Benefits - Males

The Fall 1980 wave focused on young men's knowledge of

the following:

* Educational assistance

o Starting pay for enlisted personnel

* Cash bonuses for enlisting

Target market male youth's knowledge of all three financial

- benefits is poor. Although virtually every respondent knew

that the military offers post-Service educational assistance,

few young men knew the details of these benefits. Specifically,

respondents were presented with eight aspects of educational

assistance and asked to indicate whether each was true of the

military. Except for knowing that this assistance can be
*.'- used for trade/vocational school and that there is a limit to

this aid, young men knew little else about educational hene-

fits.

Young men grossly underestimated the monthly starting pay

for enlisted personnel. The average estimate was $315 - nearly

$200 below the actual figure ($501).
* -%

*->.-..*" Only one-in-three men knew that the military offers en-

listmerit cash bonuses. Among young men who knew about enlist-

ment cash bonuses, the average estimate was $1,225.
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These relatively low levels of understanding of financial

benefits offered by the Services suggest a possible serious

weakness in recruiting communications.

Draft Registration Attitudes - Males

In the Spring 1979, Fall 1979, and Spring 1980 eaves,

* respondents were asked a series of questions with respect to

their perceptions regarding the need for a draft registration,

the degree to which they favor or oppose registration, and

. the relative effect of a draft registration on their enlist-

ment intentions. Since registration is now a reality, these

questions had to be rewritten from the hypothetical to reflect

this change. In addition, several new questions on the topic

were added. These were: whether or not the respondent had to

register; whether or not at the time of registration he requested

information about enlistment; and his attitude toward requiring

a mental and physical examination as part of the registral:ion

process.

The Fall 1980 wave shows that the perceptions and atti-

tudes of young men towards a draft registration continue to

grow more positive. Significant wave-to-wave increases

occurred with respect to the proportion of young men who:

e Perceive a need for the draft registration

e Favor the draft registration

On the other hand, the proportion of younq men who said that

draft registration would make them more likely to consider

enlisting declined from previous waves. This should not be

interpreted as a negative finding. Rather, it most likely

reflects the reality of draft registration and the realization

that an actual draft is not imminent, as some might have

thought. "4

".ft
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Among respondents who registered, 13.9% said that they

checked the box on the form to request enlistment information.

via Approximately 60% of the male sample expressed a favorable

attitude toward the idea of a mental and physical examination

_ requirement in conjunction with draft registration.

MW
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Major Conclusions of the Female Study

The sample design and most of the interview questions

were the same for both sexes. Since the Fall 1980 survey

represents the baseline period for studying female perceptions

of and attitudes toward military service, this part of the

*summary can only recapitulate cross-sectional results. Year-

to-year changes on the measures will be discussed in future

waves. Many of the patterns observed in analyzing the female

sample were the same as uncovered in the male analysis, though

the absolute levels on many variables were different. The

.-.. concluding section of the summary will highlight the main

contrasts by sex.

Propensity - Females __7

e Overall, 13.3% of the young women expressed
positive propensity for one or more of the
active duty Services.

* Approximately 5-10% expressed positive
propensity for each of the four active
duty services; the Air Force was the
most often chosen (8.7%).

e Only 1.3% of the females made top-of-the-mind
(unaided) mention of plans to enter the military.

These data suggest that the available pool of young

women interested in military service is relatively small.

When females with negative propensity were asked why they

are not predisposed toward considering the rilitary, most

indicated that they had other plans or simply were not inter-

e sted. Few named reasons intrinsic to militar; service.

, ;...
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Differences By Tracking Areas - Females

_.-Female interviews were conducted in the same 26 geo-

graphical "tracki - ,reas" as used in the male portion of

the study. Approximately 200 female interviews were

completed in each tracking area. Such an analysis

can provide clues as to why respondents in certain areas

show weaker interest in military enlistment than those in

other regions.

The tracking areas showing consistent strength in terms

of female recruiting opportunities were:

* Florida

* New Mexico/Colorado/Wyoming

Texas was also above average in all categories.

Tracking areas exhibiting consistently low propensity

rates were all located in the Northeast and Midwest.

* New York City

e Ohio

e Michigan/Indiana

e Philadelphia

e Pittsburgh

o Des Moines

-4

S..
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Attitudes and Perceptions with Respect to Job Characteristics-

Females

As in the male survey, a list of valued job characteristics

was included in the female interviews to ascertain (1) their

perceived importance and (2) respondent perceptions of relative
likelihood of attainability in civilian work versus military

service. The results were as follows:

Positive propensity women value these attributes mot:

e Enjoy your job

* Good income

* Job security

* Teaches valuable trade/skill

e Employer treats you well

e Provides men and women equal pay/
opportunity

"Employer treats you well" was regarded by positive propensity

females to be more achievable in a civilian job. "Job security,"

"teaches valuable trade/skill," and "provides men and women

equal opportunity" were seen as more achievable in the military.

All the other attributes in the above list were viewed as equally
a.

achievable in military or civilian work.

Negative propensity women value these attrilftes Li.e
•- -most:

I Enjoy your job

" Job security

* Employer treats you well

...
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*. < * Good income

* Developing your potential

0 Opport -ity for advancement

K.. * Provides men and women equal pay/opportunity

Only "job security" and "provides men and women equal pay/

opportunity" were seen by negative propensity females as

more achievable in the military. "Developing your potential"

*and "opportu,'ity for advancement" were each viewed as equally

achievable in civilian or military work. The remainder were

regarded as more achievable in civilian employment.

tActive Duty Positive Propensity Female Target Market Profile

The young women with positive propensity for an active

duty Service can he described in contrast to their negative

propensity ccunterparts as:

, Younger

" More likely to be non-white

" More likely to be Hispanic

" More likely to be unemployed

SSe Legs educated

" Having a less educated father

* Having lower values on the Quality Index
(a measure of educational ability)

9 Belioving that the military is relatively
more likely than civilian employment to enable
them to achieve certain job characteristics

o More likely to be interested in a career as
a medical technician, computer technician,
air traffic controller, security guard,

1and draftsman

* More likely to have talked with parenLs,
-friends who are/were in the Service,

a boyfriend/husband, and a teacher or
counselor about military service
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0 More likely to have solicited information aboat
the military by phone or by mail

. More likely to have taken a career guidance
test for the military, and more likely to

- have taken the Armed Services aptitude
test in high school

. More likely to have had contact with

a Service recruiter

e More likely to have felt more favorable
about enlisting after talking to a

Urecruiter

Advertising Awareness - Females

Future waves of this study will report changes ii adver-
'.'.- tising awareness among females. Since this is tie first fe-

male survey in this series, only current levels of recognition
4.. 'can be presented. The following constitute the key findings:

* Between 58% and 74% could recall specific
advertising copy of the five campaigns
(Air Force, Army, Navy, Marines, and Joint
Services); recall of Army advertising was
higher than the others.

* Considering the advertising campaigns as
a whole, the following copy points were
recalled most often:

- Want you to join/enlist;
- Teaching/learning a trade; and
- Educational benefits.

S The two most often correctly identified df

advertising slogans were: "Join the
people who've joined the Army," and
"The few, the proud, the Marines."

'UP
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Knowledge of Financial Benefits - Females

. Like the males, females were asked questions about

'.4 * Knowledge of educational assistance

* Starting pay for enlisted personnel

e Cash bonuses for enlisting

TLhe majority were aware that the services offer

educational benefits after leaving the military, knew thaIt

-." post-Service educational benefits can be used for trade/
4/e.

vocational school, and that there is a limit to this assistance.

They were less knowledgeable about other details of this program.

Awareness of starting pay was poor, as most females

-severely underestimated the actual figure. Nearly half thought

_that new enlistees receive less than $75 per month. Coupled with

the finding that 18% said they were more likely to join after

being informed of the actual starting pay, correcting these

% misconceptions appears to be an obvious strategy for recruitment

advertising.

Fewer than one-third of the female respondents were

aware that the military offers cash bonuses for enlisting.

Among tAose who knew about the enlistment bonus, most under-

estimated its actual value. This finding reinforces the

conclusion that communications about military pay and benefits

could be improved, and given the low levels of knowledge in
this area, it could well have a pr.cductive effect on increasing

enlistments.

-. °
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Draft Registration Attitudes - Females

The sample of females were asked their opinions about:

o The need for male registration to ensure
a strong national defense.

.e How they would feel, if required to
register.

e Whether having to register would make
them more or less likely to consider
joining an active duty military service.

While a majority of young women agreed that registering

males is necessary for a strong defense (55.8%), only about

one-quarter (26.0%) would be in favor of registering, if re-

quired, while 55.3% would be opposed -- most of them

strongly against it. Furthermore, in terms of the effect of

* required registration on enlistment, a greater number said "

that registration would make them less rather than more

likely to enlist.

S-.
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Male-Female Contrasts

In most respects, the Fall 1980 findings of the female

survey paralleled the results from the male survey in terms

of the factors which differentiate positive from negative

propensity respondents. This section concentrates on pre-

senting the exceptions and noting where positive propensity

"-"men and women differ sharply in absolute levels on the com-

mon measures, as well as where negative propensity men and

women differ.

Females are much less inclined than males to be

considering serving in the Armed Forces. In general, the

social-psychological and demographic profile of positive

propensity females is very similar to the males who are

considering the military. Yet, relative to their negative

propensity peers, the positive propensity females are even more

likely to be non-white and of low socio-economic status

than when one compares positive and negative propensity

males.

prope women
~~ ~ Attitudinally, positive prpniy women rate the

importance of a good family life lower than positive

el propensity males. They also value equal opportunity more

than positive propensity men, and they see it as more likely

in military vs. civilian employment. Moreover, unlike males,

positive propensity females see a gcood income as equally

obtainable in the military as in civilian employment. While

S "good income is just as desirable an attribute for positive
-

propensity men, they, in contrast to the females, view it

as more achievable outside the military. Given their

respective goals and perceptions, positive propensity

females apparently see grciter i:,Aative advant.je. in

.. military versus civilian work than their male counterparts.

:S.
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Behaviorally, females considering military service are

less likely than similarly inclined males to have had

recruiter contact. Moreover, females are also less licely

to have sought most other, non-recruiter sources )f

information and advice about opportunities in the Armel

Services. The same is true for comparisons between

negative propensity males and females.

Negative propensity females are somewhat more likely

than negative propensity males to be black. They are less

likely to be students or to have had 1-2 years of college

than males. On the average, their fathers completed

slightly less education too. Their high school curriculum

is/was less likely to be college preparatory or vocational,

but more likely to be commercial/business than the males. -

They are more likely to have received A's and B's and to

have taken business math than males. On the other hand,

males are more likely to have taken computer scieice, calculus,

and physics, respectively, in high school than their female

counterparts. On the average, negative propensity females

score lower on the Quality Index than negative propensity

males.

Attitudinally, negative propensity females differ sharply

from negative propensity males on only one job characteristic --

"provides men and women equal pay/opportunity" -- which they
rate higher in importance than do the males. They rate the

following slightly higher than the males: "employer treaLs

you well," "a career you can be proud of," "provides medical/

dental benefits," "provides money for education," "enjoy your

job," and "developing your potential." Interestingly, negative

propensity females see each job characteristic as relatively

more attainable in the military than do the negative pro-

"'*Q pensity males. This finding sugy.c-;L:s th tt, all . beifi

equal, negative propensity females should be easier for

the military to recruit than negative propcnsit males.

* " ,. " .. ., ..', ",, .-.. ", -. " . -,. " , .% .. .....' ." ,,.. ,% .- ,* *. • S..- - , . ...
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ire Comparing all males and females, recall of advertising

copy from the recruitment campaigns was quite similar among

males and females in terms of which copy points were

remembered more than others. The males, however, displayed

somewhat higher levels of recall on many of the prominent

. copy points, compared to the females. Army advertising

stood out relative to the other Services' campaigns much more

among females than among males.

Although the rank order of specific content recalled was

basically the same among males and females, males more

often mentioned action scenes of troops with weapons and

-other equipment, and other images suggesting adventure.

Females more often than males mentioned the simple appeal

to join as what they remembered about the advertising.

Knowledge of financial benefits, while well below the

actual figures among both sexes, was even poorer among

young women. Their average estimate of the enlistment

" bonus was about $300 lower than the average male estimate,

and their estimate of an enlistee's starting salary was

about $50 less, on the average, than the males'.

Attitudes toward draft registration also evoked

several contrasts between males and females. On the need

for male registration to ensure a strong national defense,

majorities of both young men and young women agreed wi th

it; however, in the aggregate, males manifested much stronger

agreement than females. An even sharper contrast was

evident on the cuestion of one's personal feelings about

havinq to register: here, despite some disagreement, young

men were inclined to favor registration , while young women,

though not presently retoe.ired to register, woulrl ')e clearly

opposed to it, should mandatory registration be applied to

them in the future.

4
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Recruitment Strategy Implications

The findings of each wave of this study have revealed

aspects of the military's recruiting effort that warraint

attention. For instance, past reports have discussed such

things as studying the role that influencers play in the

.- enlistment decision-making process and possible changes in

. enlistment incentives. In the Fall 1980 wave, three key

issues appear to have implications for recruitment strateqy.

These are:

e Perceptions of services

* Positioning of the "military job"
for females

o Financial benefits

The strategies pertaining to perceptions of services

were discussed earlier (see the discussion of job attributes).

The remaining two areas of implications warrant further

comment.

1 . Positioning of the "Military Job" for Females

The appeal of military service is greatest among those

men and women who are the least employable in the civilian

sector. Both sexes appear to be attracted to the military

for the skill training they can receive--training that will

make them more employable in the civilian sector. The

positive propensity woman, compared to her male counterpart,

probably has fewer civilian sector alternatives that are

economically superior to the military. That is, for a young

woman with a high school education, the military is not

only an opportunity to learn a skill or trade, but it also

is a job that will give her income and opportunLtie., that-

she might not otherwise receive. This is reflected in

the following. Positive propensity women value qooA income
-.
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and a job that offers equal pay and opportunities to men

-. and women. Moreover, they perceive the military as better

enabling them to realize these job attributes.

It appears, therefore, that the Services have an

opportunity with respect to recruiting women. Recruiting

communications aimed at females should discuss the "military
4 1job" in terms of good pay and, in particular, the equal

opportunities and pay afforded women in the military.

2. Financial Benefits

The use of financial benefits, especially post Service

educational assistance, has been an integral part of the

Services' efforts to recruit high quality men and women.
I: -For these benefits to be effective, they must be valued

and perceived as available to those who enter military

service. Analysis of various questions used in the survey

has shown that target market youth value good income and

educational benefits. It also has been shown that young

men and women have a poor understanding of what the military

offers with respect to these benefits. This is particularly

true of educational assistance. At a time when Congress

and the Services have been considering larger educational

benefits, awareness of messages about educational assistance

in service advertising has declined. Moreover, knowledge

of the details of these benefits appears to be low. This

suggests that recruiting communications efforts should be

undertaken to correct this problem.

.
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SECTION I

Nitional Trends - Fall 1979 to Fall 1980

The criterion measure in this study is the rated likelihood

of serving on active duty in each military service. This measure
is referred to as enlistment propensity and is categorized as
either being positive or negative. Section I is an examination
of changes in propensity and the variables that are related to
enlistment propensity. The principal time frame for the analysis
is Fall 1979 to Fall 1980. Key national data from the previous
ten waves also are shown in order to examine the pattern of

these data over time.

The data reported in this section are based on total U.S.
data obtained Erom twenty-six (26) tracking areas, first during
Fall 1979 and igain in Fall 1980. The data have been weighted.
The rationale for weighting the data as well as the procedure
used are described in Appendix III. The sampling is described

in more detail in Appendix II.

SW.
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1.1 Definition of Propensity

As an attitudinal measure, propensity summarizes the degree
to which young men and women are predisposed to joining the military.
Propensity is operationally defined as follows. Respondents
are asked how likely they would be to serve in the military in
the next few years. The question is repeated for each of the
main active duty services plus the National Guard, Reserves,
and Coast Guard. A 4-point scale of likelih-3od i3 used.
Respondents were classified into either haviig po3itive pro-
pensity or negative propensity based on answering the question

as follows:

Definitely

N, Probably Positive Propensity Group

Probably not

Definitely not Negative Propensity Group

No answer

Throughout this series of reports reference is made to
positive and negative propensity respondents, specifically, the
sample of respondents is segmented into these two groups. Those
in the positive propensity group are individuals who indicated

positive propensity for one or more of the four active duty
services. The negative propensity group is comprised of people

who indicated negative propensity for all four active duty

services.

i
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1.2 Changes in Propensity: Fall 1979 to Fall 1980

Overall, 30.0% of the respondents interviewed in the Fall

1980 wave reported positive propensity for any active duty ser-

vice. In the Fall 1979 wave this figure was 27.6%. This wave-

to-wave difference is statistically significant.

With respect to positive propensity for each of the four

active duty services, one statistically significant change

occurred. Positive propensity for the Air force increased

A significantly. During the same Fall-to-Fall period, positive

0" propensity for the Marine Corps and Navy remained unchanged.

(See Figure 1.1).

Unaided mention of plans to enter military service (i.e.,

Pro-Military Index) increased significantly from Fall 1979

(5.0% vs. 5.8%). The index is based on asking respondents what

they think they might be doing during the next few years. In

- [previous waves of the study, fluctuations in the Pro-Military

Index have paralleled changes in reported positive propensity.

Hence, the correspondence between these two attitudinal measures

of enlistment intentions appears to be continuing. Figure 1.2

illustrates the year-to-year levels of the pro-Military Index.

The positive propensity data for each service and the

Pro-Military Index data recorded in each of the 11 waves of

this study are summarized in Table 1.1. As reported in the

Spring of 1980 report, the Spring 1980 data revealed a marked

reversal in the downward trend in propensity observed across the

- first three years of the study (Fall 1975 to Spring 1979).

This positive shift in propensity appeared to reflect the

* . . increasingly more positive attitude of society toward the mili-

tary; an attitude fostered in part by events in Afghanistan and

Iran. The Fall 1980 propensity figures, while generally higher

than the Fall 1979 data are significantly lower than the corre-

* sponding Spring 1980 figures in all but two cases (i.e., Air

Force and Pro-Military Index). Whether the Fall 1980 data,

therefore, represent the beginning of a ne-, negative trend or

- .simply a leveling-off of the recent positive movement of pro-

pensity will become obvious in future waves.
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FIGURE 1.1

POSITIVE PROPENSITY TO SERVE IN SPECIFIC SERVICES

MALES

Fall
'79-'80 Statistically

% Change Significant

Air Force

Fall '75 20.4

Fall '76 17.9

Fall '77 15.7

Fall '78 15.6

Fall '79 15.3

Fall '80 18.6_j +3.3 Yes-higher

Army

Fall '75 18.4

Fall '76 14.5

Fall '77 12.7

Fall '78 11.8

Fall '79 11.8

Fall '80 13.0_j +1.2 No

Marine Corps

Fall '75 14.9

Fall '76 12.4

Fall '77 11.0

Fall '78 10.0

Fall '79 10.0

Fall '80 10.8-J +.8 No
-. .-.

Navy

Fall '75 19.6

Fall '76 16.5

Fall '77 15.5

Fall '78 14.4

Fall '79 13.4

Fall '80 13.1_j -.3 No

Base: All Male Respondents
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FIGURE 1.2

VOLUNTARY MENTIONS OF MILITARY SERVICE
AMONG PLANS FOR THE NEXT FEW YEARS

MALES

Fall'79-'80 Statistically

Change Significant

Fall '75 8.9
Fall 176 6.2

- Fall '77 5.5
Fall '78 4.7

Fall '79 5.0
Fall '80 5.8J +.8 Yes-higher

Base: All Male Respondents

Source: Question 3i

D .. . .
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-1. 3 Reasrv..Ir Not- -.~ the military

The group ofr y c),. . . ,_c express neqative propensity

toward mili-,gr- 'Irvice ;ffer some recruiting potential.

Attracting thiL_ ,-. :. A n understanding of the atti-

tudes underlying -ir negative propensity. with this in mind,

-negative propens:.7 t-spondent, mr asked their reasons for
not wanting to ser- in trio military. This questior was first

posed in the SPr 19SO wave.

The i'll 1980 aata are summarized in Table 1.2. The

folloi cci>usions (-an be drawn:

1. The predominant reasons for not wanting to
serve in the military are a general lack of
interest and that the individual has other
pial.r tor the future.

2. Mentioned less often were specific neqative
perceptions of mLilitary service: inadequate
pay, lack of personal freedom, and danger.

3. The pattern of responses is quite comparable
to those recorded in the Spring 1980 wave.

N The main difference was a slightly greater
number of negative perceptions of the mili-
tary in the Sprinq.
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TABLE 1.2

REASONS FOR NOT ENLISTING
IN THE MILITARY

MALES
Spring '30-

Spring Fall Fall '80 Statistically
'80 '80 Change Significant

Reasons Given

Don't want to serve in military;
unspecified 26.0 32.3 +6.3 Yes-higher

Have plans for civilian job 31.0 28.3 -2.7 Yes-lower

Pay inadequate 3.8 3.4 -0.4 No

Lack of personal freedom 6.8 3.1 -3.7 Yes-lower

Vanger/fear of injury 5.7 2.7 -3.0 Yes-lower

Negative military experience by father/
friends 1.4 2.5 +1.1 Yes-higher

Have to make long-term commitment - 1.6 +1.6 Yes-higher

Separation/being apart 5.1 1.5 -3.6 Yes-lower

Loss of status 2.4 1.3 -1.1 Yes-lower

...- Don't know enough about military life - 1.2 +1.2 Yes-higher

Living conditions 0.7 0.6 -0.1 No

Don't know/no particular reason 17.0 21.6 +4.6 Yes-higher

Base: Negative Propensity Male (3506) (3465)

.. Respondents

' Source: Question 5f

do"

.:..............
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1.4 Changer in Varli Rri-cd to Propensity

The dyn.. cs ; propensity can be understood, in

part, by observing the yo,-ar-o-year levels of certain variables

that have dis- rCd bt Leen positive and negative propensity

groups throughot the 11 wv vs of the tracking study. These

variables are:

* C>un. t with seL-vice recruiters

0 '11,'d about enlistment with influential others

0 'iook Armed Forces aptitude test in school (ASVAB)

These variables and their Fall 1979 to Fall 1980 changes

are presented in Table 1. 3. The following conclusions can be

drawn:

1. The proportion of young men who reported havinq
had contact with service recruiters within the
past half year increased siqnificantly from Fall

0to Fall. Recalled recruiter contact with any
service over a longer period of time, however,
did not change. Approximately one-half of the
young men interviewed reported that they had
been in contact with service recruiters at some time
in the past. Figures 1.3 and 1.4 summarize

the recruiter contact data over the 11 waves
of the study. From Fall 1975 to Fall 1980,
recalled recruiter contact within the past

.. ,five to six months has increased. The change,
%-' - however, is nnt statistically siqnificant.

Recalled recruiter contact with any service
over a lunger perid of time has remained
u chanqed.

" 2. Recalled incidenco ,f c,)rl ic't with Marine
Corps recruiters increase(' significantly from
year to) ycir. 'Ih, (orpar e f, jnres for the

,1 other thr(,f, .o r v c,.s , howev r, remi ined un-

:-, chanqed. As shown in 1r .5; I. to 1.8, this
measure his docreisod si Inific.nt y over time
for each t ico t the Majr jno C, rps.

"%
5'2,

I.5 -

; % ,,"5 "-": "".'-.'-i: X" '- ,'.,? ? ."¢2 , -; ,.', -':-,..'-- - -..-,."-",. -9,;;-;.-..'-' ... . . . ....... . . . . ..- ".-..".. . .'......".. . . .-...-.. . . . . .---..-
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3. The reported incidences of ta kinq to influential
others -- parents, girlfriend.: and spouses,
teachers and counselors -- about erLlistinq
increased significantly from Fall to Fall.
The reported incidence of talking to friends
with military experience about enlisting,
however, remained unchanged.

4. In recent waves, the reported incidence of

taking the Armed Forces sponsored aptitude
test in high school has declined. The figure
for the Fall 1980 wave indicates a reversal of
this downward trend, (see Figure 1.9).

All in all, the observed changes in talking to influential

others and taking the ASVAB should help to foster a more

favorable recruiting environnent.

*4.':"

"62

-U

"-

,O . .. a.
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.4 -%

Ch -,L .. .. , i) PROPENS"ITY

Fall

bdn all 79-'80 Statistically
'7, 9 0 Chanqe Significant

Recruiter fLontact

-Fast 6 months - 23.:: ?6.U + 2.2 Yes-higher

Lver - any serv 47.9 49.U + 1.1 No

Recruiter Contact With h)

Air Force 12.u 12.6 + 0.6 No

Army 4. f 23.1 - 0.9 No

Marine Corps !/.3 13.6 + 1.3 Yes-higher

avy I 14.9 + 0.1 No

Information Sources
(Qu. 8c)

Talked with friends in
or out of service 36.2 35.4 - 0.8 No

Talked with one or both parents 31.1 35.3 + 4.2 Yes-higher

ralked with girlfriend
or wife 16.1 18.2 + 2.1 Yes-higher

lalked with teacher
or guidance coun,lor 5.3 13.2 ± 3.9 Yes-hiqher

look Aptitiue Test in Hi ih School

(iven by Arfiod er',:es Uu. 1.) 1. . 1.4 Yes -h iher

i'p

4..
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Page 47 FIGURE 1.3

RECRUITER CONTACT - PAST 5-6 MONTHS

MALES
Fall ' 75

___Fall '80 Statisti( ally' '"% Change Si ii (:ant .

Fall '75 24.7-
Spring '76 24.3
Fall '76 24.9
Spring '77 25.9

- Fall '77 26.0
Spring '78 27.1

• Fall '178 27.3
* Spring '79 25.4

Fall '79 23.8
Spring '80 26.9

Fall '80 26.0-1 +1.3 No

Base: All Male Respondents

* . Source: Question 8a

FIGURE 1.4 
.-.

RECRUITER CONTACT - EVER - ANY SERVICE

Fall '75 -

Fall '80 Statistically
% Change Significant

Fall '75 49.2
Spring '76 47.6

Fall '76 49.9
Spring '77 49.1
Fall '17 50.0
Spring '78 52.5

Fall '78 52.3
O Spring '79 48.9

Fall '79 47.9
Spring '80 50.9
Fall '80 49.0i -.2 No

Base: All Male Respondents

Source: Question 9a

4

................................
,.
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"ECUIER ., I - AlR FORCE

K. Li S

Fall '75 -

Fall '80 Statistically

Change Significant

Fall 75 14.4--

Spring '16 14.8

fall '76 l5.5

Spring '71 14.8

Fall 77 13.5

Spring '78 14.2

Fall 1> 14.3

. Spring '79 12.8

Fall '79 1.

Spring '80 13.5

Fall '80 12.6-- -1.8 Yes- lower

Base: All Male Respondents

Source: Question 9b

as.. FIGURE 1.b

RECRUITER CONTACT - ArMY

..MALE S

Fall '75 -

Fall '80 Statistically

- Change Significant

Fall /5 25.3-d

Spring '16 23.1

Fall '/6 24.3

Spring '17 23.1

-- Fall 177 23.5

Spring 78 26.4

Fall 18 ?3. 9

Spring '/9 i.

Fall 1/9 ?4,0

Spring 'U I
Fall '80 ''.l-- -Z.2 Yes- lower

base: A I Male Respo idents

- Source: Questi )n 9b
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oRECRUITER CONTACT - MARINE CORPS

MALES

Fall '75 -
Fall '80 Staisticilly

% Change S i n if ican t

Fall '75 14.7-

Spring '76 14.2

Fall 17b 14.9

Spring '77 14.5

Fall '77 13.0

Spring '78 14.9

Fall '78 13.7

Spring '79 12.9

Fall '79 12.3

Spring '80 13.6

Fall '80 13.6- -1.1 No

base: All Male Respondents

Source: Question 9b

FIGURE 1.8

RECRUITER CONTACT - NAVY

MALES

Fall '75 -

Fall '80 Statistically
% Change Significant

Fall '75 17.1-

Spring '76 15.8

Fall '7b 17.5

Spring '77 14.4

Fall '77 15.4

Spring '78 17.4

Fall '78 15.2

Spring '79 15.2

Fall '79 14.8

Spring '80 15.2

Fall '80 14.9- -2.2 Yes- lower

Base: All Male Respondents

Source: Question 9b
*,1'
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..--..-.- }I Yil~t 1. ,

TOOK AP .I i L It, ii.,H CHUOL iIV0C iCY ARMLI[ FORCES

MALL S

Fall ' 75
Fall '80 Statistically
Change Significant

Fall '75 19.8-

Spring '76 17.4

Fall 17b 18.1

Spring '71 18.3

Fall '71 18.3

Spring 78 14.8

Fall 1'78 It.4

Spring '19 15.9

Fall '79 14.2
Spring '80 13.7

Fall '80 15.6-1 -4.2 Yes - lower

base: All Male Respondents

Ouestion: 8c

%"

S..'

$ ' :. :?1

4 w°
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1.5 Key Demographics

The demographics of the Fall 1979 and F.ill 1"80 samples

are shown in Tables 1.4 and 1.5. The follow:ng conclusions can

be drawn:

1. Reported employment among the Fall 1980 sample is
significantly lower than that for the Fall 1979
sample. Moreover, reported full-time employment
is significantly lower in Fall 1980. The
percentage of respondents employed part-time,
however, did not change. Concomitant with the
finding of decreased full-time employment is
the findinq that the percentage of younq men
not employed and looking for a job increased
significantly.

2. Both Fall samples tend to be similar with
respect to their educational levels. There
were no year-to-year changes in reported
school attendance. The proportion of young
men who reported being in college increased
siqnificantly, while those reporting not
having a high school diploma and not in school
decreased significantly.

3. The quality index is a composite measure

based on self-reported grades, number of
math courses taken and passed in hiqh school,

*and in the science courses covering electronics
and/or electricity taken and successively
passed in high school. A 10-point scale is
used to compute this index, as shown in
Table 1.6

The quality index of the Fall 1980 sample does

not differ from that of the Fall 1979 sample.

-. o

-- '-
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PA ,e, 1.4

'-'" """. "EMPLOYMENT STATUS

MALE S
Fall

Fall Fall '79-'80 Statistically
'79 '80 Change Significant

Employed (Qu. 3f, 39, 3h) 64.7 62.2 -2.5 Yes-lower

Full-time 38.8 35.5 -3.3 Yes-lower

Part-time 25.7 26.5 +0.8 No

Not Specifid 0.2 0.1 -0.1 No

Not [mployed (Qu. 3f, 3g) 35.3 37.5 +2.2 Yes-higher

. Looking for a job 18.5 20.7 2.2 Yes-higher

Not looking 15.8 16.2 0.4 No

-N, jecified 0.9 0.6 -0.3 No

TABLE 1.5

SCHOOLING STATUS

.- , MALES
Fall

Fall Fall '79-180 Statistically
'79 '80 Change Significant

Attending School (lou. 3a, 3b) 55.4 57.1 +1.7 No
In high school 39.0 37.5 -1.5 No

In vocationa school 2.5 2.3 -0.2 No

In college 13.8 17.1 +3.3 Yes-hiaher

Not Attendinu Scho(l (Qu. 3b,3c) 44.b 4_.9 -1.7 No

High school graduate 33.4 33.2 -0.2 No

Not hiqh school graduate 11.1 9.6 -1.5 Yes-lower

Quality Index (Mean) .3h 6.39 +0.03

P _1 wS..)

• "V• * Combination (if Otwstiorn:, 10, '.1 and :
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TABLE 1.6

COMPONENTS OF QUALITY INDEX

MALES

High School 
Number of Math Courses Science Courses in

Grades 
in High School -gh S chool

eA's & 8s 
Value ValueA's& as3 None 1 Yes 2B's & C's 2 One 2 No, notC's & Below I Two 
3 specified

Not Specified 0 Three

Four 5
-.- 

Not Specified 0

I.,"

I
"

• .-

-,.p99-.%
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SECTION II

PERFORMANCE DIFFERENCES BY TRACKING AREAS

-"S
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SECTIui II

Performance Differences By Tracking Areas

Interviewin-, this study was conducted in 26 defined

geographical areas referred to as tracking areas. The

tracking area approach localizes the information derived

from this study. This makes it possible for the individual

service recruiting commands to receive feedback with respect

to their performance withir. specific geographic areas.

This section is a discussion of key results by the 26

tracking areas. The data are examined in terms of whether

data from individual tracking areas differ significantly

from national levels. Tracking areas that deviate from the

U.S. averages are highlighted.

.. - Tables 2.1 to 2.11 summarize the key tracking area data.

Interpretation of these tables has been facilitated by the

4 following system of nctation:

e Percentages that are significantly different
from the U.S. average for a particular service
are...

-.. -* CIRCLED if the entry is lower than the U.S.
avei age

* BOXID if the entry is higher than the U.S.
avex age

What follows; is a discussion of the following data:

e propensity

o respondent academic characteristics

* recruiter contact

o infcrmation seeking activities

*-- * job opportunity perceptions

, --.
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2.1 Positive Propensity by Tracking Area

The key measure in this study is propensi:y to servo in

" one or more of the active duty services. As ii pas: reports,
the reader is cautioned against making any abs)lute inter-

pretations of the propensity data. Accordingly, the pro-

pensity data should be interpreted in a relative sense (e.g.,

the identification of "high" versus "low" tracking areas).
Any attempt to forecast actual accessions based on these data
must take into account factors such as time of entry, and
mental and physical qualification rates. Although for the

first time in recent waves the study includes a question on

expected time of entry, a telephone survey obviously cannot

assess physical or mental qualification. Thus only relative

interpretation of the data can be justified.

Figures 2.1 - 2.7 graphically present the propensity -

data for active duty services as well as the National Guard,
Reserves and Coast Guard across each of the 26 tracking

areas. The propensity data for the four active duty services
were discussed in Section I. Propensity for the National

Guard (16.6% vs. 19.2%) showed a significant Fall-to-Fall
increase. Propensity for the Reserves (18.7% vs. 20.0%)

and the Coast Guard (11.3% vs. 12.0%), however, was not

significantly different from one year before.

Respondents who indicated a positive propensity to

serve in the Reserve components were also asked which

branches of the Reserves and National Guard they would

select. The propensity figures are as follows:

• .. "a-.
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Reserves Fall '79 Fall '80

Air Fo, 5.8% 6.6%
Army 5.6% 5.5%
Coast Cuard 2.1% 2.6%

- Navy 2.8% 2.5%
Marine C- 1.9% 2.0%

National Guard

Army National Guard 8.5% 9.7%
Air National Guard 6.6% 7.7%

None of the Fall-to-Fall changes are statistically

significant.

Table 2.). summarizes the propensity data for each of

the services within each of the 26 tracking areas. Relative

to national averages, the following exceptions occur:

1. The propensity to serve in the Air Force
deviates from the U.S. average of 18.6% as

follows in these areas:

Below Average Above Average

. New York City (7.6%) * Alabama/Mississippi/
Tennessee (27.8%)

. Philadelphia (9.5%) e Texas (26.3%)

- e Pittsburgh (12.4%) * South Carolina/
Georgia (28.1%)

2. The propensity to serve in the av deviates from

the U.S. average of 13.1% as follows in these areas:

Below Average Above Average

S New York City (8.8%) * Alabama/Mississippi
Tennessee (20.3%)

9 Michiqan/Tnliana (6.5%)
o South Carolina/

Georgjia (19.9%)

-... . . .................... . .
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3. The propensity to serve in the Army deviates from

the U.S. average of 13.1% as follows in these

areas:

Below Average Above Average

0 New York City (7.1%) * Alabama, Mississippi,
Tennessee (18.6%)

* S.California/Arizona
(8.4%) * Texas (21.6%)

0 N.California (8.7%) * South Carolina/Georgia (21.3%)-

- New Orleans (19.9%)
. Washington/Oregon

(8.3%) * Kentucky (18.3%)

4. The propensity to serve in the Marine Corps deviates
from the U.S. average of 10.8% as folows in these

areas:

* 4 Below Average Above Average

" Arkansas (5.5%) * South Carolina/Georgia
(19.5%)

5. The propensity to serve in the Reserves deviates

from the U.S. average of 20.0% as follows in

these areas:

Below Average Above Average

" New York City (9.4%) * Texas (27.7%)

* South Carolina/Georgia
(31.4%)

-.

ii

. °, 
* ...

-.. *°,'
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6. vlu prc~cr '- to serve in the National Guard deviates
from the I!,:. . '.e of 19.2% as follows in these
areas:

Bei. -->e Above Averaae

- New Yuik (ity (9.7%) * Alabama/Mississippi/
Tennessee (27.0%)

" Northern California * Minnesota/Nebraska/
(12.4%) North Dakota/South

Dakota (25.7%)' * Phxia~c~lphia (10.1%)

. Texas (28.1%)
* Wi;wconsin (13.0%)

S- Kansas City/Oklahoma
(14.3%)

7. The propensity to serve in the Coast Guard deviates
from the U.S. average of 12.0% as follows in these
areas:

Below Average Above Average

- New York City (6.2%) * Florida (21.2%)

- Washington, D.C. * South Carolina/Georgia
(8.0%) (18.5%)

- N.California (7.2%)

- Pittsburgh (6.1%)

O DEs Moines (7.9%)

Propensity for each of the services within each of the

tracking areas tends to fluctuate widely from wave-to-wave.

This instability of the data reflects the relatively small

sample sizes (approximately 200) for each trackinq ar,,i.

Hence, wave-to-wave changes in propensity can be a !,iq-

leading indicator of the r(lat:i- geographicql c r()(Ihs. , .,

a"" i
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and weaknesses of each service. A more stable indicator

is the general pattern of these data over time. Accordingly,

the military has consistently registered above-average ap-

peal in the southern tracking areas. The South Carolina/

Georgia tracking area has been a particularly strong market.

On the other hand, the weakest markets have been in the

industrial northern areas of the country. The New York City

.*. tracking area has consistently registered below-average

levels of propensity for all of the services. This general

pattern was again evident in the Fall 1980 data..a.

.":-.

,-:..

io.
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2.2 Propensity to Work as a Laborer on Construction Jobs

In addition to being asked their propensity to enlist

in the services, respondents are asked to indicate their

propensity to work in the following types of jobs:

. Laborer on construction jobs

0 Desk job in a business office

* Salesman

Respondents who express positive propensity for mili-

tary service also tend to be the same individuals who express

a positive propensity toward working as a laborer on con-

struction jobs. As discussed in previous reports, this

N:. relationship seems reasonable in view of the fact that youth
with positive propensity for the military attach above-
average importance to learning a trade/skills. The tracking

area data on propensity for working as a laborer are an

additional indicator of where the services appear to have

recruiting strengths and weaknesses.

Table 2.2 summarizes the Fall 1980 propensity data for

working as a laborer on construction jobs. Nationally,

propensity is 35.3%. This represents virtually no change

compared to the Fall 1979 figure of 35.9%. Four tracking

areas are below the national level: Ncw York City, Albany/

Buffalo, Washington, D.C., and S. California/Arizona.

__ Five others are above the national average: Chicago, New

Orleans, Kentucky, Wisconsin, and Kansas City/Oklahoma.

'1

* . . .
* .'*
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Variation across tracking areas in the proportion

intending to join within two years ranged between 26-46%.

va Here, there was nu .ij.ous regional difference between those

intending early and later enlistment.

- -- In terms of the proportions designating "enlisted man"

'-' or "officer" as their expected status of entry into the

service, 71.7% believed that they would be entering as enlisted

* men, while >,.3% thought they would be joining the military as

officers. With several exceptions, the individual tracking

area percentages did not diverge noticeably from the national

-- average. There is no pattern to these differences. All in all,

no meaningful implications can be drawn from these differences.

4 .

.° .-.
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2.3 Expected Likelihood, Timing and Status of
Enlistment

Three new questions added to the Fall 1980 survey were
asked of respondents indicating a positive propensity to
enlist. The questions dealt with their likelihood of en-
listing, when they thought they would enlist, and whether
they would enter the service as an enlisted man or officer.

Approximately 34% of the 1,510 males with a positive
propensity said that they would be either "extremely likely"
or "very likely" to enlist, while approximately 66% reoorted
that they are either "somewhat" or "slightly" likely to enlist.
Across the tracking areas, strength of enlistment intention

tended to follow a North-South pattern, with southern males
more likely to enlist than their northern counterparts

(Table not shown).

From a recruiting perspective, the relative enlistment
intensity of the "positive propensity" males is low, as only
about one-third of them can be counted on, by this measure,

to follow up on their stated intentions of "definitely" or
"probably" joining one of the active duty military services.
These results should alert the reader as to the tenuousness
of the propensity measure, used alone, as a predictor of

future behavior.

With respect to the timing of nlistrnent, Tabl, 2.3
. reveals that 37% said thoy would ronlist within two years

and 50.4% said it would be at ]east two years Lofore they
* would enlist. Thus, about half the positive prtpensity

males were, in effect, makinq relay ivroly lono-rane pro-

* jections of anticipated Joflavi,, -- .inu,,} ba tf. , ,n to
avoid basing market: forecas f-s s.I (l, I nn I po,,s to one
question about propensiiy.
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2.4 Academic Achievement and Derived Quality Index

The purpose of recruiting efforts for an all-volunteer

military is to attract capable, trainable enlistees. With

* - the increasing use of technologically sophisticated weaponry

and other modern equipment, some observers contend that

the services are not attracting or retaining in sr icient

numbers recruits with the necessary skills and abilities.

Naturally, this objective is partly dependent on the edu-

cational abilities of enlistees.

In order to gauge the quality of those youth con-

sidering joining the service, this study has been asking

respondents about several pertinent areas of their aca-

demic achievement: high school grades, high school edu-

cation program, and the number of mathematics and technical

..science courses successfully passed in high school.

A Quality Index number is computed for each respondent

based on his responses to the questions about grades re-

- ceived and the ntumber of math and technical/science

course; passed. The Index ranges from a low score of 1 to

a high scorE of 10. (The Index is explained in detail in

Section I.)

Table 2.4 summarizes the quality index data. For the

nation as a whole the average nlu- ity score for males was

6.39 -- virtually the same as in previous waves. Three

-.. tracking areas fell significantly loelow the national average:

South Carolina/Gcorgia, <entucky, and Kansas City/Oklahoma;

whereas five areas exceeded it: New York City, Harrisburg,
- Philadlphi<,, Pit t. burgjh, and \;i.ic,1nsin. As in the past,

:' - tracking areas with mean scores ri; Jnificantly above the
- national average were mostly located in the industrial North-

east, ,nd tUose ,ith siqnificantly lower scores were Southern

tracking ar( as.*'_
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Table 2.5 presents data on the number of high school

math courses passed. Although it represents a component

of the quality index because of its importance, mathematics

achievement merits examining in its own right. As in
past waves, areas in the Northeast score better on this

measure of educational quality, and some Southern tracking

areas again tend to fall below the national average.

Type of high school curriculum is not part of tho

quality index because it is not properly quantifiable;

thus, it must be analyzed separately. Table 2.6 summarizes

the proportions of target market youth in each of three
kinds of high school education programs -- college prep-

* aratory, vocational and commercial/business.

Overall, 45.2% reported the college-oriented curriculum; ..
37.7%, the vocational program; and only 14.9% claimed to

have taken (or be taking) mostly business courses. These
percentages have remained stable over time. With respect

to the tracking areas, New York City, Harrisburg, Florida, and

Philadelphia were higher than average in the College Prepara-

tory category. Many of theSouthern areas and Wisconsin were

above the national norm in Vocational programs. Michigan/

Indiana was the only area to score above the national average

in the percentage of youth specifying business programs.

-- S

*
J/ : :. . .-.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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2.5 Type of Recent Recruiter Contact

-- Contact with service recruiters can bt; very direct and

personal, such as at a recruiting station, or more indirect

and anonymous, such as mail literature. This series of studies

has tracked recruiter contact since the first wave of the

study (Fall 1975). Recruiter contact is discussed below as

part of the tracking area analysis and again in Section III.

The analysis of these data by tracking area provides the

Department of Defense and the services with additional

feedback on recruiter contact at the local level.

Before moving to an assessment of the type of recruiter

contact, Table 2.7 presents the incidence of contact within

the six months prior to the phone interview. Among the

' target market males, slightly more than one-quarter nation-

wide (26%) reported contact with a recruiter for the mili-

tary within the previous half year. This figure too has

remained quite constant. Variation across the tracking areas

was limited; the only location exhibiting a significantly

different percentage was Michigan/Indiana, with a somewhat

larger than normal incidence of recruiter contact (35.1%).

The nature of the contact is considered next.

The Fall 1979 and Fall 1980 national levels of each

type of recruiter contact are summarized below. The bases

for these figures are those individuals who reported having

had recent recruiter contact.

6F
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Statistically
Fall Fall Significant
1979 1980 Change

Talked to recruiter
by telephone 52.9 54.8 No,

Received recruiting
literature in the
mail 50.3 49.6 No

Heard recruiter talk
at high school 43.9 43.6 No

Talked face-to-
face (not at station) 47.3 41.8 Yes - lower

Went to a recruiting
station 27.0 28.1 No

The only significant change was in face-to-face contacts

away from recruiting stations, which decreased.

Table 2.8 presents these data for each of the 26 tracking

areas. Telephone contact was greatest in the Minnesota/

Nebraska/Dakotas area and in the Arkansas tracking area.

All other areas except New Orleans were close to the

national average. Literature sent through the mail was

highest in the Upper Midwest locations plus Pittsburgh and
Arkansas; mail contact was lowest in New York City,

Southern California and the Mid-Atlantic coastal areas.

Personal presentations by recruiters at high schools were

particularly prevalent in the South Carolina/Georgia area;

it was low in Michijan/Indiana, Des Moines, and 1ansas

City/Oklahoma. Face-to-face contacts outside recruiting

stations were most common in Ohio and South Carolina/Georgia,

and they were below the nationwide nornm in Texas and Phila-

delphia. Finally, personal contact at recruiting stations

showed only one significant difference -- a lower than

average incidence in Texas.

.% .
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2.6 Perceived Adequacy of Information Received from
the Recruiter

Perceived adequacy of information is defined in

quantitative terms. q ecifically, each respondent who re-

ported having had recruiter contact was asked whether he

felt that the information provided was . . .

• All the information you wanted

* Most of it

0 Very little

Inadequate information was defined by a response of
on "very little." Nationally all four services do reasonably

well. As the figures below demonstrate, none of the Fall-

to-Fall changes are statistically significant.

Statistically
Fall Fall Significant
1979 1980 Change

Army 20.4 19.2 No

Navy 17.2 18.2 No

Marine Corps 20.0 23.5 No

" Air Force 17.7 14.2 No

Comparing the separate services, the Air Force achieves

the bcst perfornance (the lowest percentaqe indicating in-

adequate recruiter information), while the Marine Corps

scored the worst on a national basis. Even the Marines,
however, provided satisfactory information for more than

three out of every four males.

ARMhr

4 e
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The tracking area data presented in Table 2.9 vary

m widely because of the relatively small respondent bases

in each case (i.e., respondents having contact with spe-

cific service recruiter in a particular tracking area).

The error ranges associated with these estimates, therefore,

are large. There is some variation across tracking areas
on this measure. A tracking area below the national figure

indicates strength for the particular service.
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2.7 Other Activiti sConc(rning Enlistment

- An individual wn,- is interested or potentially ititer

ested in joining thr military can obtain information and

advice from a numbet of other sources besides a recruiter

Survey respondents were asked whether or not they had

spoken to selected sources within the past six months ahou-t

future military service. in addition, they were questioned

about who .er or not in the past six months they had taken

a military aptitude test, solicited information by mail,

or had been physically or mentally tested at a military

-- examining station. Table 2.10 summarizes the responses

about these activities designed to obtain information and

counsel about military service.

Comparing the total U.S. percentages in the table with

previous waves discloses a close resemblance, with none of

the percentages differing by more than 4 or 5 points.

Relative to Fall 1979, the sharpest changes are increases

in talking with parents (+4.2%) and talking with teachei

or guidance counselor (+3.9%).

Reflecting their propensity figures, youth in certain

regions exhibited consistently higher or lower than averaqe

rates of information-seeking. Th- Philadelphia, Des Moines,

and especially New York City areas tended to score lower

than averagle in three or more cat-eqories, while the Florida

area and especially the Alabama/Mississippi/Tennessee

region were regularly higher. The Great Lakes and Upper

* - Midwest locations also displayed qenerally lowor f-hri,

average rates of other enlistment-related activitios, ail
as expected, the Southern area ; tended to sco, e hiqho,

A
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-* 2.8 Perceived Difficulty of Finding a Job

Previous reports have suggested that labor market
factors can have a direct effect on recruiting efforts.
When unemployment is high, it appears that a greater number
of young males consider enlisting in the service. By con-
trast, when "times are good," the military alternative grows
less attractive. Since it is not the actual difficulty of

finding work that affects career choices so much as per-
ceptions of finding civilian employment, this .;tudy has

tracked respondents' beliefs about getting full-time and

part-time jobs in their respective area of the country.

As Table 2.11 shows, 39.4% answered that it would be
"almost impossible" or "very difficult" to find a full-
time job. This figure represents a sharp increase over
the last two waves; the comparable percentaqes were 32.0% .
in the Spring 1980 survey and 28.9% in the Fall 1979 poll.
Thus, about 10% more felt very pessimistic about finding
a full-time job compared to one year earlier. The increase

is statistically significant.

Mirroring actual unemployment statistics in these areas,
pessimism was greatest in the Ohio, Pittsburgh, and Michi-
gan/Indiana tracking areas. It was also significantly above

. the national average in Alabama/Mississippi/Tennessee and
Wisconsin. Target market malp w(- ro most hopeful about

finding full-time employment in the Minnesota/Nebraska/

North & South Dakota, Texas, Boston, South Carolin-i/Geora,

New Orleans and Des Moines tracking areas.

S°

h * 
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-N As for perceptions about obtaininq part-time em-

ployment, Table ?. 2 displays a much lower amount of

pessimism nationwide than for the expectation of finding

a full-time job. In the former case, only 20% thought

that it would be "almost impossible" or "very difficult."

Nevertheless, even this figure represents a 4.3 percentage

point increase compared to the Fall 1979 survey -- a

change that is statistically significant. Thus, male

youth int' rviewed in the most recent wave are feelinq less

sanguine about finding part-time work too.

- 'Examining the responses region by region, respondents

in the Philadelphia area showed the most negative sentiment

toward findinq a part-time job (31.1%); this differs

significantly from the national average. On the optimistic

side, the Minnesota/Nebraska/North and South Dakota, Nor-

thern California, and Des Moines tracking areas each scored

below the national averaqe, as youth in those locations were

somewhat more optimistic about part-time employment.

T1he diminished expectations nationally about findinq

employment are consistent with the overall Fall-to-Fall

increase in propensity.

,-.
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SECTION III

'An aaly!is Of Target Markets

For the convenience of the reader the background for

the analyses discussed in this section is reprinted below

from previous reports.

.,4. Through the use of the propensity measure we are, in

effect, segmenting the pool of "military available" young men

into those men who are likely to be more receptive to the

,. military's recruiting efforts and those who will not. It is

important to have an understanding of what is related to one

4/- ~ man's willingness to consider the military as a career option

and another man's exclusion of the service from his career

options. Such an understanding should help the services
maximize the effectiveness of their recruiting.

The present section first examines the relationship

between propensity and a nunber of demographic, attitudinal,

and behavioral factors. The intent of this analysis is to

identify those factors that discriminate between positive and

negative propensity groups and it is undertaken for propensity

for military service in general as well as for the individual

services.

The followirg variables are included in this analysis:

D .mogrtphic Variables

, , * Age (Qu. 3a)

V * Employment Status (Qu. 3f, , 3h)
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e Race (Qu. 23)

e Educational Status (Qu. 3b, 3c, 3d, 3e)-

e Education of Father (Qu. 18)

Importance of Job Characteristics (Qu. 10a)

Achievability of Job Characteristics (Qu. 10b)

* InformationSources/Actions Taken

" Persons Spoken To/Actions Taken (Qu. Sc)

" Recruiter Contact (Qu. Ba, 9a, 9b, 9c, 9d, 9e, 9f)

Advertising Recall (Qu. 6a, 6b, 6c, 6d, 7)

Following this analysis of the positive and negative.

propensity groups, this section examines the demographic,

* attitudinal and behavioral characteristics of young men who

have graduated from high school and are not currently at-

tending school.
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-" 3.1 Probability of Serving

The criterion measure in this study is propensity. As

discussed in Section I, propensity is the rated likelihood
• .of enlisting and is measured on a four-point scale. Re-

spondents who say they "definitely" or "probably" will enlist

in a particular service are classified as having positive

prop ensity for that service. Those who say they "probably

_ "will not" or "definitely will not" enlist are classified as

having negative propensity for a particular service. By ag-

gregating all of the respondents who express positive pro-

pensity for any one or more active duty services, the sample

is dichotomized in terms of positive propensity and negative

propensity individuals. This segmentation is the primary

focus of this section.

The strength of respondents' enlistment intentions can

be gauged by looking at the distribution of responses within

the measure. In Table 3.1 the propensity measure is broken

down into each of its response alternatives. The following

e -conclusions can be drawn:

1. Across all four services, the vast majority of
positive propensity responses fall into the
category of probably will enter military service.
Hence, among the majority of positive propensity
respondents, the intention to enlist is, at
best, tentative. This pattern of positive
propensity responses has been consistent across
services and across the 11 waves of this study.

2. The tentative nature )f positive propensity is
further underscored by the fact that only one-
in-three positive propensity men indicate that
they are "extremely" or "very likely" to enter
the service. (Data not shown in table).

.

* ,: *

a op
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TABLE 3.1

DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONSES FOR MEASURE OF PROPENSITY

MALES

Air Marine
Force Army Corps

Response

Definitely 2.4 1.6 1.0 1.6

Probably 16.2 11.5 9.7 11.6

Probably not 35.1 35.5 35.4 36.4

Definitely not 44.2 49.6 51.9 48.3

Don't know/not sure 2.1 1.9 1.9 2.2

',,~
:! -

Base: All Male Respondents
Source: Question 5a "-i-

I
...4
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3. In previous waves, the largest single category
of negative enlistment intentions has consisted
of respondents who said that they will definitely
not enlist. This is still true for all of the
services. In the Spring 1980 wave, the disparity

Sbetween the two negative response categories nar-
rowed. This suggested that strong negative feel-
ings toward enlisting appeared to be softening.
The Fall 1980 data reveal that the disparity is
again increasing in a negative direction.

4. As in previous waves, there is a large group of
- young men who consider themselves as either pro-

bably likely or probably not likely to enlist.
This apparent uncertainty in their attitudes to-

- ,ward military service may make this group suscep-
tible to recruiting communications.

.1,

$.
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3.2 Demographic Variables

In each wave of this study, the posif've and negative

propensity groups have differed demographically. Table 3.2

profiles the two propensity qroups in terms of 15 demographic

characteristics. The positive and negative propensity groups
differ significantly on all but one variable. The differences

between the groups have been observed in each of the previous

waves.

The two propensity groups differ as follows:

1. Positive propensity men tend to be younger.
Although not shown in the table, the proportion
of youth who express positive propensity
decreases with increasing age.

2. Nearly twice as many positive propensity men
report that they are unemployed and looking
for work.

3. Blacks and other non-white male youth make
up a larger proportion of the positive pro-
pensity group than they do of the neqative
propensity group.

4. Positive propensity youth are more likely to
be in high school than their negative pro-
pensity counterparts. On the other hand,
college students and high school graduates

V ! who are not currently in school are more
likely to be in the negative propensity group.

V.%

V. -
V.

- .~ -. t...-.....-........i..c. .-*'. -. .. .- * .* V-* *"

'* 2 .. - - .. . . . .Ti;. J2 k~ .
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5. Using father's education as an index of socio-
economic status, it appears that positive
propensity youth come from more modest socio-

- - economic backgrounds. Father's education is
explained below.*

6. As in previous waves, positive propensity youth
tend to have weaker academic backgrounds and

1' be less scientifically-oriented, as indicated
by the quality index, their high school cur-

" ricula, and their reported high school grades.

Table 3.3 profiles the demoqraphic characteristics

- of the positive propensity groups for each of the four

active-duty services and the Reserve components. Only

the positive propensity profiles are shown since the

negative propensity profiles resemble the overall negative

propensity (roup shown in Table 3.2.

p.

.N

..

4

* Education of fathers was measured on an eight-point scale.

1. Did not complete high school

2. Finished high school or equivalent

3. Adult education program
4. Business or trade school

5. Some colleie
6. Pinisled college (four years)
7. Attenoed g aduate or professional school
8. )btaired a graduate or professional degree

4,J
.,.4. , -.:,,< ., "" • ' ' ,, ? , n - , ,". .., ". . .. ."-".' "' " - """, • , ,°" " "- ...
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TAbLE 3.2

ANALYSIS OF PROPENSITY To SEkVL IN ThE MILITARY
DEMOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS+

MALES

Positive Negative
Propensity Propensity

Variable

Average age* 18.01 18.66

Not employed/looking for work 29.7 lb.7

Blacks 14.5 6.9

Other non-white b.1 4.8

Students 60.2 55.7

10th grade 8.2 4.2 -

11th grade 22.5 12.4

1-2 years of college 9.1 20.7 -

High school graduate, not in school 25.8 36.6

Education of father* 2.85 3.40

Quality index* 5.95 6.60

College preparatory curriculum
in high school 34.9 49.8

Vocational curriculum

in high school 47.9 33.2

Cor riercial/business curriculum

in high school 14.1 15.2*

A's and B's in high school 19.9 31.7

business math in high school 35.6 32.3

Computer science in high school 7.5 10.4

Calculus in high school 5.3 1U.4

Physics in high school 10.2 17.3

Base: (1534) (3474) -

* Mean scale values shown.

+ The two groups differ significdntly Ofl dll vdriables ex(c!!pt

where indicated.

** Not statistically significant.

S........
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.LMOURAPHI'C ANALYSIS
PUSIrIVE PROPENSITY GROUPS 

+

INDIVIDUAL SERVICES

.-" MALE S

Air Mar ine National
Force Army Corps Ndvy Guard Reserves

-. Variablu
- verage age* 18.01 18.03 17.93 18.03 18.29 18.15

Not ehploved/lookinq for
work 28.7 34.4 29.4 28.2 28.8 28.0

Blacks 13.3 18.U 16.4 ll.b** 13.9 13.2

Uther non-white .* 5.9** b.5** 6.7** 5.0** 4**

Students b2.4 bb.7** bO.7** 61.9 b.o** 58.6**

1Uth orade 8.4 10.3 10. 6 8.9 13.6 12.1

llth grade 21.7 21.8 24.3 22.2 35.0 35.0

1-2 years of college 10.4 5.9 7.7 9.2 19.3 19.8

hioh scnool qraduate,
not in school 26.9 23.b 22.5 26.8 30.8** 28.7

'Cucation of father* 2.99 2.45 2.78 2.84 2.74 2 j(

Quality index* b.10 5.55 5.82 5.96 5.88 6.03

College preparatory curriculum
in hioh school 37.1 27.8 32.3 35.6 33.8 38.5

Vocational curriculuI'
in high school 45.7 54.8 52.2 46.6 48.6 45.4

Commerc i al/business
curriculum in hiqh school 14.3** 13.9** 12.8** 15.3** 14.4** 13.3**

A's and i&'s in high school 22.t 15.9 17.4 19.5 19.5 19.8

- business math in hiqh school 38.1 33.9** 33.3** 35.1** 36.3* 34.6**

Computer science in
high school 7.9** 5.8 6.0 5.4 7.3 7.2

Cdlculus in high school 5.7 3.5 5.9 4.2 6.7 6.8
Physics in hiah school 1u.2 8.7 11.1 9.1 9.8 11.0

base: (!J4.) (o58) (bq3) (bb:) (965) (1uu2)

* Nean scale values shown

+ The positive propensity gruup for e a(h service differs siqnificantly

frow; its correspondinq neqative properisity (rou[) on most variables,
except where noted.

**uifference not statistically siQnif icant fruf, c,,rrts o ,[ii, n11Q, t ve
propensity qroup.

.-.
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The following conclusions cdl- be draiwn based onfl
.. . statistical analysis of the data:

1. The positive propensity group for each of the
services differs significantly from its corres-
ponding negative propensity group on virtually
all demographic variables.

2. The differences between the two propensity
groups within each service parallel the
differences between overall positive and
negative propensity groups shown in Table 3.2

3. The positive prooensity profiles of each
active-duty service tend to be similar. As
in the previous waves, it appears that the
active-duty services are "drawinq" from the
same demoqraphic pool of young men. The
Reserve components, however, appear to be
attractinq a somewuat older group. -.

..- ;.,.

;:-...-
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3. 3 Importance of Job Characterist. ics

The followinq comments are repeated from previous reports

for the convenience of the reader.

As a means of understanding respondents' job-decision-

making processes better, they were asked to consider 15 job

characteristics and to indicate the importance they attach

to each. The job characteristics are those believed to be

- most salient to 16 to 21 yelr old youth when considerinq

-ba job. Insofar as the services must compete with industry,

. as well as other areas of the public sector for manpower, it is

essential that the "military job" encompass valued job

attributes. Hence, this question provides important feedback
to the services for purposes of developing effective recruiting

strategies.

As shown in Table 3.4, both propensity groups attach

some degree of importance to all 15 attributes. On a relative

basis; both groups attach the most importance to "good income,"
"enjoy your job," and "job security." Likewise, both qroups

consider such attributes as "trains you for leadership,"
-' "provides men and women equal pay opportunities," and

"provides money for education" to be relatively less impor-

tant.

Relative to negative proens ity nicn, po;if ive prk.p..1nsity

- youth rated seven of the attributes as more important. The

two groups differ the most on the issue of educational assis-

-S.: _ tance ind lcaderhip training, wi'ir uosi,:ive propensity men
attach.,ng m(-re irportance to these attributes. Ne1a Live

~ propen:;ity nales at-tached( nw-)rr' i1Ipm)tI-Lan to e yu
job" than did po i tive prprv;i youth t.

I.
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TABLL 3.4

ANALYSIS OF PROPENLTY TO SERVE IN Tii MILITARY
IMPORTANCE OF JOB CHARACTERISTICS*

MALES

Positive Nendtive
Propensity Prol,ensit:,. Ditference

Job Characteristics

Good Income 3.39 ;.3b 0.03

Enjoy your job 3.37 ,.43 -U.O6**

Job security 3.35 3.34 +0.01

Teaches valuable trade/skill 3.34 3.23 +U.11**

Upportunity for aavancement 3.30 3.30

Developing your potential 3.28 3.27 +0.01

Opportunity for a good family life 3.28 3.24 +0.04

* Employer treats you well 3.26 3.65 +(J.U1
..

Retirement Income 3.25 3.13 +0.12**

Career you can be proud of 3.19 3.10 +OAUJ** -

Gives you the job you want 3.18 3.1"

Provides medical/dental benefits 3.14 2.99 +u.15**

Provides money for education 3.04 2.79 +0.25**

Provides men and women equal pay/
opportunity 2.96 2.79 +0.17**
Trains you for leadership 2.86 .b5 +0.21**

Base: (1534) (3474)

Source: Question 16a

* Mean scale values shown
44

Scale Value: 4 = Extremely important
3 = Very important
2 = Fairly important
1 = Not important at al
Therefore, larger values indicate qreater perceived
importance. The two propensity group,, (itfu r
significantly excf 'pt where indicated.

% ** Statistically sigriti, ,it

44, .' %

.,4 .. :,,>< .. . - -.- > , .. -. > ; :-..-. -:-;-.:-. 1 .-.. :: -- -- : : --- ,- -,-:. -:.-.;.- -. :- -... :.
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- Just as the individual services do not appear to differ

with respect to the demographic profiles of their respective

,- - propensity groups, it also appears that each service also

draws upon young men with similar job attribute values. A

statistical analysis of the data reveals that differences

between positive and negative propensity groups tend to be

general and not service specific.

S

..

'.

'S

S.

*5 -
'a
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3.4 Achievability of Job Characteristics

The degree to which a job characteristic may serve as

an inducement for enlistment is a function of how much impor-

tance a young man attaches to it and his perception of

its achievability in the military. In each wave of this study

respondents have been asked to rate each job characteristic

" in terms of whether it can be more readily achieved in military

or civilian life. A five-point scale is used. An average

" rating less than 3.00 indicates that the job characteristic

is perceived to be more achievable in the military; a rating

above 3.00 indicates that the characteristic is perceived to

be more achievable in a civilian job.

The job characteristic perception data are summarized

in Table 3.5. For each job characteristic the positive .-

propensity group perceived the military as better enabling

achievement than did the negative propensity group. The two

propensity groups differed the most on "gives you the job

you want" and "enjoy your job."

The absolute levels of the perception data indicate the

degree to which respondents perceive the job characteristic

to be achievable in either the military or in a civilian job.

The positive propensity group perceived four attributes to

be more achievable in a civilian job: "employer treats you

well," ".good income," "opportunity for a good family lif,,

and "enjoy your job."

The negative propensity qroup consistedo,!i ;,,von of the

fifteen job characteristics as mo, e achi(,vahl in the -

me'

• i i a y h s e e t9 n ,] f) , . h ,, I v '~

- (*'%*1 $% \
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TABILE 3.)

ANALY I S OF PkUPLNS IY It Y T RLVE IN THE! M IL ITAkY
ACHILVABILITY OF JOB CHARACTERISTICS*

MALLS

Positive Negative
Propensity Propensity Difference

Job thdracteristics

Trains you tor leaaership 1.88 2.22 -0.34

.'Provides money for education 2.U i 2.33 -0.25

Teaches valuable trade/skill 2.32 2.11 -0.45

Provides men & women equal pay/
opportunity 2.38 2.68 -0.30

Job security 2.49 2.75 -0.26

- Provides medical & dental benefits 2.50 2.81 -0.31

Developing your potential 2.58 3.14 -0.56
- Career you can be proud of 2.60 3.18 -U.58

w.- .

Opportunity for advancement 2.62 3.06 -0.44

Retirement income 2.73 2.98 -0.25

Gives you the job you want 2.79 3.49 -0.70

Lnjoy your job 3.23 3.83 -0.60

Opportunity for a good family life 3.40 3.91 -0.51

Good Income 3.47 4.01 -0.54

- Employer treats you well 3.51 3.86 -u.35

.e. ...

"base: (1534) (3474)

Source: 4jestiot lob

- * Mean scale valies sh,)wn.

Scale Value: 5 i tij( more likely in civil1 in
4 :unewhat more likely in civil ian
3 Lither civilian or mliitdry
- SouIowhdL more I ikely in mi I itary

1 M h more likely in Hil i t.ary
Therefore, a sm. I ler va I Ja irl ic at.e,, relat ively qreat,?r
military likelihoud. Th. two propensity qroups (itfer
siqnificantly on all characteristics.

",,el - "" y:,"i ,? ''''.2. - -2 '_' ,L . ~ ----,." -"' ' ' -" . '', 2,1. . . - ."""- , - -. '''" . .-.- "."
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money for education," "provides men .-ind women equal pay/

opportunity," "job security," "teaches valuable trade/skill,"

"provides medical and dental benefits," and "re.tirement Lncome."

A statistical analysis of the perception Jata by positive

and negative propensity groups within each active duty

service indicates that the differences between the two groups

-are similar to those for overall positive and neqative pro-

pensity.

". As a means of identifying job characteristics with enlist-

ment motivation potential, the relative importance and per-

ceived attainability of each attribute can be considered

together in the form of a two-by-two matrix. The analysis

involves dividing the 15 job characteristics into two groups:

those perceived to be more achievable in the military and those

perceived by respondents to be more achievable in a civilian

job. Next, within each group, the job characteristics are

rank ordered in terms of their relative importance. The

top seven attributes are those considered to be relatively

important and the remainder are those that can be considered

to be relatively less important.

This analysis is shown below, first- for positive

propensity respondents (see Figure 3.1) and then for negative

propensity respondents (see Fiqure 3.2).

.

- .'* -

".* * . * .5 ". -* L ,: 'a
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FIGURE 3.1

POSITIVE PRUPLNSITY RESPUuENTS

UA LE S

More Achievable MoKre Achievable in
in ilitdry* Civilian JoD**

Job security Good income

- Teaches valuable Enjoy your job
- trade/skill

Opportunity for
Relatively Upportunity for good family life
Important advancement

beveloping your
-potential

Retirement income Employer treats
you well

Career you can
be prouo of

Gives you the job
-. you want

Relatively Provides medical/
Less dental benefits
I mp or t ant

Provides money
for education

Provides ,men and
women equal pay/
opportunity

Trdins you for
leadlership

*base on 5cores of less than 3. L, the job characteristic
achievabi'ity s(ale (See Table 3.b)

**Bas,.d on scores ut 3.0 or rijoher on the Job chdracteristic

achievaoility s(ale (See Table 3.5)
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FIGURE 3.2

N GATIVE PROPENSITY KESPONUENTS

MALES

More Achievable More Achievable in
in Military* Civilian Job**

Job security Enjoy your job

Good income

Opportunity for
advancement

Relatively Developing your
Important potential

Employer treats

you well

Opportunity for
good family life

Teaches valuable Gives you the job
trade/skill you want

Retirement income Career you can be
proud of

Relatively Provides medical/
-. .. Less dental benefits

Important
Provides money
fur educdtion

Provides men and
wohwen equal pay/
opportunity

Trains you for
leadership

* ased on scores of less than 3.0 on the job characteristic
aLmilevability scale (See Table 3.5)

B**ased on scores of 3.0 or higher on the job characteristic

achievability scale'(See Table 3.5)
1 ° -j
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Positive propensity males consider three valued job

characteristics to be relatively more attainable in a civilian

job. These attributes were: "good income," "enjoy your job,"

and "opportunity for good family life." These job attributes

represent advertising and recruiting opportunities.

Negative propensity males perceived six valued job

characteristics as relatively more attainable in a civilian

job. In addition to the three mentioned by positive pro-

pensity youth, these young men also considered "developing

your potential," "opportunity for advancement," and "employer

treats you well" as important and more likely to be realized

. . in the civilian job market. With respect to negative pro-

pensity men, these six job characteristics represent adver-
tising and recruiting opportunities.

_ ,J..

All in all, the patterns of job characteristic attitudes

and perceptions amnong both propensity groups have been

consistent across time.

S?....
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3.5 Information Sources, Actions Taken, Advertising Recall,.

Recruiter Contact, Influencers

The decision whether or not to enlist presumably involves

the consideration of many items of information. This information

can come from many sources. The receipt of this information

may involve self-initiated activities such as calling a toll-

free number. In other cases, the individual may be a passive

recipient of the information (e.g., advertising). An analysis

of this information-receipt process provides insight into

enlistment propensity.

With the above in mind, Table 3.6 summarizes the infor-

mation-oriented activities of positive and negative propensity

men. Throughout this series of studies, the two propensity

groups have differed significantly on most of these measures.
The Fall 1980 wave is no exception. The follcwinq conclusions

can be drawn from Table 3.6:

1. Positive propensity men are more likely
than negative propensity men to have
discussed military service with parents,
friends and other influential people. The
two groups, however, do not differ with
respect to the one activity that they
cannot directly control -- receiving direct
mail recruiting literature.

2. Compared to their negative propensity
counterparts, positive propensity men are
more likely to hace reqUf'steCi srv ict,
information either by mail or telephone
and to have been physical ly and mentally
tested by the services.

3. The two propensity q;oups do not differ
with respect to their recall of Air Force,
Army and Joint Services advertisin,;.

'4
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TABLE 3. b

ANALYSIS OF PROPENSITY Th SERVE IN THE MILITARY
INFORMATION SOURCES, ACTIONS TAKEN, AOVERTISING RECALL

r MA L ES

Positive NeqaLive Statistically
Propensity Propensity Significant

Information Sources (Qu. bc)

lalked with one or both parents 58.0 24.8 Yes-hiyer

Talked with friends now or
formerly in service 52.4 27.5 Yes-hiqher

Received recruiting literature
in the mail 49.2 49.7 No

Talked with qirlfriend or wife 32.1 12.1 Yes-higher

lalkeo with teacher or guidance
- counselor 23.4 8.5 Yes-hiqher

- Actions Taken (Qu. bc)

Asked for information by mail 22.5 5.5 Yes-higher

.. Took aptitude test in high school
given by Armed Services 19.0 14.1 Yes-hiaher

Physically or mentally tested at
military examining station 8.1 3.0 Yes-hiqher
*made toll-free call to get

information 4.8 1.8 Yes-hiciher

Advertising Recall: Recall

Seeing/Hearing (Qu. 6a)*

Air Force 64.7 66.3 No

Army 7 8. 8" 7b.9 No

- Marine Corps 7.1 6(;.2 Yes-hiaher

Navy 65.6 72.7 Yes-lower

Joint Services Campaign 64.1 68.3 No

Base: (1534) (3474)

* Base: Male Respondents Asked tiuest. iori t c , t ifc Serv ice

- -" ,
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Table 3.7 compares the two propensity gronps in terms

of five dimensions of recruiter contact. Across time the

pattern of these measures has been consistent. The Fall

1980 data are summarized below.

1. Positive propensity males are more likely than
others to report having been in contact with
a service recruiter at some time in the past.

2. With respect to the type of recent recruiter
contact experienced, the two groups differ on
all four types of contact. -

3. Greater proportions of positive propensity males
who had contact with a recruiter reported that
the contact was self-initiated. The differences

across all four services are statistically
significant.

4. The two propensity groups do not differ with
respect to the perceived adequacy of the
recruiter information.

.4%

-... 5. About twice as many positive propensity men
said that they felt more favorable about
military service after talking to a service
recruiter.

.

" .

44%.

4..
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TABLE 3.7

ANALYSIS OF PROPLNSITY TO SLRVL IN THE. MILITARY
RECRUITLR CONTACT

MALES

- Positive Neqative Statistically
Propensity Propensity Significant

>" Recruiter Contact: (Qu. ba & 9a)

Past 6 months - any service 34.2 22.3 Yes-hiQher

Lver - any service 56.8 48.8 Yes-higher

Type of Recruiter Contdct in
Past 6 Months (Qu. 8b)

Talked face-to-face (not at station) 17.9 7.4 Yes-hiqher

- heard recruiter talk at high school 17.3 8.5 Yes-higher

Talked to recruiter by telephone 17.6 12.6 Yes-higher

Went to recruiting station 13.4 4.4 Yes-higher

Recruiter Contact Initiated by
Respondent (Qu. 9d)*

Air Force 49.7 34.5 Yes-higher
Armynigher 39.7 19.9 Yes-higher

Marine Corps 39.4 27.4 Yes-higher

Navy 43.1 27.2 Yes-hioher

kecruiter Information Considered
Wleq(uate (Qu 9e) *

- ir Forc.e 42.4 £7. 9) No

Army o. .

-I'idr ie Cwpt ; 71. 3 o. ,

-e It 1ore F avurtb if. Aiho t
S.Joinirig After Tal inq t,

0ervce)Recuif(TTUT 70 yf)*

Air Force 41.o . Y20. Ui ..er
Army 3(1 :... ., ii h

,larin, Corp. 31.o .U YUs-h I(i,r

Navy 41.9 15.4 Ye-h icher

".-.. ~ ~ ~ ~ 1, as e :(1 4) ,1,

,. %, * Ldse: NdlFe Respr dents Asked 0uustior, fo r4( i, t. erviLe

..........- - .-. e.*-..............................,.-,....".........-.,...., ,................. . ... . . . ,
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3.6 Relationship Between Pr-t:isity and Recruiter Contact

The most direct means of informinq young men about

military service is through recruiter contact. Thiouqh

information provided by the service recruiterf , younq men

become more and better informed about the all-volunteer forco.

In turn, this may positively or negatively irfluence their

attitudes toward military service. The causal relationship

between enlistment propensity and recruiter contact, however,

cannot be determined by this study.

Table 3.8 relates enlistment propensity for each service

to contact with a recruiter from that service. The proportion

of respondents who expressed positive propensity for a par-

ticular service and who also reported having had contact with

a recruiter from that service ranges from 20.7% (Marine Corps)

to 31.7% (Army). In all cases, the corresponding figures

among negative propensity men are significantly lower. * .

4

,.. . . . . . . . . . . . .
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TIbLE 3.8

EVER HAD CONTACT WITH RECRUITER FROM SPECIFIC SERVICE
*o RELATED TO PROPENSITY FOR THE SAME SERVICE*

MALES

-Propensity for Individual Service

Positive Negative Difference

Contact With
- "Recruiter From

Air Force 20.9 10.8 +1O.1

Army 31.7 21.8 +9.9

Marine Corps 20.7 12.8 +7.9

Navy 2b.1 13.4 +12.7

* ase: The Appropriate Male Positive and Negative Propensity Groups

-. for Each Service

~- Source: Question 9b

•... .

. - .

,*-*'
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..-

3.7 Enlistment Decision Process

The four active duty services appear to be drawing from

a common pool of "military available" males :ather than

from distinct segments. This hypothesis, fir3t posed in

earlier waves, still appears to be tenable. rable 3.9 shows

that positive propensity individuals, on the average, felt

positive about two or more services. For example, over one- -

half (55.1%) of the young men who expressed positive propensity

for the Army also expressed positive propensity for the Air

Force. In addition, it should be pointed out that the pro-

portions of young men who have positive propensity for the

Army, Marine Corps, and/or Navy and also express positive

propensity for the Air Force have increased from seven to

nine percentage points compared to the previous two waves.

This suggests that the Air Force is providing more compe-

tition to the other three services for available manpower.

The conclusion drawn from Table 3.9 is consistent with

the findings that the service propensity groups tend to be J

similar with respect to demographic variables and job

characteristic perceptions. It has been reasoned in earlier

reports that the enlistment decision involves a two-step

process. First the individual decides upon the military

and then chooses among the different services. This is like

the marketing paradigm where the consumer chooses to buy the

product and then chooses among alternative brands. The Fall
.- 5a

1980 data support this notion.

-V4

S.
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TABLE 3.9

V '""EXTENT TO WHICH PROSPECTS SHOW POSITIVE
PROPENSITY FOR MORE THAN ONE SERVICE

MALES

Air Marine
Force Ary Corps Navy

Also Show Positive Propensity
for These Services:
Air Force Q .6 1 57.9 60.5
Army 

" 41.4
Marine Corps 33.5 0.
Navy 42.6 41.7 Q5
Average Number of
Active Dut fv Se'rvices 2.14 2.41 2.60 2.40

.ase: (940) (65b) (543) (662)

Source: Question 5

V.9.,

;Oi _

" 9 "

.
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3.8 High School Graduates Not in School

* . As stated in previous reports, the all-volunteer force

*-" requires people who have the maturity anC2 educational abil-

ities necessary to operate increasingly more sophisticated

weapons and systems. Accordingly, the services are particularly

interested in attracting high school graduates who are not

pursuing any additional formal education. Compared to high

school dropouts, they tend to be more mature and mentally

capable. In addition, they are more likely than others to

be responsive to the vocational training offered by the

services.

Over the years, the all-volunteer force has had difficulty

attracting high school graduates. More recently, however,

the proportion of enlistees with high school diplomas has

begun to increase. To help the services attract high school

graduates, this series of studies has examined the demo-

graphics and enlistment-oriented attitudes and behavior of

high school graduates not in school. The following is a
discussion of this group as they appear in the Fall 1980 wave.

In the Fall 1980 wave, 33.2% of the sample are individuals

who have gradvated from high school and are not currently in

school. Tables 3.10 and 3.11A to 3.11E examine this group in

terms of their demographic characteristics, attitudes, and

behavior vis-a-vis the total samnl,. The following conclusions

can be drawn about this group:

1. The group of high school graduates who are
not in school are below the U.S. averages
for 16 to 21 year old males with respect to
the following demographic characteristics:
not employed and looking for wor.k, Black
and other non-whLte, father's education,
mental abilities, having taken a college

*. . . . . . . .. *... . . . . .... . .~ * . -.
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preparatory curriculum in high school, re-
ported high school grades, and having taken
physics in high school. At the same time,
they are above average with respect to having
taken a vocational or commercial high school
curriculum and business math.

2. Their propensity to serve in each of the active
duty services is below the U.S. averages.

3. Despite this group's lower stated enlistment
propensity, they are on par with the U.S.
averages with respect to having talked to
influential others about military service.
However, they are below average with respect
to reporting that they have received recruiting
literature in the mail and having asked for
information by mail. With respect to taking
the ASVAB, they are above average.

4. The high school graduate group is above the
U.S. average with respect to reported
recruiter contact (ever). This may reflect
service recruiters' interest in this subgroup.
High school graduates, however, do not differ
from others with respect to reported self-initi-
ated recruiter contact.

5. This target market is more likely than others
to feel that information provided by Navy
recruiters was adequate. With respect to the
other services, they are on par with the U.S.
averages on this measure. This group is less
likely than others to feel more favorable about
joining the military after talking to Army and
Navy recruiters.

6. High school oraduates are on par with U.S.
averages with respect to recalling service
advertising in all but- one case. The
exception is Air Force advertising for which
they are below averaq(-,.

7. Individuals in the hiqh school graduate
subgroup attach bew-avercle importance
to "provides money for education." On the
other hand, they attach above-average
importance to three job characteristics:
"job security," "provides medical and

.P "

4'
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dental benefits," and "employer treats you
well." With respect to "employ(r treats you
well," they also are above-average with
respect to perceivinq that this attribute is
more attainable in a civilian job. As such,
this may represent a recruiting opportunity.

The Fall 1980 profile of high school graduates who are

not in school is consistent with profiles developed in previous

waves. In general, this subgroup tends to be on par with

national averages. The deviations observed tend to suggest

that this group is less favorably disposed toward military

service. Both facts together reveal few, if any, uiique

recruiting opportunities for this group.

.4 -N
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TABLE 3.10

I.M0LGRAPHIC ANALYSIS uF HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATES NOT IN SCHOOL

M4ALES

" Not in School/
Hiqh School Total Statistically
Graduates Sai,pIe Siqnificant+

Variable

- Not employed/looking for work 12.b 20.7 Yes - lower

blacks 7.3 9.2 Yes - lower

Other non-white 4.0 5.2 Yes - lower

Education of father* 2.83 3.24 Yes - lower

Quality index* b.28 b.39 Yes - lower

College preparatory curriculurm.
in high school 35.0 45.2 Yes - lower

Vocational curriculum
in high school 45.2 37.7 Yes - hiqher

Commercial/business curriculum
in high school 17.5 14.9 Yes - higher

A's and 8's in high school 21.5 28.0 Yes - lower

- business math in hi(h school 42.0 33.4 Yes - higher

Computer scierce in high school 9.5 9.5 No

.'Calculus in hiqh sclool 7.7 8.1 No

Physics in high school 12.3 15.2 Yes - lower

"-6 ase: (16b) (51ob)

en* u scale values ',hwn

+ Statistical signif icance tv,sd on tot,' i.S. ed iwato fallinq hvond
the range of two sLandard erIors of thu indivioual variable estimate.
Where statistical iqnificance is indi,:ated, the variable estimate is
either higher or I)wer than the U.S. estiiate.

- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~. .. . . . . . . . .. . .. . -. -..-.... .-- "-..-,..",',.- -- ,-. .;-." " - ""
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TABLE 3.11A

ATTITUDINAL/BEHAVIORAL ANALYSIS OF
HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATES NOT IN SCHOOL

JU8 CHAkACTERISTIC ATTITUDES*

MALE S

High School Total Statistically

Graduates Sapl Sionificant+

kelative Importance of Job
Characteristics

Enjoy your job 3.42 3.41 N

job security 3.39 3.34 Y !s-higher

booa income 3.37 3.37 Ni

Opportunity for advancement 3.33 3.30 N.)

Emnployer treats you well. 3.3o 3.25 Yes-higher

Developing your potential 3.30 3.27 No

4,Teaches valuable trade/skill 3.29 3.26 No

Opportunity for good family
life 3.27 3.25 No

ketirernent income 3.18 3.17 No

Gives you the job you want 3.14 3.8No

Provides medical and
dental benefits 3.13 3.04 Yes-higher

Career you can be proud of 3.93.13 No

Equal pay and opportunity 2.83 2.84 NO

Provides mnoney for education 2.78 2.8b Yes-lower

Trains you for leadership 2.?u 2.71 No

b~ase: (1695) (5108)

Source: Question 10a,

*Mean scale values shown

Scale Value: 4 =Extremely important
3 =Very important

2=Fairly iripo,-tant
1 Not irnportiit at 6 1
Therefore, a larqer volue indicates qreaot'r
perceived importance. :7

+ Statistical significance based on total U.S. estmmate fd3lliiq be .yonld

the range of two standdrd errors ot ! ndvihi vi-abe es 'V11ml t e.
Where statistical siqnif icance is indicatedl, tht2 varlible o'Stiwat(? is

either hihe or lower than the U.'). estivnate.

.41
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TABLE 3..118

ATTITUDINAL/BEHAVIORAL PROFILE OF

HIGH SCHOOL GRAUUATES NOT IN SCHOOL

JOB CHARACTERISTIC PERCEPTIONS*

MALES

High School Total Statistically

Graauates Sample Significant+

Achievability of Job
--4 Characteristics

Good income 3.89 3.85 No

Employer treats you well 3.80 3.75 Yes-higher

Opportunity for good family
life 3.78 3.76 No

Enjoy your job 3.72 3.64 Yes-higher

Gives you the job you want 3.34 3.28 No

Career you can be proud of 3.07 3.00 No

Developing your potential 3.00 2.97 No

Opportunity for advancement 2.96 2.93 No

Retirement income 2.85 2.91 No

Provides medical and
dental oenefits 2.73 2.72 No

Job security 2.64 2.67 No

Teaches valuable trade/skill 2.72 2.64 Yes-higher

Equal pay and opportunity 2.57 2.59 No

Prlvides money for education 2.17 2.25 Yes-lower

Trains for leadership 2.16 2.12 No

V. base: (lm) (5108)

Source: (Ques:ion Lb

* Mean scale ialues shown.

Scale Value: 5 = Much more likely in civilian
4 = Somewhat more likely in civilian
3 = Either civilian or military
2 = Somewhat more likely in iilitary

. .-. 1 = 1iuch more likely in military
. . Therefore, a smal ler value favors the ,i .i . ,.

+ Statistical significance based on total U.S. estimate fallinq beyond
the range of two itandard errors of tie individual variable estimate.
Where stati.tical siqnificance is indicated, the variable estimate is
either higher r lower than the U.S. estimate.

" ". - "
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TABLE 3.11C

ATTITUDINAL/BEHAVIORAL ANALYSIS OF
HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATES NOT lii SCHOOL

. . PRuPENSITY TO SERVE IN THE MILITARY, INFORMATION SOURCES, ACTIONS TAKEN

MALES

Not In School/
High School Total Statistically

Graduates Sample Siqnificant+

Positive Propensity (Qu. 5a)

Air Force 15.1 18.6 Yes-lower

Army 9.3 13.0 Yes-lower

-arine Corps 7.3 10.8 Yes-lower

Navy 1u.6 13.1 Yes-lower

Information Sources (Qu. 8c)

Talked with friends now

or formerly in service 37.8 35.4 No .

Talked with one or both parents 32.7 35.3 No

Talked with girlfriend or wife 20.4 18.2 No

Talked with teacher or

guidance counselor 11.3 13.2 No

Received recruitinq literature
in the mail 49.6 53.0 Yes-lower

Actions Taken (Qu. 8c)

Took aptitude test in high school

given by Armed Services 18.5 15.6 Yes-niqher

Asked for information by mail 9.1 10.8 Yes-lower

Physically or mentally tested at

military examining station 5.8 4.f No

Made toll-free call to qet

" information 2.5 2.7 1,o

Base: (1bJ5%

+ Statistical significance based on total U.S. estimate filIl ii, bfvond

the range of two standard errors of th._, in ivi,,i l v-.-'iah1 PSU
Where statistical siqnificance is indi- r ted, the ,adrif:hle -:'Lt i - 1

either higher or lower than the 11.S. ,tiijt.e.
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ATTITUDINAL/BEHAVIORAL PROFILE OF
HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATES NOT IN SCHOOL

RECRUITER CONTACT

MLES

High School Total Statistically
Graduates Sample Significant;

Recruiter Contact: (LQu. 8a & 9a)

Past b months - any. service 24.5 2b.O No

tver - any service 56.6 49.0 Yes-higher

Recruiter Contact Initiated by
-: Respondent (Qu. 9d)*

Air Force 37.6 40.3 No

Army 25.3 27.1 No

Marine Corps 32.5 32.1 No

* Navy 31.1 33.2 No

Recruiter Information Considered

Adequate (Qu 9e)*

Air Force 88.0 85.8 No

Army 81.8 80.8 No

-arine Corps 73.8 76.5 No

Navy 86.4 81.8 Yes-higher.

Felt More Favorable Aoout
Joining After Talkin.j to
(Service) Recruiter "u. 9f)*

Air Force 32.5 31. No

Army 14.2 lb. Yes-lower

marine Corps 16.7 21.3 No

Navy 2i.2 27.3 Yes-lower

Base: (1695) (l U'3

S * Base: Male Kespondents Having Contact with Specifi: Service

+ Statistical 51ignif cance based on total U.S. estimate falling beyon
*1 the range of two s'andard errors of the individual variable estimate.

Where statistical ,ignificance is indicated, the variable estimate is
either higher or l(wer than the U.S. estimate.

- ..- i..- .'..- .". .. ".'..'...... ..;--'---..".. i. -- -- -
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IABLL: .3.1 iL

ATTIIUUINAMEHAVIDif3/ ArN\LY',l1 0F
HILMu SCHUOL GRAULJATLS Nu IN- cmiHU

* -.. /\UVLN kTMING kLII

11 1( fil I I 1 I

7e-e n T7ea r i n gj

Air- I,rce 
.5,-

ArmI y 7 9.'7.
iHarince Corps C8. f) /0.4 I"I

Navy 09.5/.0N
Joint S)ervices Ldrripaliqi h/. 076 No

B~ase: i-ia le kesporident- f1kcd Ques) L. jon for, Si( t ic >0r / 00

Source: Qdues tion ba

+ Stati stical Siqol f Clc-2 hased on to(tal el. Ot. noate fi,-il iie~ heyonci
the ranae of two standaird errors of the in0 ivicuoal variahle sict
Where stadtistical sinnificaoce is indicatcd, tho vani thV l ii is
cithu r hi oher. or- lower 1to an theI S sLi ~

ISM
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SECTION IV

ADVERTISING AWARENESS
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SECTION IV

- Advertising Awareness

The services use many different forms of advertising to

aLtract volunteer enlistments. This advertisinq has been

presented as individual service campaiqns ind, in recent

years, as a joint service campaiqn. The trackinq study is

" a convenient vehicle for measuring awareness and recall ()f

this advertising because it provides the services with impor-

.. tant feedback on Lts relative effectiveness. Startinq in
he, Sur i 1977 wive, respondents iave been asked what til'"

- .remember about the advertisinq for each of the active duty

s-,rvices, and since the Fall of 1978 wave, respondents have

,cs asked a similar question with respect to the oinLt

" services advertisino caipaijn. In the Fall 1979 wave and
-'*"in the present wavo, respondents have also been asked

t a<- ;o('laf. ", ::,.-ice .' a s ':ith ihie arnp:-opriate zou-ce

( 1 { i- , i'.:O c , '" se'-vi c,.' and the ]o nt car a iin,).

.:;- ;siz )n o' t.. I l1 ] iaf ad- i data 1 6l0os.

\*.°-

.. d o . . .°°
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4.1 Top-of-the-Mind Awareness of Specific Servi ,es

ono indicator of advertising effectiveness is initial,-

* - unprompted associations with a given concept. This "top-

* of-the-mind" awareness was measured by askinq respondents

to mention which branch of the service they thouciht of first

-~ when the terms "Armed Forces" 01 "Military" are mentioned.

Tphey were then asKed if iny ot( servi es crnni t( mind,

Table 4.1 shows the propor-t ions inlica - nq ,?ach hranch

of service in their answers. The Army recoLved :he 1~irqest

proportions of first mentions (38.8%), with the \ir Force, second

(27.0), and the Navy (15.27%) and Marine Cor~s (13.2%,) in third

and fourth place, respectively. As for mentioningj the branch

in any of the responses (all combined mentions) , the same

order pertains, but here the Navy scored much closer to the

Army and Air Force -- all in the ranqe of 71-75' The INarine .*

Corps was mentioned by 58.7%0, and the Coast Guard by only 12.4,.
'p..^

* ~This pattern is fairly consistent wi th pry(f5surveys.

Table 4.2 examines the relationship between the first

*branch of service mentioned and propensity to iyin thait ,;er-

vice. The circled numbers reoresent. tHie t~ I7(> inta(' of I-,--

spondentLs withi a positive propon. ifty For _c! 2 1v c who men-

tion that respective brane>i 'iist. Tr, ec, case, at Least

-1 p! nr'-il it-v of fho.;e, with ai rn J t ' r),--n.,;i t'. -- prr thati

brainch as their f tr ;t associi :'J i

with a positive propens ity for t Army or A i r Ic' e2port ed

* that fnervice as tLirfirst 5nojL~a ~ut. .oetLan

01ur-third of those pn!7iti,, I ,.,. i;c :1:"l~ w . N : u

Corps though t o F tha t bra')nc h f i~ .V~'

.. j ~ s iqI ia r to thosr, o f pri l -vt.v
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MALF S

Percent ot , pfrlnts Who Aetint ionuI
Speci lf Services

All
First Second Al Otiier Ment ', w

Mention Mention Mentions Combinud

Service Mentioned

- Air Force . 21.4 24.5 72.3

Army .. 19./ 16. 74.5

- Aarine Corps i.<. 18.1 ?82 58. 7

Njvy 15. 30.0 t) . 70./

Coast Guard 1.6 2. 0 9.0 12.4

None 4.' 4.0 18.9 26.6

Base: All Male Respondents

Source: Questions 4a, 4b ana 4c

:.'..
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In terms of the difference in percentage of first

mentions of positive versus nieative propensity viurh within
e. a.i ch service ,* the arine Corps ar-i( a,' host :tree times as

many positively inclined males specify these services as their
res'ective negative propensit-y, counterparts. The comparable
disparities for the Air Force and Army are not as great.

S.,

5-,' -

A ,

0.1. 7w

".2".-<.~.%.........
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4.2 Advertising Content Recall

Awareness of advertising was measured by asking re: poni-

dents to recall everything they remember havi:io hetrd o 1;e.

in advertising for a specific active duty ser-'ice or about Of

the joint services campaign. Each respondent was asked about

* ." only one source of advertisinq by using different, randomly

.'" assigned versions of the questionnaire.

The levels of advertising awareness 
for each service

since the Spring 1977 wave are summarized in Table 4.3. 1),:

on the Joint Services campaiqn are shown only for the lst

five waves, as this campaign beqan in 1978.

The table indicates substantial increases in recali ('YI,'1

the 3- year tracking period for each active duty' service, tni( a

similar increase for the two-year ,Joint Jervices campaign,.

Army recall displayed the strongest increase (38.0'), while

the Navy showed the smallest proportionate gains (27.3%)

during the period charted.

Changes during the past year were much less dramatic,

as recall apparently has stabilized. The proportions recall':,: 1m

advertising for the Air korce, Army and Marinc, Corps have

varied by less than plus or minus three percont between

1979 and Fall 1980, which is within the bounds of samp i mi,

error. Navy advertising recall d(- iit-]1), V'I si <. 1-' w-1, L

3% within the last year, and reci )f lhw. ](jin ( VI '! ,

paign increased by about 6". Tlw' ,it t or tw ch I,.

statistically siqnificant.

(.................

.- !67,
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In terms of absolute levels of recall in the Latesi

survey, the Army leads with 77.3', followed b,' the Navy and

the Marine Corps campaigns with 70.4%; next highest is the

joint services advertising at 67.6% and awareness of Ail Force

advertising at 65.5%.

Respondents' "open-ended" answers to the recall question

have been coded into a set of categories to facilitate inter-

pretation and comparisons throuah time. The data for each

advertising source are shown in Table 4.4.

The following conclusions can be drawn from the data in

Tables 4.4A - 4.4E:

1. As noted, overall advertising awareness 
for

the Air Force changed hardly at all during 
the

past year with just under two-thirds 
reporting

that they had seen or heard 
anything. The pro-

portions who had not seen or heard 
Air Force

advertising or who could not recall 
the content

remained quite stable relative to 
the previous

Fall.

Two specific messages or images did, 
however,

achieve statistically significant increases:

"best service/praised service," by 3.7 per-

centage points; and the "equipment without men"

response, by 3.1 percentage points. "Oppor-

tunities," on the other hand, decreased signi-

ficantly. The cont: cnt reca]ed fmr -fr, uentiy

than any other in .,i1 1980 was the opportunity

to teach or learn r fadc (ment-ionhe( by 8.5',)

although it was not significantly different from

-I the previous year.

~I

q: 
ii



, nn n I _F Ip q I \L q I .. .. .., AI FONCL . . .

FI I

.all e Si (pi " ticant
- C- C

Have Seen/Heard Advertising l5.U bS.n +(1.5 No

Teaching/learninq a trade . 8.5 + No

Lquipment without ri-en 4. 7.9 +3.1 Yes-hiqher

ren with equipment 7. 6.4 -1.3 No

Want you to join/enlist 5.6 0.4 +0.8 No

.b est service/praised service 2.1 D., 3.7 Yes-hiqher

Variety of jobs 3.6 5.1 i. 5 No

Educational benefits 5.4 4.o -0.8 No

Opportunities 5.1 2.9 -2.2 Yes-lower

Travel/see the country/world 3.9 2.8 -1.1 No

Good pay/good starting pay /.9 1.8 -1.1 No

Men in uniform 1.0 1.5 +0.5 No

Slouans (e.g., Fly with the
Air Force) 1.9 1.3 -0.6 No

Adventure 1.5 1.1 -0.4 No

Men in training 1.0 1.1 +0.1 No

Fun/recreation 0.U L.! +0.1 No

Nien with flag 0.1 ---- -0.1 No

Other benefits (e g., h, alth) 2.0 1.4 -0.6 No

- ther miscellaneois men' ions b.9 6.9 ---- No

Don't recall contk-nt 28.9 27.4 -1.5 No

tiave Not een/Heard AIdvtrtisi n 35. U 34.5 -0.5 No

l3ase: * (94" (1(0)3)

ource: Quostion ba

I he reduc( d bases ref 1 ec t the f, r t ti1 ' h . q, le respoJ ot w a'k H

the advertisina quest i n for onIy one 1 t ti r i., itarv "(t,'vicU , Or'
for the joint advertising.

v~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~..".-,. .. ...- .....-.,,..'-.-.".-........ ... •.'." ..... ,............:-.. 1 ".
... ,,, ., "., .. ,,,,',,r," " , . ¢...." .",.'..,,'.;., .'"." ., ." ." ."". . " "... ..,.... .. . . . . . .,.. . .,.. .,.. . . . . . .,.. . . . . .
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TAbLE 4.4b

-. RECALL OF ADVERTISINL FOR THE ARMY

MALES

Fal
Fall Fall '79-'W( Stat. istically
'9 '1O b hange Siqniticant

.k -

Have Seen/Heard Advertising 78.1 77.3 -0.8

Want you to join/enist TUT T No

Teaching/learninq a trade 11.4 12.6 -+1.2 Yes-hiqher

Luoucational benefits 7.2 7.6 j.4 No

Travel/see the country/world 9.1 6.b -. b No

Variety of jobs 6.0 6.5 +1.5 Yes-lower

Men with equipment 4.2 6.1 +1.9 No

Slogans (e.g., Uncle Sam No
needs you) 5.3 5.3 ----

. Men in training 4.3 4.5 +0.2 No

Opportunities 6.1 3.9 -2.2 No

len in uniforn 1./ 3.7 +2.0 Yes-lower

GoOo pay/good starting pay 3.5 3.7 +0.2 Yes-higher

Adventure 3.5 3.6 ---- No

best service/praised service 1.8 2.3 +0.5 No

Fun/recreation 1.0 2.0 +1.0 No -f

Equipment without men 1.5 1.5 ---- No

Men with guns u.4 0.3 -u.I No O,

Other oenefits (e.g., health) 4.0 2.4 -1.6 No

Other miscellaneous mentions 12.9 9.5 -3.4 No

Uon't recall content 23.b 2t).4 +Y. Ys-ower

have koot Seen/Heard Advertising 21.'-) (Y.7

".No

,.1
.. ' Base:* 1 /:, !, )

Source: qu.stion 6a

* The r,.duced bases reflect the f(ict that h r10 .I) , i.

the advertisini question for only one o 1h, f,,r !,ilt y '.

tor tnc joint advertising. -.

:~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.1.-.1......_ _:... .. .... _... _.._ .... ,.............. . ................... .......... .. . ..
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RE C LL. i;- VL T I I N(i FU J TIlL MAP i Nn CORPS

,- .,F:11 Fll '79-' t '. nt ical 1y

" "' U Ch -rqe I oir 1 lcant

IX

-" rmdve Seeil/rleard Advertising bg.b 70 4 +, .,

, ouans (e.a., The few. The
-roud. rhe Marines.) 15.8 15.6 -J.2 No

Adflt you to join/enlist 7.3 +1.9 No

leaching/learning a trade b.1 7.3 +1.2 No

Men in uniform 5.1 6.0 +1.5 No

"ren ir training . 3., -9.7 Yes-lnwer

Loucationdl benefits 4.0 3.0 -1.u No

Variety of jobs 3.1 2.9 -0.2 No

Opportunities 4.4 2.9 -1.5 No

Mien with equipment 2.7 2.8 +0.1 No

- Yravel/see the country/world 5.7 1.9 -3.8 Yet-lower

s est service/praised service 1 1.7 +0.5 No

-("on/recreation 0.9 1./ +(0.8 No

(ood pay/good starting pay 2.0 1.5 -0.5 No

Adventure 1.9 1.4 -0.5 No

Lquipmerlt without men 1.6 0.9 -0.7 No

- Men with qurs 0. .b +0. Nc

in wiLh flaq U.6 0.2 -0.4 No

lher benefits (e.q., hedlL) . 0.9 -1., Nn

,ther, mscel lanous mentiors 9. b. 1 -3.1 Yes-lower

Jorl't -,( all content 23.b '.C *5.9 Yes-hiqher

1Secn/Iiearu /\overtis inq 3U0.4 .r -i
* i- .' *ltl (I(; ."'!

"",urt. )" St ti t)ri ' C

-'.- - The -educ( d base re tI .ct the ti 10 , e :. ml .. nk,
" the !dvert ising juesti in for onIy r f i t.i.

for Il.e jr int adverti . inq.

* ... : ~
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TABLE 4.40

RECALL OF AUVEKTISIIIb FoR THE NAV
IM 

MALE S

Fall
Fall Fall '79-'W Statiscti aIly
'79 'O Chanqe Si(ni i t . t

have Seen/Heard Advertising 73.7 70.4 -3.3 Yes
Adventure 13.3 11. ? -?. Io
Travel/see the country/world 10.9 9.7 -7.2 YeO'-lower
want you to join/enlist 7.b 7.' u.<
Teachinq/learning a trade 6.1 7.6 -0.3 o
Men with equipment 7.! 5.7 -. U No

Equipment without men b.5 b.4 -1.1
Variety of jobs 3.b 4.U +U.b ho df

Opportunities 4.4 2.5 -1.9 Yes-lower
Educational oenefits 5.0 2.4 -_.6 Yes-lower
Fun/recreatioon 1.3 2.0 +u. 7
lien in uniform 2.1 1.7 -0.4 No
Good pay/good starting pay 2.5 1.5 -1.0 No

, best service/praised service 0.2 1.4 +1 NO
lien in training 1.8 1.2 -0.6 No -

.* Slogans (e.g., The Navy mlakes
boys into men) o. Q4 +, No
Men with flay (i.1 0.2 +0.] No

, Men with guns U.1 (9. _ +().? No
Other benefits (e.q., hedIth) 292 • -. 5 NoAf

.ther ;iscel laneous menti ns .. - -

D o n 't r e c a l I c o n t e n t ,. i. 'h

.' Have a o t S een/h iearo Advertis inq ,.3 J

Base: *

Source: Q uestion ba

* the reouced bases reflect the fact Tiitt ..
*'" the adver t is ing que t inn f ,or on ly oi, I, , ',1for the joint adverti inq.
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'. 2. Fall-to-Fall recall of rmy a(dvert sing ais) it
mained stable at about 7-7-8%. The two th,,mo'
mentioned most often in the Fall 1980 survey
were the challenge to -join or enlist (rep)orti, -

by 13.8%) , and the opportunity to teach or
learn a trade (mentioned by 12.6,%) . TIse we(e
also the two leaders one year ear- j.r.

There were four statistically significant 2'htn is
in Fall-to-Fall recall of specif!.c copy: t he
message to join/enlist was up 3. F [)erentae
points; the chance to travel/see the count iy/
world was down by 2.6 percentage points; (j ne ral
reference to "opportunities" dec ined 2.2 er-
centage points; and the image of men in uni form
increased by 2.0 percentage points.

--. 3. Marine Corps advertising was fami lia - to 7 out-
of 10 respondents -- no significant change from
one year before. While overall recall was
stable, the percentage of those who had se,n or
heard Marine Corps advertisinq, but could not
remember any of the content increased by almost
6.0 percentage points. The dominant perceived
motif of the Marine campaign remained slogans -

like "The few, the proud, the Marine.s,' with
15.6% of those interviewed referring to such
slogans. -

The two significant Fall-to-Fall changes in r(e-
call of specific copy points were messages about
travel (down by 3.8 percentage points) , and
images of men in training, which declined 2.7
percentage points.

..

:<. - .;...S't .. .-
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4. As observed above, overall recal i of Navy
advertising was the only one to decline
significantly over the one-year perio,, ',)wn
3.3 percentage points to 70.4 ' overall who
had seen or heard some of the Navy compaiain.
An additional negative trend was the 5.6 per-
centage point increase in respondents not
able to recall any content of Navy adver-
tising. Of those who did have specific
memories of it, "adventure" was the message
recalled most often (11.2%). The chance to
travel or see the country/world placed
second with 9.7%.

-" _ Significant Fall-to-Fall changes occurred in
the "travel" message, down sharply by 7.2
percentage points and the chance to receive
education benefits from service in the Navy,
which declined by 2.6 percentage points.

5. The Joint Services campaiqn showed by far
- the most successful change in the past year,

with a 5.6 percentage point increase in
awareness. Despite the impressive performance
in overall recall, the proportion not able to
mention specific content of the advertising
also increased by several percentage points.
The most often mentioned copy point in Fall

-. 1980 was reference to multiple services
(13. 7%); this represents a strong annual
increment of 9.3 percentage points.

Increases in recalled copy occurred in the
chance to teach or learn a trade (up 4.2 per-

-'[". centage points) and images of men in uniform
and equipment without men, each up by 2.2
percentage points.

Othtr messages ,inl 1 es .l] sh'.:e:] st -
tist.ically significant changes between 1a 1 1
]9-9 and Fa 1 I 1980: -eference to S1OgV.S

* dec I inod sharply fr ;o 6. 8, to 1 .R''; t: r I:vl
oprortunities wont d,)wn (hy 1.4 percentaje
points), as did "o)pportunities" in qenet-,l
(by 2.6 p(er,-entaje points).

&' .. . - .
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Overall awareness of service advertising
appears to have reached a plateau after
steady growth over previous waves. At the
same time for all except the Air Force's
advertising campaigns there was a signi-
ficant decline in the proportion not re-
calling the content of the copy. Both
of these findings are quite important,
and future analysis will pay close attention
to determine whether these data are simply
aberrations or signal beginnings of trends.
The results could reflect "ceiling effects,"
in that advertising may have reached a
saturation point beyond which additional
gains in awareness and recall will be ex-
tremely difficult. At present, though, it
is not possible to know for sure.

Sumnary of the Fall 1980 Survey:

Recalled Most Often

* Teaching/learninq a trade

* Want you to join/enlist

* Travel/see the country/world

. Slogans

* Men wiih equipnmoni

' Educational benefits

* Adventure

Showed Significant Year-to-Year Increases in P,.a-1]1

. Teachinq/learninqT a trade

e Men in uinifo(rm

* Equipment withe 1 r1ten

- Want you to ioil-., il i 1;t.

e Best Fervic(,/prIi sr.
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0 Other benefits (e.g. health)

* Men in training

* Educational benefits

0 Slogans

Figures 4.lA-4.lD summarize the top five copy points

across time for each of the four separate military services.

_As shown in both Table 4.4 and Figure 4.lA-D, the most

memorable advertising messages have changed. Prior to the

Fall 1980 wave of interviewing there had been a steady trend

toward recall of messages about teaching/learning a trade

and about educational benefits. This upward progression

seems to have reached a plateau or to have reversed in the

latest survey: witness the sharp decline from the Spring

"figures for some of the services.

--1

°'*. • te eeis eg elh5-... *
'.", -- Ue ntannJ. *4

.-[- • dcaina enft

5"• loan

U. iue .A41 umrietetpfv oypit

:'' ars tim foec of* tefou separatemilitaryservic. . .
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Showed Significant Year-to-Year Deteases

0 Opportunities

' Travel/see the country/world

".. *. Other benefits (e.g. health)

0 Men in training

. Educational benefits

- Slogans

Figures 4.lA-4.lD summarize the top five copy points

across time for each of the four separate military services.

As shown in both Table 4.4 and Figure 4.1A-D, the most

memorable advertising messages have changed. Prior to the
Fall 1980 wave of interviewing there had been a steady trend

toward recall of messages about teaching/learning a trade

and about educational benefits. This upward progression

seems to have reached a plateau or to have reversed in the

latest survey: witness the sharp decline from the Spring

low "figures for some of the services.
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4.3 Recognition of Service Advert isin(; floian1s

Slogans have long been an inteqral part r-t sri c

advertising, especially for the Marine Corps. Sinm< ,

always have been an effect ive mean s of aene r-,, nl 1 51,t

"brand awareness," tracking the recognition (If s Iv I cU dv -

tising slogans is thus another means of asses3inq I t

effectiveness in the services' recruiting eft.)rtqs. 1WItifll fr,

in the Fall 1979 wave, respondents were asked to associ ite

service slogans with their correct advcrticir - c"r''-

In the Fall 1980 wave, as in the Pall 1979 and Sprino

1980 surveys, respondents were read a series of s])i s cur-

rently used or used in the recent paist in service, adv-t s5n(,

and asked to name the correct source of each slrgan. Tables

4.5 and 4.6 summarize the data. The correct responses have

been circled to facilitate interpretation. N C statistical

significance is implied by this notation. i-e f01loir'I

conclusions can be drawn from the table:

1. "Join the people who've joined the (Army)."
and "The few, the proud, the (Marines) .
were correctly identified most utt-n.

2. The following sloqans generated souiie c'-
fusion: "This is th,- (Army) ." "The (Navy)
It's not just a job. Tt 's an adv(nture,
and "Maybe you can, , (- of u: " r it
Colps) ." Motoe()ver , -puPndent S ,f ( ,tL

likely to asc t> AI For ie A q r
way of life," with A, Arm is t,, we '
to name the Air Fr,

3. Only one-in-ciqht : spondeints , l,i , (t1
associate t , , ir; Irv - ) . , t ,
correct 5 Cf, -e,. Yr j ; .i,} ,i *

in et , .' !2 1i lV( tor," ;) I
y'a: (1 )f o 1 ra I .)

9<.<
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TA3LL 4. 5
• o.- . . -.

RE[UGNITIOh OF SERVICE ADVLRTIPING SL.U0AN

MALES

Associate Slogan with This Advertsimg Source

Air Marine Jo i nt
Army Force Navy Corps Advertising

s I a-

"This i,, the ... 50.7"9.1 17.5 9.4 4.2

- Join the people who've
joined the 6." 6.2 9./ 3.9 1.7

•,A great way
f -1te." 28.2 20.4 9.4 5.4

It's not just
-io b . It's an

adventure." 33.4 9. 1 10.5 4.9

"The few. The prouc.
The " 5.3 3.7 4.1 81.4 1.8

"Maybe you can be one
of us." 9.9 14.3 13.1 43.6 9.3

"A chance to serve, a
chance to learn." 33.3 19.4 1/.1 6.6

"It's a great place

- to start." 34.7 17.5 1. .

- Base: All Nile Respndunts

Source: Question 7

Circled percentages represent ,a Ie r ,pori Cnt.s whcn t.,v rrt t. ly idert, if i eo
the slogan.

* ,

-.. . -
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TAblLE 4.0b

CURERL ASSOCIATIOk OF StRVICL ADVERTISING; SL05ANS
FALL 1979 vs. F/ALL 1960

Na I e s

Percent of kesporiderts Who Lorrect vy
IAssociate Slogani with Servict

Fal 1 ' 7)
Fall Fall Fall '%0 StatiSticaJlly
'79 '80 Change Slignificant

*"This is the ."37.0 50. 7 Y13 Yc-iher

"Join the people who've
joined the ."80.3 75.6 -t.7 Yes-lower

II.A great way r
0Trr e . 23.4 29.0 +5.6 Yes-hiqher

" . It's not just-
d =J jo.-It's an adventure." 47.2 39.1 -b. 1 Yes -lovwer

*"The few. The proud.
Tn e "1 67.3 61.4 +14.1 Yes-tiiuher-

11yayb~e YOU can the one

of us." 35.? 45. b +6 .4 Y(s -h I he

"A chance to serve, d

chance to l earn . ".0 14 +. 4 Yt-- i Pqhw

"It's a great place
to start." /. i.r-.

base: All Male kesponaents

So urce: Questioni 7
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sign-ificantly from Fal 1 1 W iPlll8-)
for all but two slogans. This is a positive
trend. The exceptions were ",Toin the people

who'e jonedthe (Army)" and "The (Navy).
Tt's not just a j ob. tsandvture."
which declined. Th is decreiise in the correct-
identification of this Naivy sloqan parallels
the statistically significa nt decline in
aiwareness of Navy advertisi noi.
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SECTION V

Knowledge of Financial Benefits

Presumably, the decision whether to enlist involves

a consideration of the economic aspects of military service.

The importance that both propensity groups attach to "good

income" as a job attribute (see Section 1II) supports this

idea. Accordingly, the use of financial benefits has been

an integral component of recruiting strategies. Edu-

cational assistance, cash bonuses, and pay have been the

subject of close examination by DOD and the services. In

recent years efforts have been undertaken to modify these

benefits, communicate their existence, as well as to test

the effectiveness of different offerings. The Youth

Attitude Tracking S;tudy and other research studies have

served as vehicles for evaluating these marketing efforts.

In arlier wa,-es (Fall 1978, Fall 1979, Spring 1980)

of this study, respondents were asked the extent to which

they would be more likely to consider joining one of the

active duty military services given the availability of a

particular incentive. Re ,pondeni s v,-t(i t, , var ious

modifications in such benefits as pay and ,(ducationai

assistance. This provided foedback ()n the re]lativo p0-

tential effectiveness of different financia] incentives.

* .

.'4.. ' _ _ : 2 " . .' ' % , ' - - - - - - = - --- . . . . .
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In the Fall 1980 wave the focus of questioning was -

on individuals' knowledge of the following:

0 Educational assistance

* Starting pay for enlisted personnel

. Cash bonuses for enlisting

These questions provide information about target
"". market youth's level of awareness of these benefits. The
' information obtained in previous waves and in the current
, wave provide DOD and the services with guidance for re-

cruiting strategy development.

A discussion of the Fall 1980 findings follows.

-V..

4

-4:,!,

4,"-.
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5.1 Knowledqe of Educational Assistance

Respondents were asked two questions regarding their

knowledge of educational assistance. The questions were

-. as follows:

" Do you think the military services offer
- financial support for schooling after you

leave the service?

- The military services do offer financial
u-support for schoolinq after you leave the

service. I'd like to find out what kinds
of educational assistance you think the
military offers. As I read a series of
questions about what the military may or
may not offer, please tell me "Yes" if

-.. _.you think it is true of the military and

"No" if you think it is not.

The data are summarized in Tables 5.1-5.2. The

following conclusions can be drawn:

I. Not shown in the table is the finding that
83.0* of all respondents know that the services
offer post-service educational assistance.
This figure is comparable to fiqures re-

- corded in recent waves of the study (Fall
1979 - 84.5", Spring 1980 - 85.9%). The
two propensity groups differ siqnificantly
on this measure, althouqh the levels of
knowledge for both groups are quite high
(Positive Propensity - 85.0%, Negative

iJ Propensity - 82.%)

2. As shown in the tabl,, apiro:-:irntely three
out of four r,;spondents knew that educational
assistance can be usd for trade/vocational
school and that there Js a limit as to how

O much t-uition the miitiry will pay. Be-
yond these two characteristics of educational

" -assistance, the levels of knowledge are rela-
tivwl' low.

_ --

!...'. •, ..............- .
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TABLE 5. 1

KiwUWLEDGE OF ELULAFIONAL ASSISTANCE

-A LE S

Fall

60

Know the following is true
Can use for trade/vocational school 77.0

There is a liuit on tuition 7u.3

Have to contribute from
paycheck to get benefits 33. 3

Know the following is false

If re-enlist and don't gi to
school, can receive benefits
in one cash payment 58.3

All services offer same benefits 46.5
denefits transferable to
spouse/chilaren 35.5

Can receive monthly livinq
.=- expenses while in school 22.7

-. " Receive iore if married l.l

Base: All Male .espondents

Source: Question lob

*Perceritaqe of respondents who aive correct arwer

. ... . . .
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TABLE 5. 2

KNUwLtUGE UF LDUCATIONAL ASSISTANCE

MALES

Positive Negative Statistically
Propensity Propensity Significant

Know the followingq is true

Can use for trade/vocational school 81.8 75.0 Yes-higher

There is a limiit on tuition 71.4 70.2 No

Have to contribute fromr
-paycheck to get benefits 37.3 31.8 Yes-higher

- Know the following is falsc

If re-enlist arid don't no to
school, can receive benefits

S.. -in one cash paymient 59.9 58.2 No
All services offer same benefits 5.3.3 44.U Yes-hiqner

6enefits transferable to
spouse/children 3b.6 35.4 No
Can receive monthly living

-expenses while in school 22.4 23.1 No

Receive muore if marrieu 22.7 2U.7 No

b iase: (1534) (3474)

Source: Question 1bri

- *Percentage of respondents who give correct answer.
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3. Table 5.2 reveals that positive and negative
propensity youth differed on three of the
characteristics. Specifically, positive
propensity males were more likely than others
to know that educational assistance can be
used for trade or vocational school, that
there are differences across the services
with respect to educational benefits offered,
and that benefits can only be rec-ived with
paycheck contributions. Not showi in the
table are the percentages of younj men who
answered "don't know" to each iten. Two
items -- "benefits transferable to spouse/
children" and "if re-enlist and don't go to
school, can receive benefits in one cash
payment" -- elicited the most uncertainty;
28.3% and 22.9%, respectively. With respect
to the other items, the percentage of re-
spondents who answered "don't know" ranged
from 13.1% to 18.4%. In general, negative
propensity men were more likely than others
to answer "don't know" to each item.

All in all, these data suggest that efforts should be

undertaken to increase the level of understanding of edu-

cational assistance benefits.

.

• • •, % . .
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5.2 Knowledge of Starting Pay

Respondents were asked two questions about starting

pay for enlisted personnel:

-,* As far as you know, what is the starting
monthly pay for an enlisted man in the
military -- before taxes are deducted?

. The starting monthly pay for an enlisted

man is $501.00. Knowinq this, would you

be more likely, or not to consider joining

one of the active duty military services?

Tables 5.3 - 5.4 summarize the data. The following

can be drawn from the tables.

1. The average estimate of starting monthly pay

was only $315; nearly $200 below the actual

figure ($501). Only one-in-seven respondents
were able to quess within plus or minus $75

P -of the actual figure. Over one-third of the
respondents believed starting monthly pay to
be as low as under $75. Althouqh not shown

.- in the table, positive and neqative pro-

pensity youth gave fairly similar estimates.
The fact that target market youth have a poor
understandinq of startinq pay has been re-

-vealed in previous waves of this study. The
Fall 1980 data suqgest that this lack of

understanding has worsened. A point of interest

is the fact that over time, the average esti-
mate of startinq pay has tended to decrease,
while actual starting pay has increased.

2. After being told that the i(ct ua monthly

starting pay was $501, 22.7, of the r,_,spondents
said that they would be mero likely to c)nsider
joining the military. Amn, these people, the
typical response was that they would be only

- "somewhat more lik,-,ly" to consider enlistinq.
Althouqh not shown in the table, psitive

propensity men responded more favoribly to
the knowledqe of actual startin(I pay than (lid
others. The pat t-ern of t hose lti, hav n t

- chanled over time.

-. " .. -..- ..-..... ..
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TABLE 5.3

KNOWLEDGE UF STARTINL, PAY

MALE S

_m.Fall

'80

Give this estimate

$74 or less 
37.2

75 -174 

2.5
$175 - $274 

4.9
1275 - $374 

8.3
$375 - $474 20.2
$475- $574 0
$575 - $674 

4.8
$67b- $774 

2.6
$775 or more b.5

Average: $31b
.4.

.

base: All Male Respondents

Source: Question 15a

'.4

.4, 

- .4

.1
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0:,

TAW.. b.4

LFFE(lT U CURRLNT MONTHLY STARTING PAY
UN LIKELIHOOD OF LNLISTING

MALES

Fal I

More likely to consider joining 22.7

Miuch more likely 5.5

Somewhat more likely 1U.2

Just a little more likely 7.0

- ,ot more likely to consider joinina 71.0

Don 't know 6.3

Average* 1.47

base: All Male Respondents

Source: Question 15b

* Mean scale value shown

Scale Value: 4 = Much more likely
3 = Somewhat more likely
2 = Just a little more likely
I r Not more likely
Therefore, larger values indicate 9rjeater perceived
1 ike I ihood.

.. J
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5.3 Knowledge of Enlistment Cash Bonus

Respondents were asked two questions regar ing en-

listment cash bonuses. The questions were as follows:

• As far as you know, do the militaly services
offer individuals a cash bonus for enlisting?

- (If "yes") How much is this bonus? Even if
you aren't sure, please give me your best
guess.

Table 5.5 summarizes the data. The followinq con-

clusions can be drawn:

i. Only 38.5% of the total sample knew that the
military offers enlistment cash bonuses. One-
half thought that this was not the case and
one-in-ten young men indicated that they did
not know. Although the difference is rela-
tively small, positive propensity men (41.2%)
were significantly more likely than negative
propensity ment (37.5%) to be aware of the
fact that the services offer cash bonuses for
enlisting. This relatively low level of
awareness is consistent with past waves.

2. Among respondents who knew about cash bonuses,
the average estimate given was $1,225. However,
one-in-four men could not venture a quess.

The data suggest that the serviues could J, more to
*,O augment awareness of enlistment i bjon-ses, if tiis bene-

fit is to realize its full potntiil i,. a run uit inq tactic.
-eii i c -. 't
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TABLE 5.5

KNOWLEDGE OF ENLISTMENT CASH BONUS

MALE

- Fall

believe ffiIlitdry

offers cash bonus 38.5

Less than $500 24.4

$500 - $999 12.4

$1,u00 - $1,499 13.0

$1,500 - $1,999 8.6

$2,00O - $2,499 6.1

$2, 5U - $2,999 1.8

$3,000 or ,iiore 6.9

I)on' t know amount 26.8

Do not believe military
offers cash bonus 51.9

Do not know if rilitary
- offers cash oonu, 9.6

Averaqe: 51,26

base: Ahl l Male kesponderits

* . Source: (iuestior 14a, 14b

,.W

• ' " p
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SECTION VI

Perceptions ano Attitudes Towardi Draft Registration

Debate continues over how to best fill the country's

military manpower needs. The present program of an all-

volunteer service has come under criticism because of fear

that it leads t( an "inegalitarian," disproportionately

minority (especially black) combat corps, and because some

allege it has not attracted enough qualified personnel,

leaving the nation ill-prepared to meet future contingencies.

These and other considerations have lead to an in-

- creasing amount of discussion about advance preparedness.

Last year, in response, Congress authorized r-eqistration

in case a future need arises t-l reinstate the draft.

Since registration is contnversial -- -it least amonai

certain groups -- it is impnrt,int to reoularly monitor

sentiment on the issue amnnni those who a-r2 or fl~iy be

O. directly affected.

" -*.
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Since the Spring of 1979 (which was beforE resumption of

registration), this study has asked questions of target market

youth about their perceived need for draft registration, their

attitude toward having to register, and the estimated impact regis-

tration might have on their enlistment intentions. As re qis-

tration is now a reality, some of the questions had to be rewritten

from the hypothetical to reflect this change. Also, three new

questions on the topic were added: 1. Whether or not the respon-

dent had to register, 2. Whether or not at the time of registra-

tion he requested information about enlistment, and 3. His atti-

tude toward requiring a mental and physical examination as part of

the registration process. An analysis of the data follows.

-- ,

- .,.9
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6.1 Perceived Need for Draft Registration
.

.

.. 

. . . .

;lie In the Spring 1979 wave, the Spring 1980 wave, and again

this past Fall (1980), respondents were asked whether or not

'-they agreed that draft registration is necessary to provide

the country with a strong defense. Specifically, they were

asked to indicate their level of agreement with the following

statement:

"Requirinq all 18 and 19 year old men to reqister
for the draft is necessary to provide a strong
defense for America."

In the most recent survey, "18 and 19 year old men"

was substituted for "18 and 19 year olds," which was the

wording in the two earlier surveys. The alteration was

-- necessary to ensure that responses captured only attitudes

toward registering men, rather than risk confusion with the

* .separate question of whether or not females should be included

itg draft reqistrition. This was not a problem in the earlier

surveys because the registration of young women only recently

emerged as an issue of widespread salience.

Table 6.1 shows a steady increase in the percentage

aqreeirg wit! the statement. During the one and one-half
yeir pEriod, agre2ment that a stronq defense requires a

draft jumped from less than a majority to nearly two-thirds.

Moreover, as the scale averaqe indicates, the intensity of

agreement has also increased as well, from 3.16 to 3.75 to
4.03 in the latest wave. The difforence in each successive

poll compared to the last are statistically siqnificant.

. Examining the attitudes of key subgroups, Table 6.2

indicates that positive propensity males were especially
likely to agree with the statement. Neqative pro'pensity

I males were somewh it less likely to aqIree, as were 18 yf-' ;ir olds,

- -.-... *.
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TABLE b.1

PERCEIVED NEED FOk DRAFT kEGISTRATION

"Requiring all 18 and 19 year old men to register for the
draft is necessary to provide a strong defense for America."

MALES

Spring Spring Fall
'79 180 '80

% % %

Agree with Statement +  44.3 58.8 b5.6

Strongly agree 13.0 21.6 25.9

Generally agree 19.9 25.5 29.0

Agree just a little 11.4 11.7 10.6

Disagree with Statement+  55.7 41.2 34.4

Disagree just a little 9.1 8.5 6.7

Generally disagree 19.4 13.3 12.0

Strongly disagree 27.? 19.4 15.7

Average* 3.16 3.75 4.03

Base: All Male Respondents

Source: Questions 11a, 11b, and 11c

• Mean scale values shown

Scale Value: 6 = Strongly agree
5 = Generally agree
4 = Agree just a little
3 = Uisagree just a little
2 = benerally disagree
1 = Strongly disagree
Therefore, larqer values indicate stronoer
agreement.

+ All wave-to-wave changes are statistically siqnificant.

*1
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TABLE b. 2

PERCEIVED NEED FOR DRAFT REGISTRATION

"Requiring all 18 and 19 year old men to register for the draft
is necessary to provide a strong defense for America."

DEMOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS*

MALES
Fall Statistically
'80 Siqnificant+

Total U.S. Estirmate ** 4.03

Variable *

Positive propensity 4.49 Yes-hiqher
Negative propensity 3.82 Yes-lower

1b years old 3.97 No
- 17 years old 4.U1 No

18 years old 3.83 Yes-lower19 years old 4.12 No20 years old 4.08 No

- 21 years old 4.18 No

lOth/lith grade 4.01 No
Senior 3.96 Yes-lower
In colleqe 4.02 No
High school graduate, not in school 4.09 No
Not high school graduate 4.01 No

High quality index 4.04 No
Medium quality index 4.07 No
Low quality index 3.92 No

White 4.09 No
Black 3.5b Yes-lower
Uther non-white 3.97 No

Source: Question 11a, 1lb, and lc

* Mean scale values shown

Scale Value: b = Stronyly agree
6 z General ly agree
4 = Agree just a little
3 = Iisaqree just a little
2 = Gen._rally disaqree
I = Str)nqly disagree
Therefoe, larqer values indicate qreater perceived
1 ikel ihood.

B* 8ase: All Male Respondents

B ease: Appropriate Male Respondent Groups for Each Variable

+ Statistical significance based on total U.b. estinaate falling beyond
- the range of two standard errors of the individual variable estimate.

Where s tatistical significance is indicated, the variable estimate is
either h or lower than the U.S. average.

. . .- .... .. ; . ,..* .°* .° °- . - -. "°"-" ."*" ''-i
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and blacks. The scale scores of blacks on the statement

was the lowest of any of the demographic subgroups; yet,on the average, they were not in disagreement. Relative

to the Spring, blacks moved counter to the general trend

of greater agreement with the need for registration.
.4",
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- 6.2 Attitudes Toward Draft Reqistration

Beqinning with the Fall 1979 wave, respondents were

asked how they personally feel about 18 and 19 year olds

being required to register for the draft. Aqain the question

was reworded sliqhtly in the Fall 1980 survey to mirror

reality, i.e., resumption of reqistration. Table 6.3

displays the proportions in favor and opposed to the

requirement. Again the trend is positive from the perspective

" - of support for reqistration -- 46% favorinq it in the latest

survey, compared to 36.5% in Spring 1980, and only 24.5% in

the Fall 1979 survey. Thus, support for draft registration

has nearly doubJed in 12 months. Similarly, the percentaqe

S . of young men strongly aqainst reqistration was approximatelv

half as large in the Fall of 1980 as one year earlier, implying that

notable changes have also occurred at the extremes of the

- scale -- not just in the moderate ranqe. The Fall 1980 mean

scale score indicates that, for the first time, the average

-- respondent is more in favor than against the requirement.

- Again, the positive propensity target group manifested

a much higher inclination to be in favor, with the "negative"

counterparts more likely to be opposed. (See Table 6.4)

Blacks were, on the average, more against the draft regis-

tration requirement than non-blacks. In fact, they were

the only subgroup examined who were more likely to be

against it than for it. As before, relative to Fall 1979,

the trend for blacks was counter to the prevailing movement.

...............................-
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TABLE 6.3

ATTITUUE TOWARD DRAFT REGISTRATIUN

MALES

Fall Spring Fall
179 so '80

3- Strongly in favor of it 7.0 12.8 18.6
Somewhat in favor of it 17.5 23.7 27.4

Neither in favor nor agdinst it 24.2 23.4 21.8
Somewhat against it 21.2 18.6 15.9
Strongly against it 30.2 21.4 lb.2

Average* 2.50 2.88 3.16

base: All Male Respondents

Source: Question lid

* Mean scale value shown

Scale Value: 5 = Strongly in favor of it
4 = Somewhat in favor of it
3 = Neither in favor nor against it
2 a Somewhat against it
I = Strongly against it
Therefore, larger values indicate stronger favor.

*44..
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- TABLE 6.4

0 . ATTITUDE TOWARD DRAFT REGISTRATION

.DEMOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS*

MALES

Fall StatisticallyI _80 Significant+

Total U.S. Estimate ** 3.16

N Variable ***

Positive propensity 3.52 Yes-hiqher
Negative propensity 2.99 Yes-lower

1 lb years old 3.18 No
17 years old 3.16 No
18 years old 3.07 No
19 years old 3.15 No
20 years old 3.11 No
21 years old 3.31 Yes-higher

luth/11th grade 3.20 No
Senior 3.16 No
In college 3.13 NO
High school graduate, not in school 3.18 No
Not high school graduate 3.07 No
High quality index 3.19 No
Medium quality index 3.19 No
Low quality index 3.19 No

White 3.22 Yes-higher
Black 2.73 Yes-lower
Uther non-white 3.02 No

Source: Question lid

* Mean scale values shown

Scale Value: 5 = Strongly in favor of it
4 = Somewhat in favor of it
3 = Neither in favor nor aqainst it
2 = Somewhat against it
1 = Strongly aqainst it
Therefore, larger values indicate stronger favor.

** Base: All Male Reospondents

*** Base: Approprla.e Male Respondent Groups for Each Variable

+ Statistical *ignif'cance based on total U.S. estimate fallinq beyond
the range of two s.andard errors of the individual variable estimate.
Where statistical ',ignificance is indicated, the variable estimate is
either higher lower than the U.S. average.

% .- * - ---
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The clear tendency observed in the direction of (1) ac-

cepting the necessity of draft registration for a strong

defense, and (2) favoring its use if needed to select males
for military service may represent a resurgence of support

for measures perceived as strengthening the military. This

interpretation is consistent with the increased sentiment among

the general public in the last several years for a stronger

national defense, as reported by many opinion polls.

It may also be, in part, a response to the pervasive

reporting of the Iranian seizure of the American embassy

personnel in 1979, and their subsequent prolonged captivity

as hostages. Widely regarded as a blow to national prestige,

the events also served for many as an emotional symbol of

4American weakness abroad. It thus may have contributed

greatly toward sparking support for enhancing military capa-

bility. Some of the observed increase, may have been

wholly the result of these "short-term forces" -- initial

.reactions to immediate, dramatic events.

*Now that the immediate crisis has ended, it is
.possible that pro-defense feelings may begin to ebb.

Because all of the interviewing durinq the last two waves

took place in the midst of the hostage incident, the in-

creasingly positive trend in attitudes toward the draft

among the male target market may conceivably slow or

* even reverse in future surveys.

4.

..
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I

6.3 Effect of Draft Registration on Enlistment Likelihood

Table 6.5 reveals that nearly one-third of the male

"- target market are/would be* more likely to enlist in one of the

active duty military services as a result of draft registration.

- Over half-- 54% -- say they are/would be less likely to en-

list.

Although a sizable number in the Fall of 1980 claimed

that draft registration has a positive, propelling effect on

their enlistment intentions, this figure is sharply lower

than in the earlier surveys (especially as compared to Spring

1980). Moreover, it seems inconsistent with the increased

pro-military sentiment interpretation presented above. The

apparent disparity can be explained as follows. Prior to the

Fall 1980 interviews, registration was only a hypothetical

possibility; thus, an individual's response to how he might

feel, were registration to become law is probably a "softer,"

less reliable measures of his "real" attitude under registra-

tion than the question asked in the latest wave, i.e., under

the existence of the actual requirement. The latter responses.

based on present rather than hypothetical conditions, are

probably more accurate because they are not merely guesses

-. _. about future attitudes. Therefore, the earlier percentages,

according to this explanation, probably overestimate the

"true" figures.
.

It also might be true that, for some, the existence of a

-- general draft -- or even a registration -- makes the prospect of

joining the service seem less exclusive, and hence, less desirable.

It may function, in a sense, to remove or diminish perceptions of

~. ,' the military as an actively committed fighting corps.

".- Again the question had to be reworded for thl Fall 1980 survey.

'K.
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TABLE 6.5

=EFFECT OF DRAFT REGISTRATION ON
LIKELIHOOD OF ENLISTING

MALES

Fall Spring Fall -
'79 '80 '80

-"" -T-

More likely to join +  43.8 52.2 32.6

. Much more likely 13.8 19.3 8.7

Somewhat more likely 18.7 21.8 14.2

just a little more likely 11.4 11.1 9.6

Less likely to ioin +  48.3 40.4 54.3

Uon't know 7.9 7.4 13.0

Average* 1.98 2.22 1.74

Base: All Male Respondents

Source: Question 11e

* Mean scale values shown

Scale Value: 4 - Much more likely
', 3 = Somewhat more likely
/ 2 g Just a little more likely
)! 1 - Not more likely

Therefore, larger values indicate greater perceived
likelihood.

+ All wave-to-wave changes are statistically siqnificant.

4

_0

* * **m* . :, * ~ - . ' . 1. ,

V 4 .
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_xamininq the subqrotips, positive propensity, yeunqter,

and black respondents were all more likely than averaqe to

report that the existence of reqistration makes them more

likely to enlist, whereas neqative propensity respondents,

older youth, and those scoring high on the Quality Index say

it has had the opposite effect (see Table 6.6).

The positive propensity males may have reasoned. "If it

looks more likely that there will be a draft, maybe I should

hurry and enlist before it becomes more difficult to do so,

.*- or before all the choice assignments are filled by draftees."

Blacks, who might have fewer job market opportunities elsewhere

than whites, may have reasoned similarly.

Three new questions on draft reqistration were added

in the latest wave -- whether or not the respondent had to

register; if "yes", whether or not he requested information

about military enlistment durinq the reqistration; and his

attitude toward requiring a mental and physical examination

as part of the registration process.

The number of respondents interviewed who had to register

was about one-third of the total male sample. Of these, 13.9%

checked the box on the registration form to request information

about military enlistment (See Table 6.7). As expected, about

three times as many positive as negative propensity males checked

the box. Amount of schooling was also predictably related to

having requested information about enlistment. Also, blacks were

more likely than non-blacks to have asked for information by

checking the box.

Table 6.8 reveals thajt throe-fifths of the mile r.spnndonts

(60.3%) were either stronqly or somewhat in favor of a mental

• and physical examination requirement, while 21.0'. were neither

a -" in favor nor aqainst it, and only 15.79, were ither stronqly

or somewhat opposed.
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TABLE 6.6

EFFECT OF DRAFT REGISTRATION
ON LIKELIHOOD OF ENLISTING

DEMOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS*

MALES
Fall Statistically

'80 Significant+

Total U.S. Estimate ** 1.74

Varianle *

Positive propensity 2.24 Yes-hiqher
Negative propensity 1.51 Yes-lower

16 years old 1.95 Yes-higher
17 years old 1.90 Yes-higher
18 years old 1.79 No
19 years old 1.64 Yes-lower
2U years old 1.53 Yes-lower
21 years old 1.60 Yes-lower

lOth/11th grade 1.99 Yes-higher
Senior 1.87
In college 1.54 Yes-lower

, High school graduate, not in school 1.63 Yes-lower
Not high school graduate 1.72 No

High quality index 1.66 Yes-lower
Medium quality index 1.78 No
Low quality index 1.78 No

White 1.72 No
Black 1.91 Yes-higher
Other non-white 1.72 No

Source: Question 11e

S.,. * Mean scale values shown

Scale Value: 4 = Much rore likely
3 = Somewhat more likely
2 = Just a little more likely d"

1 = Less likely
Therefore, larger values indicate greater perceived
l ikel ihood.

** Base: All Male Respondents . ,

* Base: Appropriate Male Respondent Groups for Each Variable

+ Statistical significance based on total U.S. estimate falling beyond
the range of two standard errors of the individual variable estimate.
Where statistical significance is indicated, the variable estimate is

I- 
--
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6. TABLE b.7

S_REQUESTED INFORMATION ABOUT MILITARY ENLISTMENT
PROGRAM WHEN REGISTERING FUR DRAFT

DEMOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS*

, - MALES

Fall Statistically
'80 Significant+

Total U.S. Estimate ** 13.9

Variable ***

- Positive propensity 26.5 Yes-higher
Negative propensity 8.9 Yes-lower

In college 8.8 Yes-lower
High school graduate, not in school 13.7 No
Nhot high school graduate 24.2 Yes-higher

High quality index 11.1 No
* Medium quality incdex 15.5 No

Low quality index 11.2 No

white 12.3 No
Black 28.8 Yes-higher
Other non-white 16.6 No

Source: Question 12a, 12b

•* Base: Male Respondents Who Have to Register

• Base: Appropriate Male Respondent Groups for Each Variable

+ Statistical significance based on total U.S. estimate fallinq beyond

the range of two standard errors of the individual variable estimate.
where statistical significance is indicated, the variable estimate is
either hiqher or lower than the U.S. average.

.4 :
-1-'."

I9 -
*%.'* %

.". . - . . , .- - . .. . . . . . .. ,,. .- , - .- . .. ,.. , " . . . .
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TABLE 6.8

ATTITUDE TOWARD TAKING MENTAL
AND PHYSICAL EXAMINATION

MALES

Fall
'80

Strongly in favor of it 32.5

Somewhat in favor of it 27.8

Neither in favor nor against it 21.0

Somewhat against it 9.6

Strongly against it 9.1

Average* 3.65

Base: All Male respondents

Source: Question 13

* Mean scale values shown

Scale Value: 5 = Strongly in favor of it
4 = Somewhat in favor of it
3 = Neither in favor nor against it
2 = Somewhat against it
1 = Strongly against it

"z:,

4,,
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Again, positije propensity males were more in favor

of the examination than the negative propensity youth (see

Table 6.9). Age manifested an irregular pattern: those

under 18 were more favorable toward a mental and physical

- test than older respondents. Persons scoring "low" on

the Quality Index were less amenable than average to the

-- tests.

94 -

a.

4.

i-a

,-a
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TABLE 6.9

ATTITUDE TOWARD TAKING MENTAL
AND PHYSICAL EXAMINATION

bEMOiRAPHIC ANALYSIS*

MALES 
Fall Statistically
'180 Significant+

. Total U.S. tstimate ** 3.65

Variable ***

Positive propensity 3.90 Yes-higher
Negative propensity 3.53 Yes-lower

16 years old 3.91 Yes-higher
17 years old 3.75 Yes-higher
18 years old 3.66 No
19 years old 3.42 Yes-lower
20 years old 3.37 Yes-lower ,
21 years old 3.78 Yes-hiqher

10th/11th grade 3.91 Yes-higher
Senior 3.74 Yes-hiqher
In college 3.46 Yes-lower
High school graduate, not in scnool 3.59 No
Not high school graduate 3.51 Yes-lower

high quality index 3.69 No
Medium quality index 3.66 NoLow quality index 3.52 Yes-lower

white 3.b5 No
black 3.67 No
Other non-white 3.57 No

Source: Question 13

• Mean scale values shown

Scale Value: 5 = Strongly in favor
4 = Somewhat in favor
3 = Neither in favor nor against
2 = Somewhat against
1 = Strongly against
Therefore, larger values indicate stronger favor.

•* Base: All Male Respondents

B base: Appropriate Male Respondent Groups for Each Variable

+ Statistical significance based on total U.S. estimate fdllirnq beyond

the range of two standard errors of the individual variable estimale.
Where statistical significance is indicated, the variable estimate is
either higher or lower thdn the U.S. averaqe.
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SECTION VII

National Overview - Fall 1980

The Fall 1980 wave of this study marks the baseline

period for tracking over time the attitudes and percep-

tions of young women with respect to serving in the active

duty services. The same set of measures used in the male

study are used with females. Moreover, the focus of the

analysis is the same in both studies.

In Section VII, propensity and the variables related

to propensity are examined. In future waves, year-to-

year changes in these measures will be discussed. What

follows is a discussion of the Fall 1980 levels of these

* variables.

4-

.I
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7.1 Propensity_: Fall 1980

In the Fall 1980 wave, 13.3% of the young women

interviewed expressed positive propensity for one or more

active duty services. This is less than one-half of the

comparable figure for males (30.0%).

Positive propensity for each of the four active duty

services is summarized in Table 7.1. In all cases, the pro-

portion of young women who expressed positive propensity is

between 4% and 10%. As in the male study, the Air Force

and Navy have the highest levels of propensity, followed

by the Army and Marine Corps. The baseline level of un-

aided mention of plans to enlist is on]y 1.3%. These data

indicate that the size of the pool of young women who are

predisposed to servinq in the active duty services is rela-

tively small.

-'4

*4*°- ,. - N .
'

.
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TABLE 7.1

POSITIVE PROPENSITY TO SERVE IN SPECIFIC SERVICES AND
UNAIDED MENTION OF PLANS TO ENTER THE MILITARY

FEMALES
4.,

-- Fall
'80

Air Force 8.7

i Army 5.3

Marine Corps 4.6

- Navy 5.9

Propensity for any active duty
service 13.3

Unaided mention of plans to
enter military 1.3
(Pro-Military Indev)

Base: * (5251)

Source: Questions 3i and 5a

*Bases used in all tables in this report represent weiqhted

bases, as in the male report.

'Ipo

i4 -
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. 7.2 Reasons for Not Enlisting in the Military

Understanding why 16 to 21 year old women are not

inclined to serve in the military is essential to

comprehending the propensity measurement. With such an

understanding, recruiting strategies can be developed to

* attempt to overcome some of these neqative attitudes. ON

Like their male counterparts, negative propensity females

were asked their reasons for not wanting to serve in the 04

military.

,-.

The Fall 1980 data are presented in Table 7.2. The

following conclusions can be drawn:

1. The foremost reasons for not wanting to en-
list are lack of interest and other plans
for the future.

2. Only a very small fraction of young women "f

* named reasons intrinsic to military service
such as the danger and loss of personal
freedom.

3. The pattern of female responses is quite
similar to those provided by negative pro-
pensity men.

-d

vi"
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,TAbLE 7.2
REASONS FOR NUT ENLISIING

IN THE MILITARY

FEMALES

Fall.4, _'80

Reasons Given

Don't want to serve in military; unspecified 38.3

Have plans for civilian job 17.9
Separation/being apart 4.7

ow Lack of personal freedom 2.6
Negative military experience by father/friends 2.3

Don't know enough about military life 2.
Danger/fear of injury 1.7

Have to make long-term commitment 1.b
Loss of strtus 0.9
Pay inadequate 0.8
Living conditions 0.7
Don't know/no particular reason 26.4

base: Negative Propensity Female Respondents

Source: Question 5f

'o

,. ,

,-.
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7.3 Variables Related to Propensity

As discussed in Section I, certain variables discriminate

S 'between positive and negative propensity male respondents.. This

also appears to be true for females. These variables will be

tracked over time in order to identify the dynamics of propensity

within the female market. In the Fall 1980 wave, the current

levels of these key variables are discussed. The data are sum-

marized in Table 7.3. The following conclusions can be drawn:

1. One-in-three women reported having had contact
with a service recruiter at some time in the past.

- ~. Half as many young women said that they had had
contact with a recruiter within the past five
to six months.

2. The Army was mentioned two to three times more
often than others as the service with which
young women had recruiter contact.

3. The reported incidences of talking to influential
others about military service are low. Those

.-.. young women who have talked to others about
military service are more likely to have discussed
this subject with family and friends than with
teachers or counselors.

4. The reported incidence of taking the ASVAB in
high school is one-in-ten young women.

The observed levels of these variables are lower than those

recorded for males. Nevertheless, the pattern of these data

parallel the male study.

., .

%." -.
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TABLE 7.3

VARIABLES RELATED TO PROPENSITY

FEMALES

Fall
'bU

Recruiter Coitact (Qu. ba & 9a)

Past b months - any service 15.9

Ever - any service 32.9

"-. Recruiter Contact With (Qu. 9b)

Air Force 8.1

Army lb.6

Marine Corps 5.3

Navy 8.2

* -. . Information Sources

-'-a. (Qu. 8c)

Talked with friends in
or out of service 21.0

Talked with one or both parents 18.7
low Talked with bo/friend

or husba id 13.6

Talked with teicher or
gLidance counselor 7.8

• ". Took Aptitude rest in Hih School
Given by Armed Services- Qu. 8c) 11.4

Bae.. .. . ..
"""Base: (52S1)

v-.1.. .... >
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7.4 KeDemographics

The demographics of the Fall 1980 sampl? of ioung women

are shown in Tables 7.4 and 7.5. The followLng c)nclu!;ions

can be drawn:

1. Over one-half of the women reported being
employed. This divides evenly between
full- and part-time work.

2. More than one-half of the sample reported
being in school.

3. The demographic profile of the sample of
women is fairly similar to that seen for
males.

Compared to the male respondents, the target market females

are a little less likely to be employed, and those who are em-

ployed are not as likely as males to be employed full-time.

Relative to unemployed males, unemployed females are also some-

what less likely to be looking for work.

In terms of their respective schooling status, 16-20

year old females are slightly less likely to be currently

attending school than males of the same age group, and the

females not in school are slightly more likely to be high

school graduates. On the average, the male and female markets

do not differ significantly on the Quality Index. About the

same proportions are or have been enrolled in college prepar-

atory high school curricula, though a larger number of females

.. than males are or have been in vocational programs; the reverse

is true for commercial/business programs.

Positive propensity females and males aro compared in

Chapter IX.

S . ................ ..... ......... . - . - . .. .
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TABLE 7.4

EMPLOYMENT SIAlUS

I-. - Fall

.-.-

Employed (Qu. 3f, 3q, )  54.7

Ful I -time 28.0

Part-time -26.6

Not Specified 0.2

Not Employed (Qu. 3f, 3h) 45.z

Looking for a job 20.9

Not looking 23.3

- Not specified 0.9

TABLE 7.5

SCHOOLING STATUS

FEMALES

-V Fall

'80
.9.

.ttending School (Nu. 3a, 3h, 3c) 53.7

In hiqh ,chnol 34.4

In vocatliral , chool, 2.7

In college 16.6

NotAttenuig School (Qu. 31,3c) 46.3

High school graduate 37.3

Not high school graduate 8.9

* , Quality Index (Mean)* 6.42

ase: (b654)

"V ' " * Combination of (uestions 19, ?1 and 2

% 1w
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SECTION VIII

PERFORMANCE DIFFERENCES

BY TRACKING AREAS
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SECTION VIII

Performance Differences By Tracking Areas

Just as for the males, the female interviews were

conducted in 26 geographical areas referred to as tracking

areas. The tracking area approach localizes the information,

making it possible for the individual service recruiting

commands to receive feedback on their performance within

specific geographic areas.

This section is a discussion of key results of the

female survey by the 26 tracking areas, which are the same
ones used in the male analysis. As has been the practice,

" the data are examined in terms of whether individual

tracking areas differ significantly from national norms.
Tracking areas that deviate from the U.S. average are

highlighted.

Tables 8.1 to 8.11 summarize the key tracking area
data. Interpretation of these tables employs the same
notation used in the male section of the report:

• Percentages that are significantly different
from the U.S. average for a particular service
are...

* CIRCLED if the entry is lower than the U.S.average

*. * • EOXED if the entry is higher than the U.S.
averac 

e
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What follows is a discussion of the following data:

0 propensity Me

. respondent academic characteristics

o recruiter contact n

- information seeking activities

* job opportunity perceptions

e information seeking activities

o job opportunity perceptions

02
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8.1 Positiv Propensity by Tracking Area

The key measure in this study is propensity to serve

in one or more of the active duty services. The reader is

again cautioned against making any absolute interpretations

of the propensity data, which are better interpreted in a

relative sense (e.g., the identification of "high" versus

"low" tracking areas). Since the propensity index does

not include factors such as time of entry or mental and

physical qualification rates, only relative interpretations

can be justified.

Figures 8.1 to 8.7 graphically present the female

propensity data for active duty services as well as the

National Guard, Reserves, and Coast Guard, across each of

the 26 tracking areas. The propensity data for the four

active duty services were discussed in Section VII. Pro-

pensity for the Reserves was 8.9%, propensity for the

National Guard was 6.4% and for the Coast Guard it was 4.3%.

Respondents who indicated a positive propensity to serve in

the Reserve components also were asked which branches of the

Reserves and National Guard they would select. The pro-

pensity figures are as follows:

Reserves

Air Force 3.1%
Army 2.2%

. Navy 1.4%
Marine Corps 0.5%

National Guard

-. Army National Guard 2.9%
Air National Guard 2.7%

- " "' - .;", .4 4'" " '" "" """
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Table 8.1 summarizes the propensity data for each of

the services within each of the 26 tracking areas. Relative

to national averages, the following exceptions occur:

1. The propensity to serve in the Air Force
' deviates from the U.S. average of .7%

as follows in these areas:

Below Averaj Above Average

- New York City (1.4%) * Florida (15.0%)

e Michigan/Indiana (5.7%) o New Mexico/Colorado/
Wyoming (13.2%)

V. * Philadelphia (5.4%)

e Pittsburgh (4.8%)

e Des Moines (5.6%)

2. The propensity to serve in the Navy deviates
from the U.S. average of 5.9% as- l1ows in
these areas:

Below Average Above Average

0 New York City (0.0%) o Florida (11.5%)

* Michigan/Indiana (3.0%) * New Mexico/Colorado/
Wyoming (9.1%)

3. The propensity to serve in the Army deviates from
the U.S. average of 5.3% as follow in these areas:

Below Average Above Average

0 New York City (1.8%) e Alabama/Mississippi/
Tennessee (10.4%)

a Washington/Oregon (2.9%)

2) * Ohio (3.1%)

9 Michigan/Indiana (2.90.)

* N. California (2.7%)

- Philadelphia (2.3%)

0 Boston (2.4%)

'-.. ... .. ~.. .. . . . ..... ** * - . ~ * . . '. ... . . . . . . . ... ~,
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4. The propensity to serve in the Marine Corps deviates
trom the U.S. average of 4.6% aifollows in these areas:

. Below Average Above Average

e New York City (0.0%) e New Mexico/Colorado/
e.-* Ohio (2.4%) Wyoming (8.3%)

e Philadelphia (2.4%)

* Pittsburgh (1.9%)

* Des Moines (2.5%)

* Wisconsin (2.4%)

5. The propensity to serve in the Reserves deviates
from the U.S. average of 8.9% as follows in these
areas:

Below Average Above Average

e New York City (4.7%) e Florida (14.8%)

- * Minnesota/North & South
Dakota/Nebraska (3.7%)

a Des Moines (5.6%)
.4-.

6. The propensity to serve the National Guard deviates
from the U.S. average of 6.41 as follows in these
areas:

Below Average Above Averae

a New York City (1.8%) * Harrisburg (12.4%)

* Ohio (3.6%) * Florida (12.7%)

* Northern California * New Orleans (13.2%)
(3.6%)

.J.. .?:-.
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7. The propensity to serve in the Coast Guard deviates
from the U.S. average of 4.3% as follow-- these
areas:

Below Average Above Averge

" New York City (0.0%) * Florida (7.9%)

* Pittsburgh (2.2%)

The strongest tracking area by far for recruiting females
is Florida, which ranks above the national mean in all seven

services (though not significantly in two of them). Another

location which shows particular strength is the New Mexico/

Colorado/Wyoming tracking area. What these two regions have

in common are large Spanish-speaking populations. Yet another

region in this category -- Texas -- is also above the mean

(though not significantly) for all seven branches. Heavily

Hispanic Southern California/Arizonia, on the other hand,

does not seem to fit the pattern.

Nevertheless, reference to the propensity rates nation-
wide among females designating themselves as Hispanic6 re-

veals a positive propensity for "any service" of double the

*" national rate. Hispanic females displayed an especially

strong propensity to consider the Marine Corps and Navy. It

may be that compared to other groups, Spanish-background women

perceive relatively better opportunities and/or less job

discrimination in military service than in civilian life.

Hispanic males also manifest a positive military propen-

sity of twice the national rate for males. Unlike their female

counterparts, however, the Hispanic males' propensity is espe-

cially strong for the Army.
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Track- ), ir which fall significantly below the national

A average in more than twu services are New York City, Ohio,

- Michigan/Indiana, Pittsburg and Des Moines. In the male surveys,

the industrial northeast and midwest have regularly been below

average recruiting regions.

"4.
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8.2 Anticipated Likelihood, Timing, and Status of Entry

For a deeper understanding of the military intentions

of positive propensity female respondents, they were asked

a series of questions to gauge their intensity of interest,

when they expect to join, and their rank at entry (enlisted

or officer). As in the male analysis, the data observed

in this section imply considerable caution before using

the propensity measure for projections of actual enlistments.

With respect to intensity of enlistment consideration

among positive propensity females, 21.5% said they were

either "extremely" or "very" likely to enlist, while 78.6%

responded that they were only "somewhat" or "slightly"

likely to enlist in an active duty branch of the service

,* (table not shown). Thus, as in the male analysis, again

only a small minority of positive propensity respondents

*." *,, _can really be counted on to follow-up on their stated

interest in considering military service. There was no

significant variation across tracking areas, but because

of the small area samples, this conclusion cannot be made

% with a high level of confidence.

As for when they expect to join, Table 8.2 shows that

one-third of the positive propensity females thought their

time of entry would be within two years (About 11% of the

- -total believed it would be within one year). The other
two-thirds either did not know or said it would be at

least two years before they would be joining. It therefore

is evident that most females indicating a positive

inclination for military service are thinking about it at

some point in the relatively distant future. As the

table displays, there was no silnificant variation across

tracking areas, thouqh aqain, sample size does not permit

confident inference on this point.

4. - .
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Most of the young women who were considering joining

(7 out of 10) said that they would probably enlist in the

service; the balance thought that they would be joining

as officers. Inter-area differences were not statistically

-", significant.
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8.3 Academic Achievement and the Quality Index

Because it is just as important that the military

attract capable young women enlistees as qualified male

ftft-. youth, the Quality Index is used again in the analysis.

-- The components of the index are the same: reported high

school grades, number of mathematics or technical courses

successfully completed, and whether or not the respondent

passed a course in high school covering electricity or

U - electronics. The index ranges from a low score of 1 to a

high score of 10. Its exact composition is explained at
LK - the end of Section I.

ft....

- Table 8.3 reports the overall (Total U.S.) quality

index mean to be 6.42. This is within sampling error of

the Fall 1980 U.S. male mean of 6.39. Variation across
the tracking areas is fairly smalls only four locations

differ significantly from the national average. Females

in New York City, South Carolina/Georgia, and Wisconsin

scored above the U.S. mean, while those in the Southern

California/Arizonia region fell below it. By comparison,

Fall 1980 males in New York City and Wisconsin also ranked

ft. above the national average for males, but male youth in

South Carolina/Georgia, unlike their females counterparts,

scored significantly below it.

Table 8.4 presents data on the number of mathematics

-- courses passed by females in each of the trackinq areas.

Nationwide, about one-third successfully finished three
,i-or more courses, nearly one-half passed either one or two.

and slightly fewer than one in five females failed to take

- .and pass any math courses. These fiqures are quite similar

to the male percentages.
.

-f.. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . - . - .- . - . - - . : . .
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In terms of area-to-area differences, Table 8.4 reveals that

those locations scoring above the national percentage of 33.4 (i.e.,
those having passed three or more courses) were all industrial re-

gions -- New York City, Harrisburg, and Michigan/Indiana, -- except

for South Carolina/Georgia. Those falling significantly below the

national percentage were Southern California/Arizona, Kentucky,
Arkansas, Des Moines, Alabama/Mississippi/Tennessee, and Ohio--

except for the latter, all situated in primarily agricultural areas.

Areas of female mathematics strength tended to be the same tracking

where the males exhibited high math achievement.

The last measure of educational quality is type of

high school program. Table 8.5 divides the sample of females

into three cateqories depending on the kind of high school

curriculum they are pursuing (or have pursued, for those
. not currently enrolled in high school). Roughly one-quarter

fell into the vocational category; another one-quarter in the

commercial/business group; and the remainder are or have been

in college preparatory programs. A greater proportion of

• . females than males --- 9% more --- designated the vocational

*curriculum, while about an equal percentage fewer reported

,-•,-. the commercial/business program. The percentage of males

and females in the college preparatory program is almost

identical -- about 45%.

Across the tracking areas, New York City, Boston, New Orleans,

Florida, and Richmond/North Carolina all exhibited higher than
average porportions of females in the college preparatory program.

Minnesota/Nebraska/Dakota, Arkansas, Alabama/Mississippi/Tennessee,

and Michigan/Indiana, by contrast, all scored below the national

percentage. The only common feature of the above average areas

is that all are costal regions. The analogous fiqures Lor the
vocational and the commercial/businoss proqrams are displayed in

Table 8.5.
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8.4 Recallel Recruiter Contact

Table 8.6 presents the tracking area data on the question

of whether or not the respondent had any contact with an

active duty military recruiter within the last six months.

Nationally, fewer than one in six females (15.9%) reported

having had such contact. This compares with 26.0% of the

- male sample.

Only one of the tracking areas displayed a larger than

average percentage of contacts -- Harrisburg, with 21.9%.

Three areas, by contrast, exhibited lower than average rates

of contact -- New York City, Philadelphia, and New Mexico/

Colorado/Wyoming.

Table 8.7 explores the issue of recruiter contact in

greater detail. Females who answered that they did have

recruiter contact within the specified period were asked the

follow-up question about how they were in contact with the

recruiter. Follcwing the standard format, the table

presents the nationwide and individual tracking area

percentages for each of five different types of contact.

The most common kind of contact was hearing a

recruiter talk at high school (49.1%). Next most frequently

mentioned were face-to-face discussions someplace other

than at an official recruiting station (42.5%) and telephone

-conversations (40.6%). Slightly more than one-third (34.4%)

reported receiving literature in the mail, and for the

*. - remaining one-sixth contact occurred at a recruiting

station. The are.a-by-area rates of contact in each category

can be found in tne table.
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The frequency of different types of contact reported

by males was somewhat different. More males than females

mentioned telephone contacts, literature through the mail,

and discussions at recruiting stations. Female contact

was somewhat more likely to have been at high schools.
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8.5 Perceived Adequacy of Information Received from
Recruiter

The discussion thus far has focussed on frequency of

contact, but there is also an important qualitative dimen-

sion to investigate -- whether or not the respondent felt the

information provided was satisfactory.

Table 8.8 shows the percent of females who reported

receiving inadequate information from the various service

recruiters. Perceived inadequacy of information was defined

the same as in the male analysis: responses of "v2ry little

of the information wanted" were taken as expressions of dis-

- satisfaction.

As in the male study, all the services receive fairly

4 ' ". good evaluations on this measure, though the Air Force and

Army did somewhat better (about 15% inadequate) than the
Navy and Marine Corps (about 20% inadequate).

The male ratings of recruiting information fell in

roughly the same range of 15-20% inadequate. Army and Marine

Corps recruiting was somewhat more favorably evaluated by

females than males, but there was hardly any noticeable male-

"* female difference in evaluation of the Air Force and Navy.

There were few statistically significant differences
V

by tracking area in perceived adequacy of information. The

few locations diverging from the national average are
highlighted in Table 8.8.
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8.6 Other Activities Concerning Enlistment

Besides recruiter contact, youth interested in con-

sidering military service may obtain information and advice

from a variety of other sources. Table 8.9 summarizes

responses to the question of whether or not each of the

specified sources was consulted within the last six months.

As the first column shows, friends presently or formerly

in the service, and parents, were the two most popular sources

of information about military service. They were consulted

by about one in five females. Boyfriends/husbands and the

Armed Services aptitude test each provided information for

about one in eight and one in nine females, respectively.

Teachers, guidance counselors, and soliciting information

through the mail were less commonly used sources of infor-

mation, with fewer than one- fifteenth of the sample mentioning

them. The physical or mental examination and the toll-free

teluphone call were very rarely mentioned. Each of the above

sources was mentioned more often by males than by females.

Analysis by tracking area reflects the weak interest

in military service manifested in the New York City reqion.

Philadelphia, Boston, and Northern California were other

tracking areas tending to score below the national averaqe

in interest shown in considering military service. Texas,

Florida, Richmond/North Carolina and South Carolina/Georgia

appear to be the areas of greatest interest in obtaining non-

* recruiter information about the military.
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to find. More than three-quarters (78.1%) felt it would

be only "somewhat" or "not at all" difficult. Again the M

female responses are within 2 percentage points of the male

percentages. The area-by-area data are shown in the tables.
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Analsis of T fKtS

In this section tae rulati onshl, betw'(u-n propensity and cer-

tain demographic, attitudinal, and behavioral variables are ex-

amined. As in the male study, this analysis is undertaken tor

the purpose of identifying those factors that discriminate 1,;-tween

positive and negative propensity groups.

The following variables art includd in this analysis:

Demograhic Variables

a Age (Qu. 3a)

o Employment Status (Qu. 3f, 3c,, 3h)

* Race (Qu. 23)

* Educational Status (Qu. 3b, 3c, 3d, 3e)

e Education of Father (Qu. 18)

I.mportance of Job Characteristics (Qu. 10a.)

Achievabilit, of Job Characteristics (Qu. 10b)

Information Sources/Actions Taken

e Persons Spoken To/Actions Taken (Qu.8c)

• Recruiter Contact (,)Iu. 8a, 9a, 9r, 9c, 9(l, 9 c')

vdveri ising N__ ecal. (Qn. 6a. 0!, 6c, 0(1, 7)

Foll()wing this ana lys i s o! the pos i t Ive an o fqat ',Q pro-

pensity groups, this section exam ines the dem)(;r, i)hic, attitu-
% .

dinaL and behavioral cha racieri,-, ,cs o young w, who ha' 'e

graduated from high school andl -,. curr ly a ttendinq

school.

d.
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9.1 Probability of Serving

As discussed in previous sections of this report, the cri-

terion measure in this study is propensity to serve in each of

the active duty services. Respondents who indicate that they

"definitely" or "probably" will enlist in a par:iculir service

are referred to as having positive propensity for that service.

Likewise, negative propensity is defined as an -answer of

"definitely will not" or "probably will not" enlist in a particular

service. Aggregating all of the respondents who express positive

propensity for any one or more active duty services divides the

sample into positive and negative propensity women. The analysis

of propensity discussed in this section is based on this division

of the sample.

Table 9.1 shows the distribution of responses within the pro-

pensity measure. For each service, the overwhelming majority of

the positive propensity responses are "probably" will serve. The

tentative nature of positive propensity is further underscored by

the fact that 79% of those who expressed positivey propensity said,

in a follow-up question, that they would be only "slightly" or
"somewhat" likely to serve in the all-volunteer force.

By far, the largest single category of negative propensity is

- "definitely not." Compared to their male counterparts, therefore.

%' negative propensity women are more certain about their attitude

toward military service. On the other hand, the pattern of female

positive propensity responses is similar to their male counter-

parts.

d
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4 T/ABLE 9.1

[)IS, ibUTION OF RESPONSES FOR MEASIfL OF PROPENWI Y

FEMALE S

r -ar i ne
-or c ors a

Response
A D.. Oefinitely U.. .; .2 .4

Probably . 4.9 .. 5
Probably not ., 2?.8 6.i2 23.2
Definitely not 66.9 7u.7 72.1 69.6

. Don't know/not sure 1 1.2 1.U 1.2

Base: All Female Respondents

Source: Question 5a

*~1

%

d v

,o •o,

iO ,,

A'4
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'4

9.2 Vemographic Variables

Across time, male positive and negative propensity groups

have differed in terms of their demographics. The same appears
* to be true for females. Table 9.2 profiles positive and negative

* propensity women in terms of 15 characteristics. The two groups

*differ on all characteristics.

Positive and negative propensity wompn differ as follows:

1. Positive propensity women are younger. Like men,
positive propensity is inversely related to age.

2. Positive propensity women are nearly twice as
likely to be unemployed and looking for work.

3. One-in-three -ositive propensity women Ls non-
white. Bv contrast, the proportion of negative
propensity women who are non-white is mich 1
smaller.

4. Positive propensity women are more likely than
negativc propensity wompn to still be in hiah school.
Accordingly, negative propensity women are mnre
likely than positive propensitv women to be in
college or high school graduates who are not cur- No
rently in school.

5. Father's edication is used in this study as an index
of socioeconomic status. This measure was ex-
plained in Section III. With this in mind, the socio-
economic background of positive propensity women
appears to be more modest than that of necative
propensity women

6. Positive propensity fu-males hawe weaker academic
profiles.

Table 9.3 profiles the demographic characteristics of the posi-

tive propensity qroiips for each of the four activo 2luty

and the Reserve Components.

A statistical analysis of these data reveals the following:

1. For each service, positive and ncgative propensity
women differ on v.; i I I y ev, ry demoraph i c variable.
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T::LE 9.2

,.. SOF - :TY TO SERVE IN THE MILITARY

DEMOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS+

FEMALES

- Positive Neqtive
Propensity Propensity

Variable

Average age* 18.1b 18.57

Not employed/looking for work 34.5 18.9

Blacks 24.5 8.1

Other non-white 9.5 4.3

Students 58.3 52.9

10th grade 7.1 3.5

11th grade 19.5 13.2

1 - 1-2 years of college 11.3 17.4

High school graduate, not in school 31.7 38.4

Education of father* 2.65 3.24

Quality index* 6.22 6.45

College preparatory curriculum
in high school 37.6 46.2

Vocational curriculum
in high school 35.5 22.0

Commercial/busine,.s curriculum
in high school 24.8 29.4

A's an( B's in hih school 35.6 45.5

Business math in high school 46.9 36.4

Computer science in high school 7.9 b.4**

Calculus in high school 3.1 4.9

Physics in high school 9.0 8.3"

Base: (697)

'.

, Mean scale values shown.

- + The two groups differ significantly Htl I !r i&
• _ where indicated.

** Dil ferences riot statistical ly siinif i r o.* ,rr<.,~ndi,.l nlative
pr(pensity rlr , .

................. . . ... . . . . . . . . .. . ,.L . W . ., . i .. , .. - . . . .. ,. .. .,.. -, -- -,
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- P a e 6TA BLE 9 .3

-' DEMOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS

POSITIVE PROPENSITY GROUPS +

INDIVIDUAL SERVICES

FEMALES

Air Marine National
Force Army Corps Navy Guard Reserves

Variable-

Average age* 18.26 17.96 18.12 18.03 18.44** 18.51**Not emiployed/looki ng
for work 33.9 37.8 35.3 33.2 34.0 31.2
Blacks 22.1 31.7 27.4 23.8 31.8 24.6
Other non-white 8.0 9.9 13.1 12.2 9.2 8.6

* Students 56.4** 59.8** 5b.O** 62.6 53.9** 52.9**
10th grade 7.2 9.9 9.1 7.7 13.2 15.4
11th grade lb.8** 21.3 19.9 21.6 29.8** 2b.7**
1-2 years of college 11.2 9.5 9.8 13.8** 23.2 25.5
High school graduate,
not in school 35.7** 25.4 31.1 28.6 35.2** 37.3**
Eaucation of father* 2.72 2.39 2.59 2.58 2.56 2.70 7,
Quality index* 6.28** 5.99 6.04 6.31** 6.08 6.29**
College preparatory curriculum
in high school 39.4 37.2 36.8 40.0** 35.7 43.0** -
Vocational curriculum

. in high school 34.3 38.7 38.3 35.U 32.3 28.9**
Commercial/business
curriculum in hiqh school 24.6** 21.3 22.9 22.5 28.9** 25.6**
A's and B's in high school 3b.8 31.8 33.4 36.6 33.0 36.1
Business math in high school 47.9 45.9 48.5 47.5 44.5 46.8
Computer science
in high school 7.8** 7.0** b.U** B.8** 9.3** 9.4
Calculus in high school 3.0** 3.5** 2.9** 3.2** 5.5"* 4.t*
Physics in high school 1.O** 9.9** 10.4* 11.2** 10.1**

base: (453) (278) (23/) (3o7) (334) (451)

* ean scale values shown

+ The positive propensity group for each service differs sign'ficantlyfrom its corresponding negative propensity qroup on ,,ost va;'iables,
except where noted.

0 *Differences not statistically significant from correspondig neqative
propensity group.

:... .......
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2. The differences between propensitv i, s within
each service are similar to the differenc-s

-" between the Aggregated prooensity' 9roups shown
in Table 9.2.

3. As in the case of males, the services appear to

. - be drawing upon a common demooraphic pool of
women

The demographic differences observed between positive and

negative propensity females paralled the differences between

- the two male propensity qrotips. There are some noteworthy

differences, howeer. between the male and female positive

propensity groups. These differences are as follows:

1. The proportion of non-whites who comprise the posi-

tive propensity groups for females is significantly,
hicher than the corresponding figure for positive

propensity men

2. Females are more likely to be high school graduateq

who are no lon,,er in school.

3. Females appear to have stronger academic backgrounds.

'4P" 7..- : :
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TAbLE 9.4

ANALY'SIS OF PROPENSITY TO SERVE IN THE MILITARY
- IMPORTANCE OF JOb CHARACTERISTICS*

FEML ES

Positive Negative
Propensity Propensity Difference

Job Characteristics

-W Enjoy your job 3.46 3.53 -0. )7**

Good Incomse 3.42 3.39 +0.03

Job security 3.41 3.42 -0.01
Teaches valuable trade/skill 3.37 3.29 +0.08**

Employer treats you well 3.37 3.41 -U.04

Provides men and women equal pay!
opportunity 3.36 3.35 +0.01

Career you can be proud of 3.32 3.25 +O.07**

Opportunity for advancement 3.31 3.37 -0.06**

Developing your potential 3.30 3.37-07*

Opportunity for a good family life 3.29 3.28 +0.01

Retirement Income 3.27 3.19 08*

Gives you the job you want 3.1b 3.21 -0.05

Provides rneoical/dental benefits 3.16 3.11 +0.05

awProvides money for education 3.10 2.91 +0.19**

Trains you for leadership 2.9b 2.73 +0.23**

base: (697) (4483)

Source: Questioii 10a

M ~ean s alIe V,: ILie-, hown

Scale Value. 4 =Lxtreiiely imiportarit
3 = ory important
2 Fairly imiportant
1 Not important at allI
Therefore, laroer values indicate qreater perceived
importance . The two propens ity groups differ
s ign iIF ican t Iy ex c:ept Y,,here i nd ic ated.

**Statistically significant
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9. .. Aci y-

For a (h 21 ao.ao L- , souce of enlistment

motivat on,, a ,o owNor:., : i.. t and oerceive it as

something that can 1) ... .. in t-he military. The

five-ooint sca I Isd <.:: , th.se perceptions was

discussed in Scct ion, i . ndings, shown in Table 9.5,

are dis-ussed eLow

Positive Iropensity respondents perceived the military

as bett 'L (.2 er, i i ch : j. . , o , cha-acteristic

more so than did nelotive propensity w,ien. The two groups

differed the mcst on five attributes: "gives you the job you

want," "career you can be proud -.of, opportunity for good

family life," "good income," and "enjoy your job."

The positive propensity groups perceived civilian life as

better enabling achijevement of only three job characteristics:
"employer treats you weiL, " "oppor<unty f or good family life,"

and "enjoy your io." At the -same tie, neqarivu propensity

females considered ov .r one-Iialf of the attributes as somewhat

more achieveablo in the military. A1l in all, the military is

viewed favorahlf ; v women with rc' ': t, t:hose job characteristics.

Within eac- -et-'ic,, th di ::,rcc in perceptions

between )ositiv: ai:, . ' , p a . O'flt.S SIC

*.'x comparable t t icce for .':r,i] i ,. : ,.' .,.. at ive pro-

pensi ty shown i i it:

s i ]he y * , . .. ,' .,pt ions

are exa .mined vi - ,v: . .iyA;. to ("Icri.

This ana;r , ,•ys,: ; . . e r' . I) and

negative, pr,. .. , , I are

discussed .,rl .

.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... .. . ..
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TAbLE 9.5

ANkLYSIS uF PROPENSITY TO SERVE IN THE MILITARY
ACHILVABILITY OF JOB CHARACTERISTICS*+

FEMALES

Positive Negative
Propensity Propensity Difference

Job Characteristics

Trains you for leadership 1.98 2.20 -U.22

Proviees iaoiiey for education 2.01 2.24 -0.23

Teaches valuable trade/skill 2.28 2.57 -0.29

Provides men & women equal pay/
opportunity 2.41 2.65 -U.24

Job security 2.42 2.b8 -u.2b

Provides meuical & dental benefits 2.43 2.79 -u.36

Career you can be proud of 2.47 3.01 -u.54

.etirement income 2.56 2.79 -0.23

Developinq your potential 2.69 2.95 -0. 3b
-o Opportunity for advancement ?.b3 2.95 -0.32

Gives you the job you want 2.6b 3.22 -U.56

Good income 2.95 3.47 -0.52

Enjoy your job 3.04 3.54 -0.50

Opportunity for a qood family life 3.20 3.74 -0.54

Employer treats you well 3.27 3.5b -0.29

Base: (697) (4483)

%'.,"Source: Questioi lob

* ean scale val ics shown.

Scale Vdlue: :J Much uore liKely in civilian
'I = Soinewhjt more likely in civilian
i = Either civilian ur i litdry

2 = Sorewhat wore likely in i i ltdry
1 = Much more likely in military
Therefore, a smaller value inoilcates relatively Qreater
military Iikelihood. The two ropensitv groups differ
siynif icinLly on all cIh,irc.t.Lristics.

+ The two yroups differ si(qoificantly on all ariahl,

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.... . . - .. ."....... . .. . ;.... ... ;..-... ...- .... .....-. .. ----- ---
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FIGURE Y.1

POSITIVE PROPENSITY RESPONUENTS

FLMALES

More Achievable More Achievable in
in Militdry* Civilian Job**

Good income Enjoy your job

Job security Employer treats
you well

Teaches valuable
Relatively trade/skill
Important

Provides men and
women equal pay/
opportunity

Career you can

be proud of

Opportunity for Opportunity for
advancement good family life

Developing your

potential

Relatively Retirement income
Less
Important Gives you the

job you want

Provides ,,edical/
dental benefits

Provides money

for education

Trains you for

leadership

* based on scores of less than 31) or, the job characterisic
achievability scale--eTabe3.5)

B **Based on scores of 3.U or hi her on the job characteristic --

achievability scale See Table .5)

5-<":
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FIUURL 9.2

NEbATIVE PROPENSITY RESPONUL14TS

"ore Achievable More Achievable in
Imp in Military* Civilian Jobw*

Job security Enjoy your job

Leveloping your Employer treats

60 potential you well

kelatively Opportunity for Good income
Important aovancement

Provides men and
= women equal pay/

opportunity

- Teaches valuable Opportunity for
trade/skill qood family life

Retirement income Career you can
be proud of

. eatvy Provides rredical/
;elatively dental benefits Gives you the

,*. Less job you want
Important Provides money

for education

- Trains you tpr
leadership

* iased on score!s OT less thdn 3.u on the job chardcttristic

acnievability scale (See Table 9.b)

**based on scores of 3.0 or hiher on the job characteristic
achievaoility scale (See Table 9.b)

"...

".;.

'V
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Positive propensity women perceived all but two relatively

important job attributes to be relatively more achievable in the

military. The exceptions were "enjoy your job" and "employer

treats you well."

* -Negative propensity individuals perceived the same two valued

job characteristics plus "good income" as relatively more achiev-

able in the civilian sector. These three job characteris,:ics

represent recruiting strategy opportunities.

Two key differences between men and women emerge from this

analysis. The first is that positive propensity women unlike

their male counterparts, perceive the military as better enabling

them to realize a good income. Secondly, both female propensity

groups attach more value to "provides men and women equal pay and

opportunities" than do men. Both differences represent recruiting

strategy opportunities. Aside from these differences, however, the

job attribute perception of men and women are quite similar. This

suggests that similar recruiting strategies could be used with

both males and females.

", -

° ,'

.- . -.
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973 Job Interest

While women are not allowed to serve in combat roles,
they can oerform many non traditional female jobs 3uch as

security guard and draftsmen, as well as highly technical

jobs like computer technician and medical technician. A

young women's interest in the military in part, is a function

of her interest in performing these types of jobs. Accord-

ingly, an analysis of females enlistment intentions should

consider the degree of interest young women have for the

types of jobs the military has to offer.

With the above in mind, women in the Fall 1980 wave

were asked to indicate their degree of interest in the

following six jobs:

e Computer technician

* Secretary

* Air traffic controller

- e Draftsman

-, * Security guard

* Medical technician

The results of this line of questioning appear in

Table 9.6. As shown, three jobs elicited the most interest:

secretary, medical technician, and computer technician.

• .. Except for secretarial work, positive propensity women

expressed greater interest in these jobs than did negative

propensity women.

A demographic analysis of these data reveal no surprises.

(Table not shown). The more technical jobs (i.e. computer

S- .technician and medical technician) are especially appealing to

N.' those with higher mental abilities. The lcast skilled jobs

lo
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TABLE 9.6

- 'JOB INTEREST+

FEMALES

Positive Negative
Propensity Propensity Difference

job

Medical technician 2.35 2.06 +.29

Computer technician 2.24 l.99 +.25

Secretary 2.18 2.14 +.04**

Air traffic controller 2.00 1.49 +.51

Security guard 1.71 1.24 +.47

-raftsman l.b3 1.3b +.27

base: (b97) (4484)

Source: Question lOc

* Mean Scale Values shown

Scale Value: 4 = Extremely interested
3 = Very interested
2 = Slightly interested
1 = Not at all interested
Therefore, larger values indicate greater
interest.

+ The two propensity groups differ significantly except where
indicated.

'S.

** Not statistically significant.

i"
•

. . . S"
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attract those with lower mental abilities. Across all of

these jobs, black respondents voiced greater interest than

did others.

.1MO
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9.6 Information Sources, Actions Taken, Advertising Recall,
Recruiter Contact, Influencers

In recent years, the services have increased their re-

cruiting effort-, among target market females. Like young

males, a 16 to 21 year old female may be the passive recipient

of service advertising or may initiate contact with the ser-

vices. Such activities reflect a young woman's degree of in-

terest in the military as well as shape this interest.

This section examines the information-oriented activities

of young women with respect to military service. The data are

presented in Table 9.7 for both propensity groups. The following

can be concluded from this table:

1. Positive propensity women are more likely than others
to have discussed military service with family, with
friends currently or formerly in the service, with
their husband/boyfriend, and with a teacher or guid-
ance counselor. They are equally likely to have re-
ceived recruitment literature in the mail.

2. Positive propensity individualq are more likely than
negative propensity people to have initiated requests
from the services for information as well as to have
been physically or mentally tested for military service.

3. Positive and negative propensity women do not differ
with respect to recalling servicp advertising.

The levels of these measures aq well as the pattern of

differences between propensity grouns are quite similar to those

observed in the male study. One noteworthy diff[rence is that only

one-in-three females reported receivir j rccruitiiq! literature in

the mail compared to one-in-two males. Since tl is is an action

that the services directly control, this differ( nce appears to be

systematic rather than behavioral.

*A

-A .2, 'L--1--
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TABLE 9.7

ANALYSIS OF PROPENSITY TO SERVE IN THL MILITARY
INFORMATION SOURCES, ACTIONS TAKEN, ADVERTISING RECALL

FEMALES

Positive Neqative Statistically
Propensit Propensity Significant

Information Sources (Qu. 8c)

T- Talked with one or both parents 51.2 13.6 Yes-higher

Talked with friends now or

formerly in service 48.2 16.9 Yes-higher

Received recruiting literature
in the mail 3b.3 34.1 No

Talked with boyfriend or husband 31.1 10.9 Yes-higher

Talked with teacher or guidance

counselor 22.5 5.5 Yes-higher

Actions Taken (Qu. 8c)

Asked for information by mail 18.4 4.5 Yes-higher

Took aptitude test in high school
given by Armed Services 15.5 10.7 Yes-hiaher
Physically or mentally tested at

military examining station 2.9 1.3 Yes-higher

Made toll-free call to get

information 4.3 .8 Yes-higher

Advertising Recall: Recall

eineaiYu. na Tu a

O". Air Force bl.9 59.V No

Army 73.2 /3.5 No

Marine Corps 63.4 61.2 No

Navy 57.2 61.8 No

Joint Services Campaign 57.7 57.8 No

.- .. .-W Base: (b9 ) (4463)

* Base: F(iale Respondents Asked Question for Specitic .,Urvice

o"w
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Tahle 9.8 summarizes five aspects of recruiter contact. S

Relative to negative propensity females, positive propensity

individuals can be described as follows:

1. They are more likely to have been in contact with a
service recr,.liter.

2. In the past five to six mnnths, they are more likely
to have experienced all four types of recruiter con-
tact summarized.

3. Although larger proportions of positive propensity
women reported that they initiated contact with a
recruiter, the differences are significiant only
for the Army.

4. With respect to the perceived adequacy of
information received from recruiters,
positive propensity females were less satis-
fied than others with information provided
by the Marine Corps. The direction of this
difference suggests a possible weakness in
the Marine Corps' female-directed recruiting
communications.

5. A greater proportion of positive propensity
individuals tend to feel more favorable
about military service after talking to a
recruiter.

These data are quite similar to those recorded in the

male study. One important difference is the lower proportion

* of women who reported having had recruiter contact.

1Z.

.4"
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TABLE 9.8

ANALYSIS OF PROPENSITY TO SERVE IN THE MILITARY

RECRUITER CONTACT

FEMALES

- Positive Negative Statistically
Propensity Propensity Significant

Recruiter Contact: (LQu. 8a & 9a)

Past 6 months - any service 24.2 14.7 Yes-higher

Ever - any service 45.5 30.9 Yes-higher

Type of Recruiter Contact in

Past b Months (Qu. 8b)

Talked face-to-face (not at station) 12.6 5.7 Yes-higher

* . Heard recruiter talk at high school 14.2 6.6 Yes-higher

- Talked to recruiter by telephone 11.3 5.6 Yes-higher

Went to recruiting station 7.0 1.8 Yes-hiqher

Recruiter Contact Initiated by
Responent (Qu. 9d)*

Air Force 50.4 35.9 No

Army 45.0 23.5 Yes-higher

Marine Corps 40.8 29.7 No

Navy 41.2 36.9 No

Recruiter Informition uonsidered
Adequate (.e)*

Air Force 90.1 83.8 No

Army 78.0 85.7 No

Marine Corps b7.3 04.0 Yes-lower

Navy 84.7 l .

"t Felt More Favorable AbuuL
J oining After Ialking to
(Service) Recruiter (Qu. 'f)*

Air Force 45.6 19.1

Army 42.3 17.3
Marine Corps 30.7 20.U .

-Navy 19.3 19.3

Base: (b97)

* Base: Female Rennnpr!ents /Ask 'd Question for Spec if
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~~~9.7 Relationship Between Propensity and Recruiter Contact -- :

':iThe relationship between recruiter contact and poest

-:-'- for a particular service is examined in Table 9.9. For each
4eo

~service, the pronensitv groups differ with respect to reporte1
contact with a recruiter from that service. These differences

'.'- re statistically siqnificant. As in the case of males, no
caualrelationship can be nferrec.

a..: casa
a.e

*;.-

.. '

• %d',

4% -

4. *a

A',:

4

4%

4'.. ' x . , , .: . " " ", , " '' "' ""- . "- " • - " - " - - . . •. . .. . . . . . .
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TABLE 9.9

EVER HAD CONTACT WITH RECRUITER FR(M SPECMIC SERVICE

RIELATEU TO PROPENSITY FUR THE SANE SE VICE*
'.. ,,e;.F EM A L E S

Propensity for Individual Service

Positive Negative Difference

S%

Contact With
Recruiter From

Air Force 19.2 7.1 +12.1

Army 29.b Ib.O +13.6

Marine Corps 11.5 5.8 * 5.7

Navy 14.3 7.7 * 6.6

Base: The Appropriate Positive and Negative Female Propensity
Groups for Each Service

Source: Question 9b

,

0

-a.

qb. ow.

-% 7q. ;, '-. .. ,,~:.:.-:-- ., "" i:"" ''",, ::; "" ..:: ::";;::1"" 1":
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9.8 nlistment Decision Process

In this study, an individual is defined as having a positive

propensity for military service if she has indicated that she def- ..

initely or probably will serve in any of the four active duty ser-

vices. Table 9.10 demonstrates the extent to which propensity for

more than one service occurs in the Fall 1960 sample of target mar-

ket women.

From Table 9.10 it is clear that a lArqe number of women

who express rositive propensity for each of the active duty

services are also positive towards one or more other services.

This is the case most often for women with positive oromapnsitv

toward the Marine Corps.

9*

This finding reinforces concl-sions drawn by the analysis of

S- demographi., 3ttitudinal, and perceptual variables that the services,

for the most part. are drawinq from a similar pool of youna women,

as they are with respect to males. Hence, the enlistment decision

process for females appears to be similar to that for males. That d

is, many young women initially decide upnn a military rareer and

then choose between the different services. as

9OM

9.

%_

4

1

ea. o t'~i lllb~il~~i m "' ' .. '| "" x ' ) ) : ";:i ' '
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* -*.* " TAUILE 9.1U

EXT NLt TO WIln PROSIECTS SHI POSITIVE
q iOPMSITY FUR NRE TIAN ONE SNVlCt

'-'F LNALL S

Air Mar i ne. Force Corps ! ll

Also SkOw Positive PropMs1ty

for ihese -Services:
Air Force 4 W.? 63.1

Army 40.1
mar in Corps .9

4 Navy 42.b 444

Aciv u vuwu Z-09 7.43 2.69 -?s

gase: (463) (Zib) (237) (307)

Source: Question U

.*..* '-. .. ... . . ... -:- .. .. --.. C - '',_,
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9.9 Hiah School Graduates Not in School

Young wcmen who have graduated high school and are not cur-
rently attending school represent a particularly attractive market
to the services. In the Pall 1980 wave. 37.30 of the female sample
fall into this demographic group. Tables 9.11 and 9.12A - 9.12D -

profile this group in terms of key demographic attitudinal and
behavioral variables vis-a-vis the total sample. The following -f

can be said about this subgroup:

1. The group of high school graduate females who are
not in scbool are below the U.S. averages for their
age group on these demographic variables: not em-
ployed and looking for work, father's education.
mental abilities, having taken a college preparatory
curriculum in high school, having taken business
math in high school and reported high school grades.
On the other hand, they are above the U.S. averages
for having taken vocational and coercialbusiness
curricula in high school.

2. Their propensity to serve in the Army and the Navy are
below the U.S. averages.
qq

3. The high school graduate group, in general, is no
different than others with respect -o talking to
Influential others, seeking information, and being tested.
fnr the military.

4. Zxcept for a bIlow-average reportad incidence of recent
contart, the high school grnduate group is no lfferent
than others with respect to recruiter c"ntact.

S. High school graduate* are no Porv likely than others to
recall servire advertisinn..

6. Woen in the high school araduate grou, attach below
averago importance t- *provides money for education.'
At th- same time. they atta-h above-average importance
to 'job secilrity,' "ealover treats you well," *good
income P "teaches valuable tradn/skill." "orovidoe
medical and dental henefits' and *retirement income.-
Their verceptions of these job chaiacteri~tics, however.
are generally on par with the U S. a-,crdqes.

Al %

.... aiilm~m p.



:: This Profile of femAle hiqh qrAduates who are not in school
i s sim i lar to th at fo r malt s . L ik e•  te-. I e . to r e,-v er . *0:,- p ro f i l e

,, of th is qroup does not appear to* reveal.4 4ny roe rttitinc3 o ptor-
i " tunst ies.

er r

4

0i
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DUWkAFWIC AMLYSIS UF HIGS SCHOL 5 kAMIJAES NOT IN SCHOOL

FEKAIIS

Not in School/
High School Total Statistically
6radates Sgmle Sg ,f icat*

%q

Variable f

N oot iployed/loeking for wort 14.1 20.9 ies-lower

lack$ 9.0 10.3 No

Other uon-ftite 4.3 .U No

kduction of fathere 2.3 3.17 ies-loer

Obality Odmee 0.30 6.42 es- loser

College preparatory curriculum
In high school 33.6 44.9 1st-loser

VOCatsomal curriculum
is high scool 27.9 23.9 es-h1hter
Comerc alw/baums curriculum
Is high school A. 7 25.9 -eS-htgher

A'S a I'S iS i10 School 4U. 1 44.3 Yes-lower

mlmss math in high ichool 45.4 31.8 es-aighr

Ceutv sctI so hgI SChool 6.6 6.6 fo

Calculus is bip school 4.0 4.1 No

PhYSIcs iM bif school 7.1 8.3 No

Base: (1961) 06t1)

* 1s scale values sow

S tatistical siIficonce bsed am total IS. estielte fa It1q bermod
th remp of two Standard a o tme individual variable estitat.
Mr Statistical Significance iS Indicated, the vartible esttste Is

either leter or loom th the U.S. esti ete.

i -

...4. .. .... ....
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* TAIOLf 9. 1 A

A.I uU I AL d I LAL P4 I Lk Of
j, 'SCuLAJ WdAL"jT tdj NO I S4n"Out

% ;~

Recruiter Lo'itecU: (VW. 34 4 14)

vast~ 6 inflhs - any service 1 14. Ve I. Iover
4IEver - ay setvicit 34.9 i9 #

Recruiter Contact In't aet" by
* Kpeonofet(-1 )

Air Force 37.9 iw.? 7 N
Avsy J.to114k 0

hartoo Corp%

Recruiter Iphformition Lo".1orrod

Air Force 6.76. 110

44 felt pwrq Viegrdol About

Air Force 14
Ar*,~

4 "VtVlot (*rln

% 4W K~~th rmn" of too stmpb.va owt#yes ' fCif~4

*w tts ia i ii4rt t
eiP0hq~ wlw hv
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0 0 AH1UIWleAL/LAVURAL AhALVSIS Of

17.JU CHAMATERISTIC Arr1TUtJES-

Hqigh School Total Stat istical ly

Achievabi1;I.s of Job

Enjoy your job 3.S3 3.S? No

JODwrIt 3.49 3.4? fres - h lqhtf

Emtployer treat$ you well 3.41 3.41 Yei high"t

twoo Pa ad 10cwat 3.39 3.36 ?IND I~v

UPpotsW~tY 10 SOARCM0 3.31 3.36 ho

ILgwoloplnq Your powtntia 3.31y )3) ho

leach"s valuable traee/Iki1 3.3s 3.31 veot hiqr

kvtvta) for good f#013
)Pe3.19 Lis ho0

Pvow lds *g@'c19hl

Cae"You can t~o odof N.' . o

* gtrt locme vt~3?I . highov

61v" )VWs tow job You "dut J.19 MUI 10

prois mony foreduction S. "W we% I

*Troffts you for' 1q..l'wpuP6 ? ho

one: ~(1961) f SI

Sore Quawaf 10

Scale Valve: 4 tottely bnoet*%t
* 3* Vty Mwtat

% ht jortast at all
therefoe. a )#tee talk*~- ls -~
Perteiued *Woec.

*Statistical siyhiricavoce baicOa" tatal S e%1*"to 4411i~q bp"1fW
the Viaft of two stinaar ettrw of fmp it-00W4wal wai''pte tio $
Whelp* statistical silmirkoe is ie'dicfjs.4, the vwwiablec e'stiftlIp is
01thee a$t0 love, than the U.S. Pelimate.

* - *.*%* -- P-- S -.. La -~. ~ ,-- .. -... * .
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10.1 Top-.fthe-Mind Awareness of Specific Services

"~oTop-of-the-mind" awareness is intended to elicit an

i%: individual's initial association with a qiven concept. As

in the male interviews, the female sample was isked to

indicate which branch of service they thotqht (f first when

the terms Armed Services" or 'military" are mtntioned.

4. They were then asked which branch they think of next, and

4., lastly, whether Any otiers cone to mind.

Table 10.1 reports the percentage of females mentioning

a.- each service, along with the order of mention (first, second,

other mentions). In terms of the proportion of first

mntions, the Army Is the most familiar service (40.1%),

and it is well ahead of its two nearest 'competitors"-- the

4.' Wavy 116.3$) and the Air Porce 117.7). When all mentions

are combined, the Army is mentioned by 4 out of S females:

the Navy, by about 3 out of 4: the Air For v, by 3 out of S;

and the marine Corps, by just over half. "'he Coast Guard

o ftar behind the four primary servie-es in recnrtnition.

with mentions by fewer than I out nf 4 fetrals.

lntereetinqly. when all questwims are considered.

yOvwQ wn were morc likely thar their "le counterparts
at, to recall the Army (00.01 to 7V 4'1 irl thr l ,avy (74.21 9'

'a

70.791. fr co'rast. males wr ,- %-re likely th,n fe'aleP

to mention each r-f the other thte-C ~ T~ ~f

Sresult appliet to first menti._ .

4.

#4.
** o-
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- TABLE IU.

-BKNLH 1* SLKVICU NAMED IN tHSPONSL TO "AKIAD SERVICES"

FEMALES

-. Percent of Respondents Who Mentioned
Specific Services

All
First Second All Other Mentions

Mention Mention Mentions Comi |ned

Service Mentioned

Air Force 17.7 17.3 2b.1 60.4
'• Army 48.1 21.0 11.2 80.0Martne Corps is.6 14.7 30.1 52.7

-Avy 18.3 35.9 20.6 74.2
Coast Guard U.6 0.9 5.5 6.9
hone b.8 3.4 17.6 27.3

tse: Al I Fmalle Responfents

SSource: Questions 4a, 4b end 4c

p*1-

!-a

'.,

,d.

V -

4 .. ' , - ' . ,, ' . .: ' ' .. I I I I•..'.-.-S, 
. . .. -. : . .. ,; ,:-..: '. ,S..*- 

.,,,mna 
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Examining the percentage of first met rion: by propernsity

(Table 10.2) shows that females consideritq tht Air Forc4

and especially those considering the Army are ouch mrnre

likely to mention that respective branch first. Those

A inclined toward the Navy are only sliqhtly more inclined to

mention the Navy first, and the pattern does not hold at

all for females with positive propensity toward the Marines.

The linkage was observable without exception among the males.

Table 10.2 analyzes these ddta in another way -- by

the differences between the positive and neqative propensity

subsets in the percentaqe of first mention!i reorsjved by

each service. (The circled numbters are not int,,nded to

denote statistical significance.) This cotpari:ion reveals

that the differences between positive and uegatLve propensitj

groups within each service is strong excep. for the Army,

where the relationship is evident but less clear-cut. In the

male ample. it was strong in each of the services.

.-

*-*. ,*•
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10.2 Advertising Content Recall

As in the male sample, advertising auarentss was

measured by asking respondents to recall everythinq they

remember seeing or hearing in the advertising for one of

the active duty services or in the joint services

campaign. Each respondent was asked about only one source

of advertising through the use of different 
versions of

the questionnaire, which were rando-ly distributed aeruss

interviews. Respondents' answers sore coded int,- th,, same

set of response categories used in the male analysis.

Table 10.3 presents for each service and the joint

campaign the proportions of young women wlo wete able to

recall hearing or seeing advertising. As the table shows,

Army advertising was remembered by the largest number of

'V females; almost three-quarters could recall hearing or

seeing advertising copy for the Army. Recall was signi-

ficantly lower in the case of the other four campaigns, -

ranging from 58-62%. Among the males, recall was higher

in each of the five categories than it was for the females,

though the male-female difference in recall of Army campaign

content was not statistically siqnificant.

Tables 10.4A - 10-4E present for each advertising campaign

the incidence of recall of specific copy points. The following

conclusions emerge from the data:

1. No single message, ideas, or imaq,"

dominated perceptions of the Air Force

% -' campaign. The appeal to join, t-h.

opportunity to teach or learn a trade. -

-.. and the image of men with equipr..it were

the most prominent copy points, vich

recalled by 6-7% of the females.
9. ." I

,p.
iC $ -. -- ,- . . .,, , .. * . . . . .,. ,,, , * . * . ... .
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1,. . ...

'. %*TABLE 1U. 3

RE~CALL OF SfMVICE ADVERTISING

FALL 1980 SU4ftY

FEMALEJS

.Fall

' 180

Air Force 66.1
Army 73.

-- Marine (.orps 61.6

INavy 61.6

Joint Services 58.0

Base* Between 973 - 1112
depending on the campaig n

Source: question ba

- The reduced bases reflect the fact that each
respondent was asked the advertising question for only
one of the four military services, or for the Joint
advert is inq.

_O -

-..

.

a°
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The pattern was similar in the male sample. -

though th-9 image of equionent tithoit met%
was somewhat more common for miles than
females.

2. The most familiar Army advertitinq smonq
females was the appeal to join/enlist
(16.31), the availability of educational
benefits (10.51), and the opportunity to
teach and/or learn a trade (10.St.

The same three copy points were most often
" mentioned by the male sample, though the

chance to teach or learn a trade was more
familiar to them (12.6%) than educational
benefits (7.61).

3. Sloqans were the most often mentioned advertisinq 
copy of the Marine campiin (9.1): the appeal
to join/enli-w- a close second (8.3%).

Among the males. Marine sloqans were much more
markedly dominant of other copy than for the
females.

4. The most typical response to the question about
the Navy campaign was *want you to join/
enlis'-T (11.20). The chance to "travel/see
the country/world* ranked second with 6.1%.

For the males, the Navy advertisinq generated
q more responses about Oadventure" than anythinq

else (11.2), while the *travel" response received
the second highest number of mentions (9.7t),
and the appeal to join and the chance to teach
or learn a trade ranked third, each with 7.81.

* " !
5. Females mentioned the followinq three copl

points most often about the Joint Services
campaign: "teachinq/learnini a trade--II. 2t;
*want you to Join/enlist" - 10.2t: and
reference to all or several services (9.1%).

The same three dominated answers by the male
sample, though their order was different.

~~VV. .~ *%~.& 9~% %j.% . ?'.-.X -.
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i-p
Constder~nq the effects of the advert~sinq caaipaiqn

asl a whole, the followinq copy points were recalled umost often:

*..,' -1. Want you to join/enlist

2. Teachanq/learninq a trade

*"1. i "3. Educational benefits

I.

,5',
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!A*OLt 10.4A

KtCA L~~~~ 9q.. '.ko kAIr 'k *

To be v r k)A10) , 'S t *4)

P"i WIM ti) jo'ent 6.

Educati0A4l wnftu A,

QIquPiSnt wIthOqt "t 19 f

T*wllv to* cogni -tot
Bes %ervice/pvalwo. tWft,1*-

ft I training 1.8 0
Good pay/,iom starti-bq 04Y 1.3

Othor bvvfit% (t.q * ; th

Fun/recreat ion
Slogans (t.g.. Fly with the
Air Frce)

* ftn with guns

* Uther 01scellaneows eentivns 'dw

Len't fecal) contentI

50Surce : (CJ-st~'o 6
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SECTTON XI.

Knowle e of Financial Benefits

In Section V of this rcport, the rationa.e for assessing

target market youth's knowledne of financial benefits offered

by the services was discussod. The reader is referred to this

discusnion.

Like males, females in: the Fall 1980 wave were asked ques-

tionR about their knowlcdqe of th- followinq:
m

*- S Educational assistance

* Startina pay for enlisted personnel

-- * Cash bonuses for enlisting

A discussion of th# Fall 1980 data follows.

-s.

4°.

J°.

.. °o°.-o

*-'v-r...-....-... .. ;, , , , . , . . , . . .
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11.1 Knowlede of Educational Assistince

SThe women were asked two ,ue.st ilns r,.qardinq their

,- knowledge of educational assistance. The quest ions wore as
?;':. fnl lows :

* Do you think the military services offer
financial support for scholinq after you
'cave the service,?

" The military services do offer financial
suppnrt for schooling aft-r ynu leavo the
service T'd ulk, to find out what kinds
of education.i1 assistance vou thi-k tho
military offers. As I read a serieg of
luestions about what *he military may or
may not offer. please tell me "Yes" if
you think it is true (f the military and
"No" if you think it is not.

The findings are summarized in Tables 11.1 - 11.2. The fol-

lowing conclusions can be drawn:

1. Overall. 80.9% of the women knew that the ser-
vices offer financial supprirt for schooling
after leaving the service. This figure is
comparable to the male figure (83.0%). The
two female propensity aroups do not differ on
this measure (Positive Propensity - 82.0%, -

*.Iegative Propensity - 80.8).

2. Like their male counterparts, the great
majority of young women knew their post-
service educational ben(fits 'an be used for
trade/",ocational scho(aI an ,! t hat t h.re is a
monetary limit to thi;r; ass;-tan,%,. Other
asppct- of educat ic i] assist ir(e ipo'ar to be
less well known to 16 to 21 yar old women.

3. Table 11.2 reveals that the two :propensity
groups differed on five of th, (,,qht educational
benefits. Specifically, p(sitivc propensity
women were more lik.ly thin f(th,, , know that
one has to contribute from his/!ior pjy check to
receive educational assist, in-e and tlI.it the fol-
lowing was not true:

"" -'-*..-,.*....-" :' . - ...... * ... ,- I *. . .. , -..-.. . .' .,,-.-.;v ." ' . . . .-* "
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TABLE 11.1

KNUWLEUGE UF EUUCATIONAL ASSISTANCE

FEMALES

Fall
lo '80

KnIow tie following is true
Can use for trade/vocational school 7b.0

There is a limit on tuition 68.b

Have to contribute fr(in paycheck to
get benefits 28.V

Know tile followinq is false

If re-enlist and oon't qo to school
can receive benefits in cash pawyent 59.4

- All services offer sdine benefits 49.3

denefits transferable to spouse/childrevi 37.4
. Receive more if married 30.6

Can receive fnionthly living expenses
while in school 18.0

base: All Female Respondents

Source: QVuestion Ibb

'p

.'p
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J

IAbLt liL

I'IIUWLLUUiL uj LUULATCATU;wL ASSISTsi4iL

F Lt.A L .s"

Positive r4Lative Statistically
propensit, Propeiisity Siqniticant

Know the tolIwin 9jis true

Lan use for tradelvocdtiond! school 16.9 7b.c No

There is a limit on tuition b:3.U h6. No

Have to contribute from paycheck to
qet benefits 34.c it,.u Yes-hiqher

Inoo the following is false

If re-enlist and don't go to s0ho
Can receive benefits in cdsh pa yent 4.U !b.9 Yes-higher

All services offer sdne benefits b.U Q.4 Yes-higher

d benefits transterdble to spouse/chilaren 33.3 21 Yes-higher fr.-

Keceive more if married 3b.b 29.7 Yes-higher

" . fan receive mofnthly living expenses
while in school 17. ti 16. No

b lase: (0e7 ) (44o3)

Source: kluestion 16b

*Vercentdye of respondents who qive corrc(t dfiwer.

k"'

C.,.t
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F,

"if re-enlist and don't go to school,
can receive benefits is one cash payment,"
"all services offer sa~me benefits," and
"receive more if married." Thest- same women,
however, were less likely than noqatlve
propensity women to know that "benefits trans-
ferable to soouse/children" is false.
nJot summarized in the table are the per-
centaqes of younq women who said that they
did not know whether each of these educatiunal
benefits was offered by the services. As ir,
the male study, two items -- "honefitn
transferable to spouse/children" and "if re-
enlist and don't ao to school, can receive
benefits in one cash payment"-- elicited

the most uncertainty among respondents. Also,
negative propensity women were more likely
than positive propensity wonen to answer "don't
know."

"..=

In the male sttudy, the data suggested that marketing effnrts

'. "be undertaken to increase the levels of undcrstanding of post-

service educational henptits. The same appears to be tru- for

target market females.

AW

""
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11.2 Knowledge of_ r .

SRespondents were askefd w( .juvst ions Ibout start ing Pay for
--. enlisted personnel:

* As far as you know, what is the starting
monthly pay for ,an enlisted man in the
military -- brtore taxes are deducted?

* The startino monthl pay for an enlisted
man is $501.00. Knowinq this, would you
be more likely, or not to consider joining
one of the activ, duty militarv servires?

fables 11.3 - 11.4 summarize the data. The following can

be drawn from the tables:

1. The data indicate that young women@ as a group,
have very little idea what the starting monthly
pay is for an enlisted person. The average es-
timate of starting monthly pay was only $278; over
$200 below the actual figure ($501) and $37 lower
lower than the average estimate given by males.
Only-one-in eleven respondents were able to come -

close to the actual figure. Approximately one-
half of the women believed starting montly pay to
be less than $75. Although not shown in the
table, positive and negative propensity youth gave
fairly similar estimates.

2. Among the total sample of young women, .
17.9% said that thoy would be more likely
to conqider join,,:- thr :;cr,,ces when i.nformed
of the actual sta: ing ay fiwinr.'. ror
positive propensi;v. woren the fioure was 51.7%.
This was siqnificantly hiqher thn the cor-
respondinq figure (1-. 7%, [or n-lativP pro-
pensity women. -

4 .tip. .- !!.
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SECTION XII

Perceptions and Attitudes Toward
Draft Registration

Changing social norms governing the role of females

in society require that young women be treated the same,

in most respects, as their male counterparts. Although mu(-h

of the discussion on this issue has centered on equal rihtsa

most thoughtful proponents of equality between the sexes

have recognized that insistence on equal privileges carries

with it an implicit reciprocal responsibility to assume an

equal share of societal obligations includinq, when necessary,

o, the duty of military service.

Whils disagreement exists as to the details of
" a "extending equal rights and obligations to females, it is

undeniable that a si811ficant segment of the American people

are unwilling to retreat from an insistance on its imple-

*- mentation in all realms of life. At present, equal military

obligation for young women is not the law, but should

actual conscripticn begin, there will no doubt be Con-

stitutional challenges in the courts if females are not

accorded equal status.

*4- W With an awareness of these issues, this first sample of

female respondents were asked their opinions on the need for

male registration to provide a strong defense, how they per-

sonally would feel about being required to register, and

. whether the existence of mandatory female re,3istration would

make them more or less likely to consider joining one of the

active duty m:.lita;-y services. All three questions were

identical to those on the male questionnaire, except that

the latter two were worded in the conditional to r',flect

the current legal reality, i.e. that females are not required

.,- to register.

haQ

V.:: ..-.-. - .
""*4.-•, - ;::-
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2.1 Tl'io Pur, _-ivei Nee~d rti: __ u--

The 16-21 year old tertale si-%ple wt~.- f iist ii-stoned

- about the current 1m -:)rtancv of ,,.g.striat ionl I z ti.- ndt ional

defense -- apar from th issue r - e:.at in, f(-!nils the

same as m4le yotith:

Requirinq all IS yuai (,l1(1: eC!
req1%te,' for the draft .s rwc -si.1:y
to provide a strong d,-f-no,- f-i
Amser a.

Taibl* I1 . l, I -ty a t ht- d ist r 1 h o it v' . no,,, on t h is&4
matter. An shown, a ma)or ity of ,-p.a l-n ,'i,.8 ) agiee with

the statement -- most of thr, "stronqly" r "q.n,-railly."

. Less than half f44. 1) respond in the' n,.g,,tiv wi,! almcost

,.-" 1 disaqrP.,inq "stronqly." The average ;cale scor on this

question is 3.64, which is just sla.ohtly .tbove the reutral

midpoint of the scale. By comparison, th'. Fall 1986 male

*.T average was 4.03: thus, young men are m'or,, likely than young

.. women to agree that male recistration is needed.

Interestinqly, the distribution of opinions on this

matter is much flatter that, for mlny attitudes: that is,

respondents do not cluster nr-ar 1h, zmddlc ,'& he scale.

S,. In fact, more than one-thiid of th-, rospodents occupy the

two extreme points. This xndcat,- lit' 1,- nc,,nsus

*: among female youth over " fro. ' dr i' rc-n.t rttl,en ina
contributing to a stro nr i'ffns,. 7,n ],',r hr -r ft.lSiofl

was apparent in the- rrt>., safrrr ,,.

%" Several demographic differ,'--rs apip-;:,-,] I- -,,'-3

agreement with the st-aternent, ,i,:rr'.'r.r, il -O , 12.2.

*-. Aaree-nent amonq positIve, rr p,-,- *-" f. ]- I IS- I T n, r
| ° , /•

. .. ,.rd.-.-.,
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* ~"P(etquiriiq al l b and 19 year ou mien to reqister for the drA't
i necessary to provide~ a strongq defense tor imneriCd."

'Su

Agree~ with Ntateient 5~

Str3Iiqly dqree 1b. b

* **. - Lwnerally ijgret 27.5

Mqrve JU.'t a little 11.S

Liis8ciree with tatenent 44.1

Lnsaqree just a littleb.1

Uenerally disag~ree 17.4

%tronqly disdqree 17.8

Averdqe* 3.64

dase: All FemAle Respondents Who Aoree or Oisaqree with the Statemtent

Source: Iquestiin Ilb

'Me-an scale values s-iown

* -Scale Value: 6 Str~ngly dqrcc
5 knercilly atiree
4=AcIree just a little

3 t Oisaqree just a littl(-
2 encrally disafirce

1 =Strongl~y disaqree
Therefore, larger values, indicate qreater perceivea
likelihood.
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TAbLE 1/. 2

PERCUV t) HNE F [RAF Rt GISTUAT ION

"i(equiring alI 1w ari 19 year old ,hen to reqister for the draft
is necessary to provioe d strong defenst for Pier-ica."

PLN06A11tilI ANALYSIS*"v " {rE F~~t Ptl I NA L S S*

Fal Statisticall v
'S in if i c ant+

Totai 02 . LStir;att-, ~3..)4

Var iable***

Positive propeivsi t y 4.j? Yes-hi oner
Negative propensity J. No

lb years old 3.61 No
1i years olo 3.5b NoI t, years old 3.59 No
L9 years olo J..1 No
iU years old 3.63 No
ki years old 3.b Yes-niqher

-uth/ilth grade 3.6b No
Senior 3.59 No
In colleqe 3.hl NO
High school qraduate, not in, schooi 3.b3 No
itO high school qraduate 3. .A Yes-hinher fr ...

High quality index 3.6 N~o
"leaiu ii quality index 3. t3 N o

Low quality inoex 3. 02 No

wh i te 3.0 1ho
bl ack 3.39 Yes-lower
Uther non-white 3.93 Yes-hinher

Source: Question III

* Mean scale VdUS shown

Scale Value: b Strungly aqreI
5 beneral ly aqvvv
4 Agree just a little
3 L isaqree just a lt.le-
? 6enerally disaqrt
I Strongly disauovt
Therefore, larqer vil,jt. idirdto ret tOr perceived
I ikel ihoof).

-"" * base: All Feuale Respondent.,

b** base: Appropriate Fe-tiale K':,,nur;,,t (ruup , 0iuh Viri lle "

+ Statistical significance bt ',,d ,f i i .o1,l ii.. 'st ii-i ]v talliou beyond ,
the range of two standard ,rrm,, if the in ividiii vairialle ,'st. iifct .
Where %t tistical siqnif ica cir ,, indii.t. , tii. v(lii l estirnt.e, Is .
eitner hi rier or lower than h. I.",. OvYrOun.

,-V
; d , . ; L , . . ' . . ' _ ' . ' , . - . " " ' , - , - ' I , - " . - . . . .' . ' ' . , . . ' . Q , . " j . " % . . " . ' - " " - " - "
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than the national average; twenty-one year-olds were somewhat

more in agreement than younger respondents; and blacks tended

to disaqree more than non-blacks. By contrast, females in

the "other non-white" category were significantly more in

agreement than even whites. The black - non-black

distinction is consistent with other survey evidence on

- . beliefs about national defense.

.

.

.5,

4

e %
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12.2 Attitudes Toward Draft Registration

Since perceptions do not automatically imply particular

attitudes, it is necessary to find out how female target

market youth feel about being personally required to reg-
ister. Table 12.3 presents the study's first measurement of

female opinion on this issue, which may become a central
topic of national debate in the months and years ahead.*

.Sentiment here is unambiguous. Although - majority
of females agree that registering men is vital to maintain
a strong defense, most are nevertheless personally opposed

to themselvz.?, having to register: 55.3% are against this
idea -- most of them, strongly against it -- while only

26% favor it, with fewer than one out of twelve favoring

it strongly. The balance are neither in favor or opposed.
Overall, the mean score is 2.42, which is closer to the

negative than the positive end of the measure. The male
. sample showed a similar "drop-off" between agreement with

* * the need for a draft and persona] attitude toward having

to register, with an average on the latter issue of 3.16

-- just slightly to the favorable side of neutral.

The female responses can be ir-erpreted in two different
ways: (1) they miqht reflect qoneral onposition to rvqistration and
the potential for compulsory service it implios -- rr,qard-

less of one's position on sex rol-s in society; or (2) they
.wecould alternatively indicate an unwillingnc-ss to shar, in

what has traditionally been widely regard .d as a niale

responsibility. No doubt both r'-asons play some part in of

a.
'  the explanation; additional interview questinmn would be

required to determine just how runch wiciht t(, qi'v, to ,.ach

reason. .4-

- ..
. .. . i * ,lill ii l... X /........ '" ",.lK'
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TABLE 12.3

ATrITU(ijE TOWAkU URAFT REGISTRATIUN

FEMALE S

Fall

'80

Strongly in favor of it 7.b

Sonewhat in favor of it Ib.5

Neither in tavor nor against it 18.6

Somewhat against it 19.4

Strongly against it 3b.9

Average* 2.42

,base: All Female Respondents

Source: Question 12a

- * Mean scale value shown

Scale Value: b = Strongly in favor of it
4 = Somewhat in favor of it
3 = Neither i% favor nor against it

2 = Somewhat against it
1 = Stronuly against it
Therefore, ldrqer values indicate stronger favor.

.

4-
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Table 12.4 contains the subgroup breakdown on personal

feelings toward the possibility of havinq to register. Aqain

the propensity groups differ in attitude toward registration,

and they differ in the expected direction. Althou ,h there is

no clear age pattern, 17 year-olds are slightly less against

it than the national average. High scho(,l setiiors too .,re

a bit less unfavorable toward registration th n average, and

high school graduates not in school are ,.omewhat more

against it. Blacks are more against registration than non-

blacks, and "other non-whites" are less negative toward it.

%... Score on the Quality Index also differentiates the

female sample on this question: the higher the mental quality

level, the higher the average scale score. bower quality

index females are thus more aqainst having to reqister than

their higher quality counterparts. (A similar pattern was

observed among the male youth.)

This finding might reflect greater cognitive capacities

of the superior quality female youth. Such an interpretation

depends on the following assumptions: (1) that the Quality

Index at least roughly measures cognitive ability; and (2)

that social values are related to cognitive abilities;

specifically, those with stronp'or abilities beinq more likely

to (a) favor equal roles for males and fenales and (b)

perceive the inconsistency between favorinq equal status for

the sexes, on the one hand, an, (,'pp-tsit il- t h\'iv nq t,)

register along with young men.

From the standpoint of fillinui military ncls with

qualified personnel, the lower ,si8tInc( t- i-f,,iistriton

by higher quality youth is , .i l I r v iin 1

d ' " " "

r. ):I. man,, .. 'n 'nu .l ...l l l.. .. .
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TABILL 12.4

ATTITUmE TUWAHl) OHFIH REGISTRAI1UN

Vol.MOURAPHlLC ANALYSIS*

--." FEFIALES
Fall Statistically

'U Siqrificant*

Total U.S. Lstimate **.4

Variable *

Positive propensity 3.13 Yes
Neg.ative propensity 2.31 Yes

lb years uld 1.4e, No
17 years old 2.54 Yes-hIiqher
lb years old 2.42 No
19 years old 2.35 No
?U years ola z.34 No
?1 years old 2.42 No

1lth/1lth grade 2.49 No
Senior 2.55 Yes -hiqher
In colleqe 2. S1 No
lligh school graouate, not in school 2.32 Yes-l(,wer

.... Not high school qraduate 2.3U No
High quality index 2.57 Yes-hiqher

-. iiedim quality index 2.40 No
Low quality innex 2.13 Yes-lower

White 2.42 No
3 lIack ?.19 Yes -I over
Uther non-wh i te 2.74 Yes-hiohier

Source: Questi,,n 12a

*Mvan scale: va ues shown

Scale Valaje: 5 = Str,,nqly in favor :,f r
4 = Sumuwhat in favor of it
3 = fei ler in favor nor a:;imst it
2 Sonewhat against it
1 = Strongly against it
Trierefore, larqer values indicato str)fmtr fav,)r.

** Base: All Feiiale Hespondents

Bk* dase: Appropriate Female Responoeit firoups for La(h V ri h1,

'" t>.+ Statistical significance based oft tolt l. ,, eat .l i{ i II , Vird
the ranie of two standard errors of tthi, inoiJ, ,iW.il e, t-i"dt,,
Where statisticdl siqnificance is iuiu,1te l, tI. ,ir llt: t-,timite is
either higher or lover than the J.'.. av,'rde.

*-..1 .-.- ' -..;:.,: •.,. ' % . " ." - -", "- "•:,' , . . ' " " "" , '-. . " ". . .
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As for th. anticipated effect of futuoet r,..ndairy•

registration on female enlistrtni , the ,tdta in ',-lle 12.r .
contradict any bie ief that reqist rtion ,,ujld t.r i. ,

volunteer entry. It would lead some to -,nsier , in1

(37 7' ), but it would have -xactly the ot posi e f,.c (,n

many more others (V.Il). As in the cast l- - (n

balance, requ iring reqostration of yotuno worn,. w, l i

result in a net loss in on! istrient s -- ht-! o, resu:w' S-

about future- behavior tare retlab Th. r i .-a~ t be

the same as suklqested for the ral,,: (Inlt :tr.t in an all-

volunteer fi ro, may be perct' v,-d .: mot,. ,l,: than

servinc; in i partly volunteer - pirt l%. c' n ,c i pf t in t,. 'ork'3-t

becatisev of less -,ompet it io n f, , i t t in 1 t et v

Table 12.6 shows that rei stra t on would hav a- dif-

ferential effect on the enIist ,;r " nnsiderat ion (' different

female subgroups. It would have a loss neqativ, than averaq.

impact on positive propensity rvsr$,)ndnts, 17 vrar- l.5, high

school students, those scorinq "hiih" nn the ,:uallty index,,

and "other non-whites". By contrast. manantoiy reflstration

would have a sinificantly more Cf'un t vrpr )dj<(" i%2,- v .'] nce

on neqative propensity responde-nts. 20 year-,21n. hiuh

school caraduates not in school , Ihe,. scor in. low -n the

Quality Index, and blacks.

The demographic patterns f'-r male youth iro quite similar

on this quest ion. Notabl, *i, f"It"' ; . " ? . I[1' nt

by average -ii1,0it'. Ind'x scor' c ., "' i-i t',"

Tndox, femaloq sc,rlnq hiqh at, Ini l'.rn. i. :- , ]k,,lv than

average to enli.-t if there i, -. ,,,,'r' . , is ; r,,ih qual ty

- ma les are le s like- r; than av- 7 1 1 1, . , CI m -

paring black fnalps and bl(-k t ,' - , , , , ' likely

tn enlist bee itt .. ,f r-v- r t' ht, r, J I r'-

likely to en ist if they hl I ;I

-%

°0 %
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hore I ike ly to jo i

* - Pi~ucri *bkre li&etlv t

-Jus~t -3 little f.,*re likiely9.t

Lnt kV1CJw

Averate1*~

65sp: Al) I Foflajp Respondenh,

S ource: I~ue,.tion i~b

Xednl scale vdlwe shovoi

Scale Value: 4 , 1%.ch more likely
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STATISTICAL RELIABILITY FOR DETERMINING ACCURACY
OF PERCENTS WITHIN A SINGIE SA VIPLE*

At the 95% level of confidence

Magnitude of Expected or Observed Percent

Sample 10% 2 0% 30% 40% 50%
Size 90% 8070 70% 60% 507.

100 6.4 8.7 9.8 10.6 10.8
150 5.4 7.2 8.2 9.0

400 3.3 4. 3 5.0 5.2 5.4

600 Z. 6 3.5 4.1 4. 3 4.5

1000 2.1 2.8 3. 1 3. 3 3.4

2000 1.4 Z. 0 2.2 2. 4 Z. 4

2600 1.3 1.7 2.0 2. 1 2. 1

3000 1.2 1.6 . 8 Z. 0 2.0

' Not to be used for comparing cbservations from different groups of
respondents

* Observed percent + the appropriate number shows by how much the
. observation could vary due to sampling error

STATISTICAL RELIABILITY FOR COMPARING PERCENTS
BETWEEN TWO INDEPENDENT SAM PLES'

At the 95% level of confidence

Average of the Two Observed Percents
of Each 1 0% Z00 30'7 4076 5

' Sample 90! 80 7_OT. ( 50%

100 9.2 1Z. 2 14.0 14.9 15.2
20C 7 12. 1?7

400 4.6 6.2 6.9 7.5 7.6
600 3. 7 5.0 5.8 6.2 6.3

1000 2.9 3.8 4. 5 4. 7 4. 9
2000 Z. 1 2. 8 3. 1 1. 1 3. 4

Z600 1.8 2.4 .8 3.0

3000 1.7 2. 2 2.5 . 2.

" Not to be used for measuring accuracy f prr(o.,.t3 v-,tiin a single
sample

-* Minimum difference required between the observed percents in the
two sampled populations to be statistically different

7'



" .PPENDIX 11

TRACi-ING AREA CONCEPT

Phth "Tracking Area" concept is an inte qral pai t ,f the

stu,::' oblect ives. It is desiqned to allow each Servi'e to

relate the findinqs to one or several recruitin(; distr Te-.

Each Service has a different number of recruitinq districts

with some local discretion as to 3dvertisinq and recruit-

ment allocations. A Tracking Area represents the commonality

among Services. Data collection and analy.sis based on

Tracking Areas allows comparison, evaluation, and qoal setting

within each Service on a local basis.

The trackinq .:reas were constructed around these crit,-ria:

1) to limit the number of Army District Recruiting Commands,

- Navy Recruiting Districts, Air Force Recruitinq Detachments

(Squadrons) and Marine Corps Recruiting Stations to thrco

each or less per tracking area, 2) to see that the TA's have

a hiqh commonality among services, i.e., a high percentage

- _ of the coint es' Military Available being common to all four

services, ar'! 31 to represent reqionally meaningful clusters

of recriitinc; districts for the Services.

For purposes of this resoarch, 26 TA',; were defined which

account for (verv county in the Continental United States.

This strategy proides for national conclusions to be drawn

1W from the survey findings, as well -is indiif li1 'indii(,::

for the 26 TA's.

i1 Since each racki nq ir ea i o cont a it wui i vd i'i dd [(,,crkiit inq

''Districts for ,ach Srrvic(,, so (, cou nt i(,!; s ( e citr r m i han

ono TA. For all 26 areas the curnilat lve verl-) i- I [ -

v.* '- " .-. .•
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The percentage of Military Availables in the United States

accounted for by varying num~ber of trackinql areas is approx-

imately as follows:

Numnber Percent

of T.A's Military Available

Top 5 28.7

Top 10 52.9

Top 13 52.9

Top 15 65.1

Top 18 81.2

Top 20 86.8

All 26 100.0

-6'
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APPENDIX III

WEIGHTING OF RESPONDENTS

.* **. The need to compare characteristics of individual tracking

areas leads naturally to a study design in which the numbers

of respondents in each tracking area are approximately equal.

However, since the tracking areas contain unequal numbers of

military availables, we cannot estimate national statistics

by simply adding up the data for all the respondents; respon-

dents in larger trackinq areas should be weighted more heavily

than those in smaller tracking areas.

%W The respondent weighting system used in this wave repre-

sents an improvement over that of earlier waves. In the

first two waves each respondent was classified into one of

156 cells on the basis of tracking area, age, and race (13

tracking areas X 6 age categories X 2 races = 156 cells).

Qt The actual number of military availables corresponding to

each cell was estimated from census data. The weight for

respondents in a cell was then simply the estimated number

A-.. of military availables corresponding to that cell divided by

- . the number of respondents in the cell.

The problem with that weighting method was that forw
some cells with few respondents (such as blacks in certain

age categories in certain tracking areas) the denominator

of the weighting fraction was quit(- variable. This leJ to

weiqhts that varied considerably from cell to cell, an un-.

- desirable property since it leads to some loss of si-atistical

precision in the data.
A. -

The weighting system used since the Fall 1976 wave is

somewhat different in principle, in that fewer wic:i'ts li)v

* required. One weight is computed for each trackinq area

..'

.':"... , ~ * . . . .. .. .... . *, ,".. ,. .- ,
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and another for each age/race combination. The weighting

constant for each cell is simply the product of appropriate

tracking area and age/race weights.

Since fewer weights are computed by this method (26

tracking areas plus 12 age/race combinations = 38) than by

the old method (12 X 26 = 312) they are much more stable and

the variation between effective weights applied to individual

cells is reduced substantially. This should lead to some in-

crease in statistical precision.

The inclusion of females in the Youth Attitude tracking

"* study necessitated that population data be developed to be

used for weighting the female survey data. Specifically,

population data from the early 1970's has been used to weight
. the male data. The use of more current male population data
- was thought to be desirable. This would make the male survey

data more reflective of today's market and enable the male

and female survey data to be directly compared.
e.

DMDC provided estimations of the 1980 population of 16

to 21 year old males and females in each of the 26 tracking

areas. The use of total population data as the basis of the

- weighting procedure differs from what has been used in the

first 10 waves of the study. In 1975, (Wave 1) , Market Facts

.4 was given data that represented the Qualified Military Avail-

- able (QMA) population in each trckinj area. This was an esti-

mate of the population of 16 to 21 -ear old maleo- who met certain

- mental and physical requirements. This concept has not been de-

veloped for females. Hence, totail population fi,iures, as opposed

to qualified figures, were used to weiqht the female survey

data. With respect to weighting the male survey data, several
- options were available.

q

C -
C-*4bC C * C . ~ 2 . . C .' '

.; . *'.q' -. .* - * - . *..* *
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" - ''The first option was to continue to use the old QMA

data. This would have provided complete continuity with

the previous 10 waves. However, the male and female survey

data could not be compared, because of the differences in

the way each data set was weighted.

The second option was to use the QMA concept using

current male population estimates. While males and females

still could not be compared, it had the advantage of making

the weighting base more reflective of today's male market.
This option could not be exercised.

- The third option was to use the total population data.

This allowed direct comparisons between males and females.

The disadvantage, however, was the possible loss of continuity

.4 with previous waves.

In an attempt aid decision-making, Market Facts tab-

ulated the Fall 1980 propensity data for each of the 26

tracking areas. The data were run twice: first using estimated
QMA (option #]) figures and secondly using total estimated

- current population (.option #3) figures for weighting. The

.4 intent was to see what, if any, differences resulted. The

data are shown below in Exhibit A.

The two weighting schemes produced very similar data.
The largest (iffeiences were no qrater than .8 percentage

points. None of the diffcrences shown were !tafistically

significant. Hence, using current total population figures

d to weight the data did not appear to create any loss of

continuity within the male portion of the study. Changes

in propensity, therefore, could not be attributed to a

change in the weightinq methodology.

... :*4;"4 ,. . ..
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As a result of this modification in the weighting scheme,

the average age of the Fall 1980 male sample is slightly older

than the Fall 1979 sample (see Exhibit B). This reflects the

weighting scheme and aging of the U.S. population.

-.- q

S.1'

...

4"

'4- S*.
4, . .*. , .

°
.- . * -
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- EXHIII A

mAL. tIRUPL'S[HY uY TRACKINU ARLA
USIN TIWU UIFFERENT wEIGHrmN0 t3ASES:

LS1.-iATLU QPA VERSUS ESTIMA'TLu TOTAL PUPULATIUN

Army Air Force Navy Marine Corps

tTotal Total Totl Total
QIMA Pop. QLj MA - QF.A o M PUP.

Total u.S. 13.e 13.1 1b.Y 1b.b 13.3 13.1 11.U 10.8

NYL 7.1 7.1 7.b 7.b b.9 L.8 8.4 6.1

";lD/buf J. 13.1 1b. 1 1/.4 14.5 14.1 12.6 12.2

hrshq. 11.9 11.5 1b.9 o.5 I.4 12.1 7.4 7.5

WdISh U.L. j.7 .J 1b.8 14.9 11.) 11.4 9.9 9.5

Fla. 1.U Ib.5 24.5 ?4.U lu.9 10.8 1).3 lJ.U

Al/Ms/Tn 19.1 ib.b 27.27? .i 2u.0 Lu.3 14.1 1J.b

Sh 13.1 12.7 Iv.1 ±).I 14.u 13.o 11.7 11.1
* Mi/In. 1 .b 14.Z 15.1 1!. 1 0. b.5 9.9 9.18

Lhi 12.3 12.1 21.5 21.4 lh.o 1. 1u.5 10.3
N- M/I'b/iiL/SU 14.1 13.7 ZU.4 19.b 12.U 1.8 7.b 7.5

Tex 21.b 21.b 2 .1 26.3 1,.6 16.2 l.4 15.2

So. Lal. 8.9 6.4 l5. 14.6 13.? 12.5 8.i 7.b

No. Lal. b.9 6.4 1.b5 114.9 i).3 9.7 8.b b.4-A.

"ii. 9.t 9.3 J.7 9.t) I{.U 9.,1 12.5 12.5

bstn. 14.b 14.4 11.b 1).9 l.? 14.6 14.5 14.1

Pit. 1U.6 10.u I.7 le.4 1u.u Iu.4 7.9 7.h

- 1ich/N.L. h ?.2 14. u Z2U 21.? 1...7 114.4 1 /.4 1.3

S.L./Ula. e1.9 11.3 26.S 2. ., I [. ij.9 /U.) 19. t

Ark. lU. u 9. 21.4 20.9 1:.? 1U.i Si 5I5

- Ky. I,.3, I? 2l.b 21.0 1..5 h.5 I,.,; 1. u

Ue . Mns.. 11. ? U.[s zu..) [J.b 13.5 11.1 i',,
wis. 9.1, 9.) 14.b 1-.u t,. 9. 1.1

N.M./L01. 9.3J 9.1 , 1.9 J..s 13. u.5b I , t

~ ~ ws~i/reg.b.8 8.3 20.2 19~.5 1'ib1~~A

.. . . . u

'- , K. .J l. .. 4 l u u 1 . I . I . d b I
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L XH Ii II t.

SAMPLE AGE AND RACt PRUF II.E

-MAL L _S .F. . MALLS
Fall Fali Fall
179 '80

Age
lb 18.5 17,0 Io.1. 17 16.5 1/.3 1o.5
Id I/.5 17.U 1/.U19 15.6 It.? It).b ,,
20 14.b lb,5 17.1

14.1 lt.L 1b.5

Kace
_ White b5.4 85.U n4.2

Non-White 13.7 14.4 15.3
Refused 0.9 U.6 U.5

8ase: (5187) (51(b) (5251)

5,°

I-
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ri.'.I NO I,. Ny bS .S6 JU13 No, b"4
Ole No. ?2-0-0339
Card 1

M An, A,vl, iT~ D'vovOu. 1-10

INTERVIEWER IL L 1
____ NV ~ ____ 1 7

j jjj1 i
DATE TIME NEGAN VR4 'P Eaf ____AMP lEF1) ____ ______mIe

Hello. My name is 4' anet F ats . Inc ited .ie a,-e toiiducttflq a suriey to find oujt People's
att itues towaitard TiT and 'c-wia Ii... t,) iia~t .$-r opinion, Your household has been Chosen by chan~e 2
Amy infornma'.i~. you give j% wil! he kopt -rtilxntil tq riir firn.

-I Are ti"-4 v- people currentl l 
t
vn ny in wu hoisehbly Ii tte the ages 51' 16 and 21'

Yes No .2 -b'(TElR94INATE ANED RECOR4D (ON o22 )
rALL RECORDISHLET RLUSE 1,CREENR.)

2. How many People between the ages of 16 Arid 21 are currf-rtly 'mivi 9i In your house.5hold?

1 4 013 4ma 4 (23)

N ow. I ~IJ lio9to 4sk loud acouple oif Qoiestion% alirp.O each perso in yoji household between 16 and 21, (Starting
with the oloeStI

3. IS this person 4 mile 0, a female? (iVCnRD ThUEP (11. 3 A LOW

4. Hd* o&d 1% me-she? (RI COIi 'iOER Q(I. 4 BELOW)

5. Is he she :uier-tl~ a j.inijr on Senior 'N Lollnyc, a'o)n'ij graduate or iittndinq Graduate school? (RECORD

64. !s SC She uirrennt) in tihe mii Iary ser~ico, Ise Nutit'a CGuar~q or th' Re-.rve%? (RECORD UNDER IQJ. 6a BELOW)

6!. Hias Se/she euer serteI in the m litaly serxnce, tISO haional Guard or the R-serues? (R[COR') UNIR (3. 6b BELOW)

5r Has hetshe Seen accepted for 'p -lcr 11 a branrh if th.~ A,,red Forces ail -c. is wait ing for a date when he IS
- t., 'us on artine duity? (THIS CGi S NOT 14CLiJIA 7OT'. P[CR5- J~'ii: QJ. SC 3E.1.

011i)RD INFORMAT !ON BILOINI THEN CONTI P jF ASK 14f, rE l Alit. EICATi ON ANGi MIL ITARY SIRiI.[ STArUS. QU. 3, 4, 6 , 6., 6b, 6c
JP ,- YOU 1. PEOPLE iiETk.[EN 16 AND 21, FROM lCIIEST 70 YOJNGFST1

____ 1~W 3 5 64 _.65 Qu. 6cWie____e 16____T -I__r T-_?es -46 Yes l Mi3 es No Y s N

4 2T I M I M T I MT (24-29)
1 4 S IS' 1 4 2 ( 2130- 35)

AL itLLJ3 5 (42-47)

I L1 N, J 4id AL THOSE WHOi ANSI E"NO:' Q1 AND 6a Mfib AtND 6c. BOXED ClAwUtuS. STARTING WITHi* * h( .U * IlIJ ) Tm li W, O F THE P)JALIFYING ,'Nrc- PEOPLF H L OW. __

7H kmO-,1'FN' "LECYI~ 809 TO DETERMINE WHICH4 QiALIPI:4G PERV,114 S1011.0 B '-4 ;EL~frTED RESPOuDENT, UNDERImt JIi 'MN 'iiAUEo AJ.CTEI RESPOCNDIENT' CIILE THE N1IMRtIR INDICATING T~t P'ESON CHIEN,

- iand rL .Jul.inel in- Numh.- of 1(uali ~ 20p~ 3
Select xe'P ~dnt 14,1110

* ~~(Oldest. I ___ M F Iadrcr A..

(Neitt Oldestj 2. M F
- Next Olminst) 3, M F I (aY)

*.(Next Oldest) 4 M F 4

(ASK FOR FULL NA~i; 4 ,I.FCT D RESPOND4 NT. RECORD NAME ANI) IELFPiHiNE NUIMBER BELOWI.) Male Female

* N":e Telephne Pinier:

(IF Nor AT HOME MAKE AM APPO FNrMENT TO CALL BACK. MAKE UP TO TFN CALLBACX APPOINTMEMIS TO COMPLETE iNTERVIEW WITH
*PERSON SELECTED, RECORD DAT TIME VAI RESULT OFC EACHS APPO'INTMENT.)(9

I st App'ti Date ____time Result ... I ? 4 6 7 A (50)
2nd AppE;: Date _ ___Time Resmult..I ? 4 6 7 8 (51)
3rd Appt: Date Time _____Re$ilt . . 1 2 4 6 7 A (52)
4th App't. Dat e ____Time Result ... 1 2 4 6 7 8 (53)

a- 5tn Atpt; Date ____Time Result,. 1 2 4 6 7 A (54)
6thi App't. Date rime ReslI .. I ? 4 6 7 A is5)
Ith Apt Date Time ____Re%,,)t. 1 2 4 6 7 It(56)
8th Appt: Date T___ ime Result . I IS A 6 (57)
9th AppI; Date Time hesolt, 1 4 6 7 8 (58)
10th Dlp't; Date-------P Time Result,. 1 2 4 6 1 6

*,-.CIRCLE NIJMRER Or FINAL APPOINTHENT- RECORD RIES411T OfiF 1hAi APOINTMIHNT:

~~~ ~6 No answer......... ..............................
-~~ 2 i F~~isme olsmnne eI(nI'f order....................... .... (60)

I H (5 irmntenrn ,rmital 1 111il it y/l aQuage IiArror /Hand c pped /Ret rded ........ .... 4
4lfoa 9After 1,,alf icatii Io-dtermined........................6



- . , .- * - .. :

MARKET FACTS, IN.C IV) - -

Responde n- , - . ...- L 

14 rket F it A uC _- L . ',C - , - , 2

Tme Interview 8._q, rj A... . . . Ij M i- t 'e. .C . ] ' |

(if CONTiNU;NG SURVEY f f 'y,- L, . CIA "I lfS " -L*< ' A - . 2 ;'. a '. ''[' T.I N'. N

(REINTROUCE OJRSELF ANO O ARF; t' if THE ',kiEY ,K 7V. I.T E AEt , :r W

Hello. I'm 3if H6rt F3cts, -ay : plt;ase spea . 't

we & re C OnJAt Ing e.. y Ie ' jA ,o q Pe1l0' st It I!t e ..4r0 _. t

-per )

hav y,.'opi'o . tu C~?Oi "i --e ' I n' nj IM nA '.e An -jr-i y-.!

nb. nat Is t Ur r,. e e n , , if s. Ir 'i r Pihf. AIK ? C?. N. n- .AY -t if

:2. e Gor e " r l n . I Yeare. , ty ,. ' .-,+ - .. ' 1., . . r,

.. ' - . >

.- t y e , A , .P e c , a t o ..";, . I ! : , / , o , ., ' t /

c at 4 p&.--2Ia.~~~ ~ ~ Ar'yT ttn ci

. . S~~~~~econr-j iiea, of spe(. & -,i ,l .1 ear e , . o1 I : '

, I , ~ 3,--

o0 cat i r, r4' W" s~,I f KKPir ,4 ~

........... ................... 7,)I 3 3jn -- - - -- -. . -

k . Are you a ni gh nnIl graduate?

Yes .. . I--- - ,1 )t. 3e)

3d. HOw many years of school -ng nave yfU Lomoleted?

.ess than I yea, of High Scho'i - 2 erYS f .I V ,h,,

y ear ofe ngh Sconool . je s ' .'

.% 3e. Old you graduate fromt a 11gh SLMO0l yOU dttenjed -I .1 .ro e "''- " ,+' -
ging to night SCOQOl?

Atencdl nOiq srhnol - -

Night ScncOu 0
r  

Othe, ay

3f. Are yu Currently employed'

Yes '

3q. Are you ior, nq -u0 tine o, pact time' 0'

- ., me .31 32

,art time 2

31, No. let's talk ac,,t yntr t-plnj fitr the . Fe- Yea,, .a4 , ' ' - "
READ LIST. PROF wt'1 'ANY'wNG ELSF",. AC , jPTIL zN',.a-C': " .

Golng to .cno '

Diiiiq rotA mil

Other - t

Joining the serl.Ce

31. (if RESPONSE ABOVE It "-)o'. THt SEA VLf[. AAk
"
- ,-- i, at r . ' ,t ", . . -' . , -

branch would that bel 1CIV01 (LY ONE ANktHWfI NR ', I Ht! )U

3k. ghich type of %e-iice ,woul 'hat t) Actiop !)i ty. Qe e., , ,i' '- - - - ',, , , -
"NDEI OL. Ik 9ELOW.)

"OuP, "31.r 7e. ..
c of Service T ' +s: e , . .

Air Force. - * -56

Army wl/ aI . i IT)

(oast OG4:d lp ?'.

Marine Corps 4 - ~ I -,
he.,. . o"

Don't Koow 'franch - ------ ill- 1 ,l)

•- . ., - -. . - • . .- . . .... . . . .-. . .. -. . -• . .- . .o . . -



PA. .' ~ t _ ... , M . .. .. . . . ..

-'0;~~~~~ ra,:, "... ....

v~~~~' Is. ara J-1 yA "y

f 4 ;t ilI -I f A.W
lii L OW.

• ."t~ ,. mt i V ],nj sI It s -

Fui i-Timn Pa t-T im

A Almo t qi, ' Is ni Is. . . . . 1 (42) :43)

'"y dif f cl1i.... .. 2?

omewhat lifficult .......... 3 3

Nct dif(icult at all ......... 4 4

'JON' T P ,,A)) -*" 't kiOw .................. 5

4a. When ! mpe"''r' "frrd ServiCes" or "mi itay", which branch of Service do you thir.k of first? (DO NOT READ

ALTERNATIVE ANIfRl.. REC(ORD ONE ANSWER BELOW UNDER QU . 4a.)

Ti. ,fhat '. thie nit branch yrOu think of? (DO NOT RFAD ALTERNATIVE ANSWER',. RE(OkD ONE ANLWER BELOW UNDER Q(U.
4b.

4:-. Are :e,.r(, aty thp-' that come to mind? (DO NOT READ ALTERNAIIVE ANSWERS. RECORD ALL OTHER MENTIONS
u- _ BFLOW tIN5[R Q311. 4-_)

a 4 Qu. 4b Qu. 4c
r -rs t e o-nu Af O-ther
Mention Ment ion Mentions

Air For(( ................ --T-- (44) T--(45) - T----(46)

Army ...................... 2 2 2

Coast Guard ............... 3 3 3

Marine (orps .............. 4 4 4

Navy ...................... S 5 5

None ...................... 6 -*-(SKIP TO 6- (SKIP TO 6
(u. 5a) OU. s5c

5a hinw, I'm qomg to read you a list of several things which young women your age might do in the next few
op ars. For each one I read, please tell me how likely it is that you will be doino that. For Instance,
how likely is it that you would be... (READ STATEMENT)? Would you say "Definitely", "Pruouly", "Probably
Not" , or "lefinitely Not"?

Don't
STAR' AT "X" Probably Oefinitely Know/
.S ,-rR(CION_,_ Definte y  Probably Not Not Not Sure

Wrrkinq a, a wa, Ieii in a restaurant 1 2 3 4 5 (47)

Working at a desk in a business office ..... 2 4 5 (48)

a rvnq in the military ................. ... .? 3 4 (49)

ok in q is a sal,-swoman .................... 2 3 4 5 (50)

Serv nl in the NiLi nal Guard ..... ....... I 3 5 (51)

Is that ths ...

Air Nat. Guard.... I

or, Army Nat. Guard .. 2 (52)

. (DON'T RFAD) -- *" Don't know ........ 3

( f )Rr'~ nti Rer',es......................I-- . 4 5
A

Is thatI the ..

, Air Force Reserve .... 1

Army Reserve ........ ?

Coast Guard Reserve . 3 (54)

- Marine Corps Reserve .4

or, Navy Reserve ......... 5

(DON'T READ) -"Don't know ........... 6

"ervin in the T,'. Guiard (Active Duty) .. 1 2 3 4 S (5')

Aervinq in the Arir Frc (Aitiv Dsityl... 1 2 13 4 )i

S e,vinq in the At F .rce (Active Duty) .... 2 3 4 5 (56)
.. ) ,,,inq in the" Marine Corp. (Active ntity).. 1 2 3 4 5 H

v . , . the Navy (Acti .v Duty) 1 2 3 4 (59)
-oin ioTe arneCir- (ctv D.t...

Lrr rATsir No Rrwi A~vF-.--1 T -w7-9-W--OF "4' HAS BEEN rl1T~~ TA HTEOU
, ERV:CS, SKIP TOI , ,. Ii A CODE "5, OR SOMF COMI NATION OF CODES "3", "4" 5'"5", RAS 3

- HA', llfFN I R F n fie r AHO '0 rI(JR SERVICES, SKIP 0 YELLOW OPN END ANSWER SHEtT.



OMB iP22-R-i3339 P3) 3
Job No. 640s.

St5. You said triut you are ikely to serve in an ac, ive br rn r, f he milit~ry. J! o

Extrenily fliey ... (60)

Very liliely ..... 2

Somewhat I ikely .... 3

or, Sligotly likely.......... 4

Sc. When do you think you wilIl join the military services? (READ ALTERNATIVES)

Within 6 months...........................

Between 6 mo~nths and one year............... 2 (61)
M ~ore than 1 year but less than 2 yeirs..3

2 years or more ............................ 4
(0O NOT READ)- jo-Don't know ............................... 5

1% 5d. Do you expect you would enter the service as an enl isted mxin or as an officer'
(62)

Enlisted man.............1I
-. Officer ................. 2

-------------------------------------------- GO TOYELLOW OPEN END ANSWER SHEET -------- -------- -------------------

5e. You said that you are unlikely to serve in an active branch of the military. Would yo be ...

Extremely unlikely ........ 1

Very unlikely............. 2

Somewhat unlikely......... 3 (63)

or, sl ightly unlikely......... 4

*Sf. Whxy would ou not be likely to enlist in one of the active duty military services? (DO3 NOT READ

Do not want to serve in military; unspecified ........... 1-

Have plans for civilian job...................................... 2-

Separation/being apart ........................................... 3-

Danger/fear of injury ............................................ 4-
Loss of status of milIitary vs . civilIian career
(e.g., a person can do better than being a soldier)...............S..

Negative military experiences by father/friendis....................6-

-. Lack of personal freedom......................................... 7-

-. Living conditions ................................................83- (64-65)

-. Pay inadequate ................................................... 9-

Have to make a long term conmmittment..............................-.1

Don't know enough about military life/not enough information
to make decision............................................... .2

Other (SPECIFYf) ___________________________-9 (66-78 open)

Don't know...................................................... .-X 79 80

GO TO YELLOW OPEN E40 ANSWER SHEET

11

%,
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Job No. 6405-2
Page 4

Card 3
Now. let-, go on 'a another svbjft. 1-70

(11-28 open)
Ha. In the last six months, have you had any contact with a military recru iter representing the active

military?

-__ Yes ...... I 7 No ........ 2---w(SKIP TO QU. Bc) (29)

8b. How were you in contact with the r !cruiter? (REAO EACH STATEMENT. START WI N THE "Xd" ITEM.)

START AT "X"
"'. (SEE INSTRUCTIONS) In the Last

Six Months
Le oi

Have you gone to a recruiting station and talked
to a recru iter ... .. ............ ........................................... 1 2 (30 )

Have you talked face-to-face with a recruiter somewhere
other than at a recruiting station ...... .......... ........................... 1 2 (31)

Have you heard a recruiter give a talk at your high school ....................... 1 2 (32)

Have you talked to a local recruiter by telephone ............................... 1 2 (33)

8(r. (ASK EVERYONE) In the last six months (RCAO EACH 4
STATEMENT. START WITH THE "X'd ITEM.)

Yes No

- Have you received recruiting literature in the mail .............................. 1 2 (34)

( Have you discussed the possibility of enlistment with (35-39 open)
-- frieids already in toe service or who have been in

the servi(e .................................................................... 1 2 (40)

Have you ever talked with a guidance counselor at school

about possible enlistment? ..................................................... 1 2 (41)

r.C, Have you talked with a teacher at school about possible
enlistment ..................................................................... 1 2 (42)

Have you talked with your boyfriend or husband about
Possible enlistment ........................................................... 1 2 (43)

Have you talked with one or botl parents about
possible enlistment ............................................................ 1 2 (44)

, - I )Have you taken an aptitude or career guidance test
- in high school given by the armed services ..................................... 1 2 (45)

-. , ( )Have you made a toll-free call for information about
* . the m ilitary ................................................................... 1 2 (46 )

Have you asked for information about the military
by m a il .......................................... ............................... 1 2 (4 7)

- -. , Have you been physically or mentally tested at a
m ilitary exv m ininq station ..................................................... 1 2 (48)

.'t

-'.

.4W,

d-

. -.



Page 5 ," '-0339
• _." J,!'; 64%5.

,I have several more qj(:st'ons atS.ut ml Itary rect vters. 'N "" 1. 'fa, 4. U ' 3 kWI;, ; . TO-

3u. 9b.,

9a. Have ,.u ever had any contact with any military rec'ulter?

Yes ...... 1 No ........ e - . P PAGE 6. ,u. 1G3) (49)

9b. You say you have been in Lontact with a military recruiter. What bronch or branches of the ser'ice 'id
they represent? (RECORD BELOW. PROBE.) Any other military recruiter? (Pi"OBE UNTI, UNPRODJCTIVE.)

IDon t
Air Force Army______ f . r . Na, [ Know

Recruiters represented 1 2 3 4 6 (50)

9c. (IF "AIR FORCE", "ARAY", OPI
"MARINE CORPS", ASK:) Did
the (NAME SERVICE) recruiter (SKIP TO
represent the (READ ALTERNATIVE (51) (56) (61) PAGE 6,
ANSWERS - EXCEPT FOR "DON'T QU. 10a)
KNOW")? Air National Army National Marine

Guard .. Guard .... Reserve ..

Air Force Army-F I
Reserve.. 3 Res rve .. 3)

-GT X NH"ON OTTO
PAGE 6, QU . 10a

Active Air Active
N, Force ... I Active Army..1 Marines...

'-' Don't know. 4 Don't know.. .4 Don't know.. 4

9d. Did the (NAME SERVICE)
recruiter contact you first, (52) (57) (62) (66)
or did you contact him?

Recruiter contacted first ... 1 1 1 1

Respondent contacted first .. 2 222-. go. How adequate was the information
you got from the (NAME SERVICE)
recruiter? Did he give you... (53) (58) (63) (67)

All the information you
wanted ................... 1 1 1 1

Most of it ................. 2 2 2 2

* or, Very little ................ 3 3 3 3

* 9f. Was your attitude toward joining
(NAME OF SERVICE) more or less
favorable than before you talked
to the recruiter, or didn't it
change? (54) (59) (64) (68) so

More favorable . I I I

Less favorable ............ 3 3 3 3

Didn't change ............. 2 2 2 2

-GO TO NEXT BRANCH OR IF NO OTHER BRANCH GO ON TO PAGE 
6
. QU. 10

9g. Was that...(READ ALTERNATIVES) (55) (60) (65) (69)

Much more favorable . 1 1

Slightly more favorable ... 2 2 2 2

Slightly less favorable ... 3 3 3 3 (70-78 open)

Much less favorable ... 4 4 44 19 L4Ji1J

ZdI QU ," •

".;,

-'--p. ., ' X ,. .' . . , ,. ' ,. -, .'> , '" . ' -. : - . : . .. ,., --: : ,:" -. .-- . . , .' . > . . - -



Job NO. h4U',
Card 4

WTLAT-10

0Ida. I'd like to reid several job charartersticr.. After I read each ciaracteri.tic, please tell me how
Important you feel it would be in choosinq a job. (READ FIRST CHARACTFPIT[() Do you consider that

Fx~trorney Importat, Vey _Torant_, Fa irymportant, or Not Important Af All? (REPEAT FOR EACR
Not

LAl "4 ',EF N",lPlILiII' Extremely Very fairly Important Dcn't
-e cImportant Important Important At All Know

Teach,--. you a vilueble trade or skill 1 2 3 4 ! (12)

i) tives you the .ob you want ............... 1 2 3 4 5 (1j3

Gives Vou an opportunity for a good
t 'ify (if . ......................... . 1 2 3 4 5 (14)

-etirement Income ....................... 1 2 3 4 5 (15)

Enjoy your job .......................... 1 2 3 4 5 (16)

- Devpl,piny your potential ............... 1 2 3 4 5 (17)

lot cjritv, i.e.. a steady job ... 1 2 3 4 5 (18)

. GuooJ m :ove ............................. .. 2 3 4 5 1191

Provldep money for ldlcation ............. 1 2 3 4 5 (20)

I, a c .,,e-r you cao be proud of .......... 1 2 3 4 5

'ov'oes mp,!,rdl and dental benefits ... 1 2 3 4 5 122)
oO

. T;ain.. you for leadership ............... 1 2 3 4 5 (23)

" 'roi ,dc men inm woien equal pay
a! I ',:,Portunit/ .. . .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. ..  1 2 3 4 5 (24)

I lil Ly for advancemeit ............. 1 2 3 4 5 (25)

(1o. t ., qnlmm( to reread the list of Job characteristics. As I read each characteristic, please tell me whether
.-u 1..,l it wiuld be more likely to occur in military service or in a LIVilian job. or could it occur in

, . VEAD FIRST ChARACTERISTIC. IF "MILITAPY"/"CIVILIAN" ONLY. AS9:) Would you s3y that would be
' -". "imuch more likely or somewhat more likely to occur In (the military service/a civilian job)?

Military Either Civilian
-.;TART ,i " " SL INSTRUCTIONS) Mu h Sewhat Military Much - ,eat

More More or More More
Ce!arters)t ic _Lk el Likely Civilian Likely

. I , -1ats you wel ................. 2 3 5 4 26)

', acnes you a valuable trade or skill - 1 2 3 5 4 (27)

P.e', yoo :he job YOu want ............. 1 2 3 5 4 (28)

~,5you an oopirtunity fir a
uoo., fa ily life ..................... 1 2 5 4 (29)

i,,ti- m-., nt inCo'n .. ................. ... 1 ? 3 5 4 (30)

,n.loy your job ......................... 1 2 3 S 4 (3 )
oe ) levelopinci ymijr potential .............. 1 2 3 5 4 (32)

I , " .. Iji'iy. iP . a -.teady job ......... 1 2 3 5 4 (33)

i ,,. nco ,i- ............................ 1 2 1 5 4 (34 1

)P, nvIde. money for education ........... 1 2 3 5 4 (35)

) Is .er yuo r an be proud nf ........ 1 2 3 5 4 (36)

' .' ,d- .. al ad dental benefits . I a 5 4 (31)

t , , , fo, l adei'rship .............. 1 2 3 S 4 (38)

'-.ido", -vn and wnMen equal
" . p)y v,.d1 nlpor(unily .................. 1 2 3 5 4 (39)

lpport'mty for advancement ............ 1 2 3 5 4 (40)

Iii, . I m ',l-Pq to read you a list of jobs. For each job I read, please tell me how interested you might be in
inq that kind of work. The first job is ...(READ FIRST JOB) Would you be "Extremely Interested, "Very
;,ttrp.tod", "Sliqhtly Interested", or "Not At All Interested" in workinq as a... (READ F

I
RS

T 
JOB)

START AT "X" Not At
)S lE INSTR( TIONU) Extremely Very Slightly All

- , Interested Interested Interested Interested

I . pi m . . technician ...... .............. 1 2 3 4 (41)

4 , ) ) erret,,ry.................. ................. .1 2 3 4 (42)

*. ) Air t,,ffic rontr Iler ... .............. 1 2 3 4 (43)

( ) ilraft %in ............................ . ? 3 4 (44)

cc I 'iuritv -jard ......................... 1 2 3 4 (45)

P idical tech.1i ~a.. ....... ............. 1 2 3 4 (46)

7
*' "* ."--", ' %*"- • " -'-. .. -." ", . "-" -." *-'-'-- . -. .'' - " , *". ",," ".*-. -,'w '"" \ ,

'# ', ,. - , -,..,• "*"*, -
%i



-~~~ 115~. I sp now . 45il) t,,4. (I a s!~.i., o i- .t* .. ''

WGUld YOU Sun that yu,;rine o jiSaure! w~ith t V l .

jib. iF "AGREE", ASK:) n yw~ strong ly qoji'.'. oofl.-aO I .qrp, . dj,44

4uo

Cr I lu Aq. 2

Aqr
4
c 5 t

Ilt. (IF "DISAGREE", ASK:) Do YOU Stror.q'1 ydi Sal _e,**' ,. Iai-n 4 i4r .. ..

12a. Frcnn t ime to time peupe nun dlsus nlnal
4  

, ry ,'' 'rlo .1-t V' ~ ' '~ '.
group. If a mi I 1,ry draft were ever to c. e r.-sa' Y, TS~t tr 1 . t4, '
PeOO?e for M(i'ttd V SelviCe. "ii1. W.,.)d yC. 'ree P Ile..~" ' na 1, .;.''vt~ .nr
pl an' That is. jjl a yr. tbe. .(READ AL T Z%;,~'

Stronqly in, favor # z

Somewhat in favnr if t

Neither n 'avcr ni a qa-'it it.

oiiewhar against it.

or, Strongly agaiws it..

12b. I f you personal ly were 4eqai red to req ister under such a ola',, 'd yo.. be no, e -ely. o.- 1,%s l~k'.&y *..
consider joininq one of the active dutv r''ltary services'

*More likely............ - 0 .-..1 U, C.

Less 'ikely.........4 "'C' "rn~ .e,

D1onE't know ....... 55or.nt ":-e '- V .

or, Just5 a 'te *iort. Ikely

(1U. 13 NOT USED)
14a. As far as you Mw do the military services offer injiv duals 4 cast* bo,,as fo- e. 'St'ng7

Yes... No......... T :)4

lab. Now 'much is this bionos? Ever if you aren't sje. :ileas- qv.e 'T : ffi.i ti,s I'

Less than SSOC ..... S?.( v, 9

$1.OO - 199 .. ........ 35,.D'

$1,500 S 1.999........ 4 .

15a. As for as you know, what is the start inj MflNTn~y D4J for anI' isi, j * t .vW a"~ . . ~ 's.
deducted?-

15b. The start ing monthly pay for an en! isted mn' is $501 .03. Ki'o~ing tn's, Pw ' jY, be 1 I2' I-e' ~ A' t
Consider Joining one of the active duty military services'

More likely........] 0w r th'" !i
Not more likely......4 *~4

Don't know.'i,'*.... '

%' .%%l5 1 p '. 'i
4~~*A



0048 *22-11.Oliq Page 8

f62)

I '<I -1, d' v' ~t 4, . f I' t5 *'l' -,Iwy offe.'.. As' ~ead a $#rift of
nh,, ,, tI.,r. .I! t' Ar, o, -j iv, ',, e Iel' me~ If yi'. tv, nk -t ii, true of the

Don't

~~~ '911L'~ .~ NO know

4rUrnef.ts I~ .' 'I . Ie.'e't. . 1 2 A (611

c' h*el "'" v- in %"O
9

? . 1 2 K 5

Tv' -),e e 7 t , ne wli ..U, e,rt 1. if 0oJ are %&fried
!.'. j, ,o. t 1inge? . 1 . 2 M6)

a,' -- ,at , t il ass.~tane be jw t:r attendins; trade ar vucational school. 2 a(7
vni.. -a~c at ion' beefit . f'etae 'o.0 u iphii - or ci' 11en it you

- :1 . . . _ _ - I - . . . . - 1 . . 2 A(68)

10 ov , .0111-0am, nnio0r ne~t toj go to %chnl . Cl. in. *.'lceivr youjr
ci.'tioftal benefits In 3"* as pamn? _....... ....... 2 1(69)

Do 4 '. er",ice% P,''nIie tilt %ane educat omal beref i t' % .. ... . IF (70)

"ivn:tavs a Tw qu.estion,, to flp .s. pit our' part ic tpa.ts '.'ti proper groups. Remember that the Information

A' -A r' 1.~ rited. single. separ'atedi or divorced?

Plarriod .. . ......... P ... A. ~
?-g''le .. . . . ... I7

'Separated/Dvord/Widowed. 3

-~~~ ~~ n' )4 ~m.'~. h ~ 12 mnonths?

VP ... I o0........ 2 (
1 wha.t wd the highest odiaational level Your father coemieted? If you are not smre, pleae give we yojv best

Dlid Tint 100plete hligh School..............I Finished college (four years).................6~6U*Finished hig~h %-honl or eq.,lvalent ,...2 Attended graduate or professional school .... 7

Adult education pruqran ......... 3 Obtained a graduate or professional degee . (73)
Susines% r tr.e~ school ......... 4

i ',soev- colleQe ... . . . .. . . . .. . . .

19. What (are/were) yo~ur avEerage g3rades in high school? (READ LIST OF GAWOS)

A'% and 9'%............ I-

S's and § . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 (00 NOT REAW"11110 oe% not apply .......... 5
ioC's and. D'%............3 [on' remember............6 (74)

W%' and ti-li...........4

. V.1I. W~hat -ritJ'i''l program. tare pila/wpre you) in, in high itfcol' (READ P.&UIhAIvES1

Qwi College preparatory ...................I
Comercial or business training . 2 (

7
10)

vocational ............ .............. 3

;P1 w.'fh a' tive filminq .. athrriaf cs rourse%, if any. did you take and pa.% In high school?

lientac.e Alqe"ira.......I Intermediate Algebra..........S
4 Plane !eo#"try...........7 

T
rigonometry....................6 (76)

FluSiftfss math.................I Calculi%............ ..........

01w ~~~Coa',ter sc iprce .. .. .. .. .. ....4 Physics .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ....
(IlMhi R(ALI)"*'Non of these ...

a.. I/. 0.1 Viu take and puss any %c'itce roures in high school which covered electricifty or electronics?

Vt 01 N........ 2 (71)
'I Just in bie iure we are reproseiliirg all groups Ino. urepeaetl whether you decrbe yoursel

a READ 11.7) norsre.pestel t IIi ref

Slack. .................................. I

Asian or Pacific Ilanwdei...............3 (75)
.1 v1%;0 &Aeficao Indion or Alaskan Native... 4

.i. it MfiPanic %Ileo. Am., Puerto Rican,
~iiCubant, 'Ither Latin AP.)......... .. 7, 9 j~ so

a(9')NT RFAl Refused......... ........................6

GOT WOE4EN NWRW .PG 10. Q11. Z4 AND ns TO ilun Rs, rP00unLm -!ADO(51.IF[ PHE ftIPMEN AND0 SOCIAL SECURITY iNUMUM.

.4. %



" 011s #2, -R-033,
Job No 6320

'- 'd Page 1(

.... 26. Name of Respondent:

Address:

City/State: Zip Code:

Telephone Number: /

27. Next, I would like to know your Social Security Number. Because of a recently
enacted law. I nust tell you that the authority to request this information is
given in 10 USC 136, Providing this information is voluntary on your part and
there are no consequences if you choose not to do so. This information is needed

for our records.

Uhat is your Social Security Number?

iL 1I i ]Ii i 69  Nonf ... 0 Refused... X

Your opinions have been very helpful and I appreciate the time you took to participate
in this survey. Thank you.

TO hAKE THIS A VALI" INTERVIEW, PLEASE RECORD THE TA, STATE Arid COUNTY N4UMBER FROM YOUR ,

CALL RECORD FOMI.

(77-78 open)

70 F 1J 76 79 0MJ 80

BE SURE TO RECORD "CO~1PLETED INTERVIEW" CODE 8 ON SCREENER UNDER RESULT OF FINAL ATTE PT.
ATTACH OPEN END ANSWER SHEET AID SCREENER TO BACK OF QUESTIONNAIRE.

Time Inte'view Ended: A/-/PM

11

to

at.
4#

4'_
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at' .t -;- 1 1' V

.. 11F "10 HRA 'F I

"MA INF CrN E ) '' 5 ,z 3 ,'
fti,. 'NAM( q PV L r-, j ter i

r -j, ->ent th ,F LTfi0ATlvE ,51) I - 61
A'. W'A - FXCI PT R T )UP tr' I

KN' , ? Air Nati, r, a I Ar- i t at M n1 1a ''
G oa , u G a rl . . . . .. '- -

Air rvr-e FF Ar.my I""'"Reserve,, 3_1j I Liesnrue 3.]

L 9 NETAFNkAi r'67-R AA, A: i

For e . I At ive Army..) I Marines... 1 ,

,hrt know. 4 0ot Know. .4 Don't snow..

9d. Did the (NAME ',FRVICF)

recruiter (ontai you first, (521 (5)) (62) (66)

or did you conta, t him?

Recruiter contarted fir't... 1 1)

Respondent contacted fir st . . 2 2 2 2

9e. How adequate waS the information
you got from tiiie (NiME SE-VRJCE)

recruiter? Did he give y( ... (53) (58) (63) i 6 i)

All the information ou
wanted................... . 1 1

t'..'."." Most of it-- - -- - -- --... ....- 2 2 2

or, Very ! little , ....... ....

9f. Was you, at t tide toward )uiling
(NAMF O (L F ICE) more or less

, fav'r i1l, than before You talked
the rei ritpt , or 'lidn'' it

S t e) (59) 64) r6r-

lso fayiratle (IV ] I

* I i f av ,an le ) I .

L." "GO Ti NFT 3RANCH(IR IF NO OTHER SRANC l GO ON TO PAGE 6 2'l.

--F- -- --- _

99. Was that (AP iW Al T PNATI T 155[ (60 (6s,,

Mur I more favorab,, .I... ..

"I' ,;htlv more favor abl, . 2

r l Ightly l,',
,  

tavoratv i' ... 3 I I
uMuch less fav,ti . .... 4 44 I

.< , N tT w? ' ? tr ii .it , H - ,r ,m . ; ,

.................................................. ...



OMB *22-R-'3 19 rage 6
Job No. sA(5-1

Crd A
,.,p -- - If

lOa. I'd I Ke to rea. soerai job nra-teristlcs. Afte' -cad e ah characte, i s, o'ease tel ,no ho.
important yoiu feel z ,r;ull !,e in cho sinq a b.b. ,PAD FRCT CHARACTC4,S' ' yo cos e, thV.
Extreel, mrtant Very In' p a ri Fa I y Imnot 11! , Or N,t 11ortAnt At A ' R7 [-A' POP EArH
CHAR T R! T C . . ... .

Not
START AT "x" SEE INSTRCC.ONS E Vet7  Fai'y :mportaft cn't

SCharacter itc Important ~- t ant Impor tant At Al'i Kno.

Employer treats you well ........... .. 1 2 3 e 5 11

Teaches you a valuable trade u, ki ' 1 3 4 5 12

Gives you the job you want ...... 2 3 4 5 13

Gives you an Opportunity for a good
family life ....... .... ............ ... 2 3 4 5 (14

-.[. I I Retirement income .. ......... ........... 2 3 4 .. I5)

Enjoy your job .......................... . 2 3 4 '!6i

Develcoing your potential .............. 1 2 3 4 5 '17)

( Job security, i.e., a steady lab ........ 1 2 3 4 5 '1p;

Good income ........ ..... ...... ........ 1 2 3 A 5 (191

Provides money fOr eAucation ............ 1 2 3 4 5 (20

Is a career you can be proud )f........... 1 2 3 4 5 (21

Provides medical and dental benefits .... 1 2 3 4 5 (22;

Trains you for leadership ............... 1 2 3 4 5 (23)

Provides men and women equal pay
and opportunity ....................... 1 2 3 4 5 (24)

" C Opportunity for advancement ............. 1 2 3 4 5 (25)

lOb. I mi going to reread the list of job characteristics. As I read each characteristic, please tell me whether
you feel it would be more likely to occur In military service or in a civilian job, or could it ocrur in
either one? (READ FIRST CHARACTERISTIC. IF "MILITARY"/"CIVIL!AN" ONLY, ASK:) Would you say that would be
much more likely or somewhat more likely to occur in (the military service/a civilian job)?

Militar Either Civilian
START AT "" (SEE INSTRUCTIONSI Much Somewhat Military MWuh Som-ewhat

More More or More More

Characteristics Likely Likely Civilian Likely Likely

Employer treats you well . ........... 1 2 3 5 4 (26)

Teaches you a valuable trade or skill .. 1 2 3 5 4 (27)

Gives you the job you want ............. 1 2 3 5 a (28)

' ) Gives you an opportunity for a
good family life ..................... 1 2 3 5 4 (29)

Retirement income ................. 2 3 5 4 (30)

I)-Enjoy your job ..... ........ ........... ? 3 5 4 (31l

Developing your potential ................ 2 3 5 4 2

Job security, ie., a steady job ......... 1 2 3 5 4 (33)

Good income ............................ 1 2 3 5 4 '34)

. Provides money for education ........... 1 2 3 5 a (35'

Is a career you can be proud of ........ 1 2 3 5 1 (61
Provides medical and dental benefits .. 2 3 S 4 (3''

Trains yru for leadership ............... 1 2 3 ' 138)

1 ) Provides men and women equal
pay and opportunity .......... ....... 1 2 3 S 4 .391

1'Opportunity for advancement ............. 1 2 3 5 ! 4aO

." o
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lair . 10 6401-1

Ila. in n, ) 0, ,. i ,i. .' ,. ,. . . ,. , .... -,,.t .r you 4qr" or d Isagree
Swi th It ?

Req' ' 0! 14 'd I) . 1 i !I I 't'listr f,,- the Waft is (41-46
'i...,,.arv to .. ito tt , ',,%' f., ) A p ' ca. open)

Woul you say that you a or , 3";' t, w . t 1 , ,.,en t?

Aee . I I' rI..a ... 2 -*-(SKHP 1) 1P . lc) (47)

i b. (It "AGR[ A", . K:. N r i, 1! nly iq r+e. A' , i .hq , , ej Iiw's? ju t a little?

Str nq1ly trire,. .... 1

,c, al A,, ..... ....... 004- r IP in Q® . lid) (48)

Aqr~p jiust a l~te...

Ilc.(IF "DISAGREE", ASK:) D, you strongly disapre., npnerlly disagree, or disagree just a little?
'rhnq i y P I s iqr........A

'e,"r"al }y Dlseiqrn.. ,........5

Disasree lust a Lit . . 4

lid. All 18 and 19 year old mnalos are now required to r-gister to, the draft. If a mandatory draft were ever to
become necessary this regist ration list wolud be used 'n select people for military service. How do you
personal ly feel about the dr, ft elistrat'cr reiuiremeni? Are you

- ?..'Srongly in favor of it .............I

' n(mewhat in favor of it ............ 2

N ither in favor nor d'aaint it 3 (49)

Somewhat against it ................. 4

or, Strongly against it ................ 5
lie. Compared to how you would fe(l if there were no draft registration, does the r.rrent registration require-

ment make you more )r less likely to consider joining one of the active duty military services?

p tMoir likely .......... L --- " W. Would you be

Less likely .......... 4 Much more likely ........ I

Don't know ........... 5 Somewhat more likely ...... 2 (50)

or, Just a little more likely. 3

12a. Did you have to register for the draft? (51 open)

Yes ....... I No ....... 2----I'(SKIP TO QU . 13) (52)

12b. When you reqistered, did you check the box on the form to request information about military enlistment
_. programs?

Yes ....... I No ....... (53)

13. If people registering for the draft were also required to take a mental arid physical examination, our
. . - readiness to respond to a national emergency would he ln reased What do you think about being required to
- take a mental and physical exam in addition to registering for the draft. Are you

Stronqly in favor of it ...........

Somewhat in favor of it ............... 2
Neith'r in favor nor against it ....... 3 (54)

Somewhat against it ................... 4

or, Stron ly against it ................ 5

14a. As far as you know, do the mi itary services offer individuals a cash bonus for enlisting?

Yes . I No ........ 2---.)'(tilP TI 1I l'Ia) (55)

14b. How much is this !)onus
? 

Even if you aren't sure, plea),, qive me y0ut best ques,. (DO NOT READ)

ies 
, 
than $501. .......... I $2,000 - $2,491 ..... .S

. - S99 ............ ,SO - .qq ...... (56)

$1,000 $,.4q ... I $3.000 or more.

11,999..........g4 Docn't know........I

15a. As far a', ynu kow., what is It hart Ing MlNTlilY ay fot an FNIiTED MAN in the military -- before taxes are
dedu( t ed?

- .5.-60)

15b. The starting monthly pay for an ensted man is 1501.00. Knowing this, would you he morp likely, or not to
consider joining one if the a(tive dut y Mil it, dry .rvi.'

More I kely .... . ] - -- Wouid that h.

Not mcne likely 4 Much mirt ,, .......

Don't know ...... ... 5 Somewhat Ii , likely .... 2 (61)

:J or, Just a lit! i, more likely .3
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16d. D. you think the. iallt j i,'y rocs ofier tin i . hot' l -tn I n e
1
, Invo' tre ., I-

16t. rhe 'i Ltat y S.rt1!iC do Of e- financtal s-ipp(,t for ,oo I inq ft,r yu leIi 'in service. i'd like to

find out what kinds of e(iucit ina! i'5itanC ? i', th n.. th n . ', tarY offers. A, I read d st.ries of

questions about Ahi.t thn i"I 'tar, nay or may ,rt offer plea.e It I m', "Yes" It you think It ts li,'i of tne

milttar,' and "- , th in L . clt

START P " '" Don' t

(See Instruct cits , . .No 0nm

0 oyou have to :ortrihii tv ttn "I(I. i it r , li t i, 1 1 r i t

receiue edio(t ndt boeiefLt,' 1................................. ; 0 (63)

Is there a 1 linit on the anoint oi t0i ion thi tht 'I yllt , y w I; pay? ........ 2 1 14

) San w u receive monthly living expense money wh I; ie , .noot ............ ... "6 ,

Do you receive mote moroy tonelp it your edcdt tn i yt d'.'

marico hatI iF yn, , .t e' ................. ....... . . . . . x ,

Can educoc.i,,nal ass!stance be usej ror atti.ntinq trave ir vt t, onal school . 2 (6'

Are yuur educ at ion benefits transferalto to you'I Spou t ot Jn rOili it you

re-en list? .................................... .............................1 6I

if You re-enlisit in ,.hoSe oct to )o to 5uht,.u, tan C0c, rve jur

el-. tional benefit, in one c pai! nntl.....? . ........................... I x 6 ,

I Do a!
I 

tt:e se5.lces prooide the sa'e dut-it 'ouJ hjI--t- Is? .................. . . ....

Now. : nave fea questions to hel us put our partIcipants into proper groups. Remember that the information

you gie us is completel) confidential.

17a. ;,re you married, s!ng)e, ,epirated or dored?

Mar,- ed ..... .............. I -40-( SKIP tO Q1 .In

Single ....................... 7

ttnpar ated/tituoroil- a ,J. vtod . 3

17o. Do A,, pian to ma, ry is tme n-t 12 m iths'

. I 2 .... (12

16.' gnat was the hitjhest edutat tonal level yjor rtn t -p qltcco it vtt are no', surn, popise (luve me your ost
gues.

Did not cmpiett high school ............ F)nIshed cotllge (four year, ............... 6

Finished high school or equivalent ...... 2 Attendel yraduate or pofessiona! school . . . 7

AduIt educta i program ................. .3 Otbtained a graduate -,r tr:fessionat degree .. 8 (13) f "

Business or ,rade school ..... ........... 4

join co I lIege .................. ......... 5

19. What (areieru) your average grades in high school? (hRtAl L'OT OF GRADES)

A's and R's .......... 1

B's and Cs .......... 2 (U,, NOT REAJl.- s not apply ......... I

C's and D's ... ....... .3 nt remember ......... 6 (74)

0 's and beiow ......... 4

Win 20. at cd -al on progr i ire iou/were yo) in, in hiqh ,,hol t RAD ALTFRNA 'tI l

Cotllee prepat'at I, V ...... ..........

Cowaner
, 
tat t'r bus nt tutointi .T I 5)

vot at Ional . .. ... 3.. .. ...

21. Whr-h of tie fo1 aIn rhatiinu.ai r 1f uin, Iut y n -, r pui1 0. 0100 hot'

Elc,er,,tary Algebra ............. St,,. Idit t lq0ota .

Plane Geonitr ............... , i t !.it r V .. . . . . t, /6

S; 'uune'. math ................... ......

Compuliter ,-n ........... 4 ...i..

fONl hi Ott1 0wNui 1o4

22. [ld you tac and pass any s' uenoe ocurse, in high ohtt nr d. it is.' r't tr i t.t e, t, t trottics'

Yes. I , .(. ?)

?3. . u.l tit ' re :r at., reopri,'t,'t i I -, . it', .. r Ing e o teir ah0,Tti ,r I s' yiurself

as, nIsAD i ISt(

wi,lu,"inor t a i ... .... . iq 3 J nci.'* .a

- B I, r k .. . .. ... .. ... .. . . ... . . .

F GO no~~ aRn OF #f1W P E anNWRSdE" lAt t,0.14AD2 flR R.

RAMP,~ ~ ~ me At1o', >u2 nf~ Nlird, v11 I, a t~ol Niikf-4
I,.:,- -----......... ..- --.. ..... .. . ...... ... . ......... ....... .
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I (01h '?-Pll0339
- jut) No 0320

26. Nare of P s pordon t ________

Addr~ss:____________

City/State: -l-ip Code:___

Tcle .honc Number: __ __

27. rue> t ,I woulJ I ilc to knc . ,onr Sod i-jI Security Number . Becaasc of ari'i
ena.',ed I aa, I -7L", te I yo u tha t the a ;thori ty to request th .is informa 1 r, i
given i lb ', UC 136. Providing this infcri'ation is voluntiry Yon ,)ur ;: rt 3nd
tircrre at no (Iccncurnces if you ckioose(. not to do so. This infclri: tion is noeded
for our-r r.nr,

.11w t is your- Soc i a I Secur i 'y Nuiirer

freer upillwmu'. tflv' twon veu r holptul an! I appreciate Ih Luw You 'Sunk !o I t li
inl uv( y 1lhink Yoru.

TO M-AKF lullS A VAI I" INTERVIML, PLEASE RECORD EF TA, STATE AND (O'JNI Y NUMBEP, FRQ>M YOUR
%CAL.L RECORDJ FOlRI.

(T A ) (S T A T E ) J C O U NT Y j _( 7 7 8 o e '
70 Y 76 1 )-( a,-)o

131 SURr 1,2 PECrPI) 'COIPI rruI) MUl[VI'A" CODE N ON SCREENER UNDER Rl 'bitT OF F INAL :' EIIP.
ATTACH 01li, I VN11 A11l!1 R~ SMu L T AND 'CREUF CluE R ACK or QUitSIIONtIAI I '

Time Intervir.w Fnoled:AM



Respondent 1i 7 4 F 0,MB 022-R-0339
Number I - - lo I 10 Job No. 6405

Month Day Year Pige 9

MILITARY SERVICE STUDY Card 6

OPEN ENO ANSWER SNFET

CRT

6a. Will you ple.it' ti, I in. ,v, yi llri, yois remiiit'r alhio t .Ivr I t.iriq for the A( I Iv,"
Army that ynu hav,' %vii to r hto it . vi cot I V. ('ROII) What i1,1 the advertising ay?
h fa did it show.', *~ 11

Hive not see±n adverti,;ing .........................

drase seer. adver:ising. cdn't remember content..... ( e

6b. Ha,'c you s"en or heard i .ru i r, 3ddertisi ng for any of the other active duty
mi itary scr', t ,s rece n .

Yes .... 1 No ..... 2 l (SKIP TO QOd. 7) ,49)

6c. For which other active ,uty mi itary .ervuces di you ,ec l sefn m or hearing
advertflinqi 'O NOT READ PESPOiNSFS. CIRCLE ALL ThAI APP1Y UNDER QU. 6c.
IBELOW)

6d. IFOR EACH SFRVICC 1.OT ME',lIONC9 I:rj;' 6c. A1,V (J. .i Do you recall seeing or
hearing iny aivertis in' ,.' e.tly f-. he (4ffD -LRVIC; r ) N01 'AENTIONFD IN

'J. 6c. (.IRCE ALL TIAT APPLY UNDER r) 61 BELOW)

6c_. Qu. 61.

Any Otter AWl Ut~er
Servikes Servi, 2"

(50) (1,
SER':lCE11

-. Air For( c. ........ 1

Army. ............

Md--ie Corps.. 3

Navy ............. 4 4

7. 1 am going to mention ,ome slogans used by branches of the Armed Services in their
advertising. After I read each slogan, please tell me which service uses it. The
first slogan is (READ FIRST SLOGAN). Is tnis slogan used by the Army, Air Force,
Navy, Marine Corps or all four actve duty services together in the same ad or
commercial? (REPEAT FOR EACH SLOGAN. 00 NOT REPEAT BRANCIES. THE WORD "BLANk"-
MUST BE READ. )

START AT "X" All Four Servlces
(SEE INSTRUCTIONS) Air Marine Together In Same Ad

VYi S ns Army. Force Navy Corps Or Commercial

) "BLANK". It's not Just a job.
It's an adventure .... . .I. . . . . . 11 (5,)

all!. ( ) "BiANK. A gyrpat way of life.". 1. . 4,,(,)

4 ( ) "the few. The proud Fl LNY!" I 4 ', (04)

",ul) the people who've joined
Sthe BLANK 3 4 (55)

"Maybe you can be one of us ..... ' 3 4 (5f
"A chance to serve, a chance

to learn.". .......................... ! ? 3 4

"This is the BLANK ".................. 1 2 3 4

"It's a great place to start.".......1 2 3 4
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